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CHRISTMAS ECHOES

Even York County Fisher-1Tlie
]
men Seem Satisfied With i

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rubinstein Club held Ils rogu-

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable la
“law number of members and sevadvance; single copies three cents.
.
. .
, eral guests present. An enjoyable
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
, program was given with Mrs. Maryon
NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
----j Benner in charge, her subject being
The Rockland Gazette was established la
It is understood a Biddeford des- “The Music of the Noeltide.”
i 1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. patch says, that the influential York <'urrent Events
Mrs Benner
The Free Press was established In 1855, nod 1 County Fishermen’s Association will
I in 1891 changed Its came to the Tribune. throw its entire strength to Director j! Christnuui Carol—The
lheFirsft
CjubNoel, Traditional
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
H. D. Crle, of the Sea and Shore , soprano—Glory to God ...........
Rotoll

Crie Proposition.
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There will be a general closing of
Rockland stores next Monday, the
day on which New Year’s Ls to he
observed.

Leonard Pendexter suffered a dis
located hip the other day when his
car and that of Austin M. Moody
were in collision.

Fisheries’ Association in his attempt 1
-Mrs. Canteen Nutt
The funeral services of William T
Neidlinger
of the King
to obtain the enactment of the so- Soprano—Birthday
Miss Ruth Stevenson
Pratt will he held at the Bowes &
called
Double-Gauge
law
to
replace
Reading
—
From
the
Christmas
Carol,
Picketts
When first the fight begins within •••
Crozier .funeral parlors Friday fore
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood
the present 10inch law.
, •»•
himself,
noon at 10 o’clock.
Soprano—The Eastern Heavens are All Aglow
The
association
is
almost
100
per
! ••• A man’s worth eomeflhng.
•••
Miss Beulah Rokes
cent
in
its
membership,
which
inlano—Lento .................................. Cyril Scott
; •«•
—Robert Bwwning.
Mrs. Ida Goodell Nichols, who died
Mush Atari an Marsh
•••{eludes practically all the 300 lobster!
In Augusta last Saturday, was a na
who
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the
mouth
of
'
- Hark
I The
Heald Angels LMnt
Sing, Jl|nc
Shelley
men »no nsn oeiween tne mourn oi (
Jlrs
„ek<1
WeIKWOrtll
tive of Rockland. The family moved
the Saco River and Kittery. The
Creighton
to Augusta when she was a child
body Is well organized, lias intelligent j Oirteuiws. Jteadhigs
Mm. Kltingwooil
. FROM NEW ENGLAND men at its head, and the fishermen
Miss 'Marsh substituted for Miss
Rev. Charles D. Crane will preach
abide by whatever agreements are
Mabel Holbrook, and Miss Stevenson
I at Newcastle Sunday morning at the
.
| Comes a Large Share of Na made.
\
Congregational Church. Mr. Crane
"I cannot see.' said one veteran for Mis. Vivian Hewett.
• • • •
I was pastor at that church ten years.
tion’s Lime and Limestone lobsterman, "how anyone who really
Seventy
five
baskets
worth
pos

understands the situation and wishes
Products.
to be even half way reasonable ill sibly $12 each, five tons of coal,
The case of Charles F. Prescott vs.
tlie matter, can oppose Director Urie’s i much wood, clothing, footwear etc..
the Camden & Rockland Water Com
where
necessary
several
month
’
s
\'Washington special says:
sound proposition. Of course even
pany, due to be argued in Law Court,
A generous share of the nation's with a nine-inch minimum instead rent and dinners for many single
Augusta, this week, was discharged
men who were “up against it”
of
10%
as
at
present,
rye
would
get
output of lime and limestone pro
Pointing with pride to tlie part | for want of prosecution.
a lot of small 'chickens' that would formed part of the Christmas work
ducts comes from New England es have to he put Imck. But we would of Rockland Lodge, B. I’. O. E. Tills which he has played in “the contin- j
A local deafler recently sold two
tablishments, lhe output of which KO greatly benefit by being able to wus in addition to the Christmas Joy nation of Maine in its historical po
dozen very expensive calendars to
amounted to 16 per cent of the value take lobsters an inch and a lialf always brought to the kiddles. The
effort was mude only after a careful sition ill leadership,” viewing witli a Main street business man. All of
of product for the entire country in smaller than rve can now take, that survey made In connection with tlie alarm “tlie menace of money” that which would have been very well if
it would mean much more money for
1923. The companies, which are rela
other charitable agencies.
George "now looms on our view,"citing the he had not sent about 200 friends to
us.
tively small, are distributed through
“I am not speaking officially, but W. Bachelder was chairman ex-of merchant marine and the fisheries of beg ’em.
Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont, Con from what talk 1 have heard, there ficio of all committees and was in
necticut and Rhode Island. A sur seems to be no doubt that the York defatigable. The general committee the State as furnishing conspicuous
Federal inspection of the Coast Arvey conducted by the United States County Fishermen's Association will included W. B. Mitchell, Tyler opportunities for tlie development of i tlllery units is scheduled for next
Department of Commerce, in co-op get solidly behind Director Crie, and Coombs, Augustus Levy, Everett Da Maine and the service of tlie United | April, Battery E of Camden on the
eration with the New England Coun in all likelihood af the next meeting vis and R. E. Eaton. The finance States, and at tlie same time favor 10th, Battery G of Rockland on the
cil, shows that the average age of of the association, go on record as committee hud Ira W. Feeney,
17th and Battery F of Thomaston on
plants is 43 years, and the reason favoring the Double-Gauge law, as chairman, Thomas Anastasio, H. M. ing the establishing of a fisheries the 19th.
generally reported for locating in well as to arrange to have active Dane, Percy Demmons, H. B. Bur school upon the Maine coast, declar
New England is accessibility of raw representatives among its propon gess, R. F. Saville, L. C. Perry, and ing that “faith in the prohibition law
Philip Doyen of Portland was in
Timothy McInnis. J. N. Southard was
materials, limestone, lumber and ents."
and its enforcement, as well as ex the city yesterday while the Ajax
treasurer. The decorating committee
coal.
was discharging coal at Camden. In
One rather interesting question has
About one-fifth of all employes of been raised as to what would have was headed by E. 8. Orbeton with T. emplification of its doctrine in daily his home port Mr. Doyen is busy
J.
Foley,
Sherman
Rokes,
Earle
life
and
asspeiations,
are
essential
in
reporting plants are paid by piece happened if only lobsters hetyveen
while the finishing touches are be
work or by some other incentive nine and 13 inches could be handled. Barron and Frank Blackington for our public men” Gov. Ralph O. ing added to the new tugboat which
associates.
method. Employment varies but Would the shore resorts, hotels and
Brewster last night announced that is soon to become part of his fleet.
. • . •
slightly, probably because of special restaurants serve the minimum or
he will be a candidate for tlie Re
Nearly
600
carloads
of
Maine
efforts to keep it uniform. One pro the maximum sizes to their guests?
publican
nomination for United
It looks now as if the only import
ducer reporting in this survey brings The solution of this would seem to Christmas trees were shipped over States Senator at the primary elec ant event on New Year’s Day (next
the
Maine
Central
Railroad
tills
sea

most of his wood supply to the yards be two prices; so much for a small
tion next June, in opposition to Sen Monday) would be the second in
during the slack period. Another lobster, and an increased price for a son, which is larger than ever before. ator Frederick Hale, the incumbent. auguration of Mayor James F. Carver
Lincoln
and
Washington
counties
has increased the number of his lime large one. There would be no more
and election of city official's. Mayor
stone products, while others report inconsistency in this than there is in were the sources of most of the
Carver delivers .his address at 10
“PRINCE OF PEACE”
timber cutting and repair work for serving large and small beefsteaks at shipments. The Christmas tree busi
a. m. and the officials will be elected
ness is about 40 years old in this
the same purpose.
different prices.
State. It has grown from a very Cantata Will Feature Month at 7.30 p. m.
Most of the companies make their
“Another thing about the big lob
major sales to New England mar sters," continued the lobsterman. small beginning. The first treeH, so
ly Vesper Service At the In the basement of what used to be
kets, with a small number making “Some folks says, 'Oh the lohstermen far as known, were shipped from
known as Kimball block, now owned
most sales in New York, New Jersey, wifi lose a lot if they can’t keep the Hancock county In the vicinity of
Universalist Church.
by E. <C. Moran & Co., appears the
Bucksport and Orland.
The first
or Pennsylvania. Sales in New Eng
signature of E. W. Colson, and the
big fellows, because they are paid by shipments were small, a couple of
land have been falling off in the last
The second in a series of monthly date Sept. 22, 1852. Mr. Colson was
1 rue to a certain extent. J carjoa(js of perhaps 3,000 trees. While
FROM THE SHOULDER three years for the majority of the weight.
But here’s the rub. Nobody wants , the fir tree continues to be the one vesper services will' be given at the evidently a painter, and there may be
reporting firms. Reasons given for the lobsters over 13 Inches or so. j most ,n <Ieman<1 for th|» purpose
Universalist Church Sunday after somebody living who recalls the cir
this include more favorable freight Hotels and restaurants won’t serve
Portland Writer Takes Rap rates for concerns in other sections,
some spruce and pine trees are noon at 4 o’clock, when the quartet, cumstance here narrated.
such heavy lobsters they have to
The trees have to be pre composed of Mrs. Katherine Veazie.
At Gov. Brewster Who less selling activity, and the manu buy by the pound and sell by the shipped.
The stalwart form of Capt. F. O.
pared very carefully for shipment. soprano; Mis. Gladys S. Morgan, con
facture of substitutes for lime. piece.
Will Run For Senate.
The butts have to be cut evenly tralto; Chester WyiSlie, tenor, ami Hilt, keeper of Matinicus Rock Light,
Overproduction and competition from
‘’Knowing this the dealers don’t and the boughs must be careful John Robinson, bass, augmented by was observable on Main street yes
other regions have accounted for total like to handle them. It is hard for
"The great Brewster mystery bids sales decreases.
ly strapped close doifcn against the a chorus largely composed of the terday jealously guarding a new
them to sell them. In many cases
fair to be solved within the next
Distribution is usually direct to Lhe only way they can be disposed of trunk of the tree, so that It will pack young i>eoplo of the church, .will pre pair of Akffcft. Matinicus Rock is far
i fortnight,” write, Fred K. Owen In consumers, with wholesalers or job
in the smallest possible apace and at sent the Christmas cantata. “Prince out at sea but the comforts of .home
[the Portland Sunday Telegram. “In bers next in importance. All products is to extract the meat and supply it the same time allow them to spring of (Peace” by J. Truman Wolcott, un are not godng to be lacking while the
' fact it may be said to be a mys- of reporting nlants are branded or to hotels. This is against the law, back quickly Into place once the der the direction of Miss Esther genial captain is In charge.
but the ‘Intent’ of the law was to pre bindings are removed.
1 tery no longer, for there Is now ex trademarked.
Stevenson. Miss Stah'l, organist, will
vent the selling of ‘short’ lobster
* • • •
cellent authority for, the assertion
Additional lights have been in
he assisted by Miss Mabel Lamb at
meat.
So,
in
reputable lobster
Fifty Sir Knights of Claremont the piano and A. It. Marsh, violinist. stalled at the Southend in places
that the Governor has decided finally
JEFFERSON MAN REPORTS
houses, the practice is not discour Commandery, K. T. attended the an
that he will be a candidate for the
Miss Stahl and Mr. Marsh will give wlifcre they are most needed. The
aged where it is known that the lob
Republican nomination for United
Dwight Turner of Jefferson who sters are all unmarketably large to nual Christmas observance in the the opening number, “Adoration,” by current was turned on Christmas
States Senator against Frederick
Asylum Sunday noon- The toast to Borowski; and Mrs. Morgan will sing Eve for the first time, and to say
was reported missing last Saturday sell by the pound.
Haley
the grand master of the Grand En Parts 1 and 2 of the cantata the con that the residents of the several lo
“Moreover, the meat in the big lob campment of the United States was
1 "For several months the Governor has telegraphed his brother, Wesley
tralto solo, “Geau Bambino” by Pietro calities were tickled is stating it
sters
is
stringy
and
tougher
and
proposed at high noon by Eminent Yon, with ^violin obligato by Mr mildly. It was a Christmas present
has been doing all in his power to F. Turner of Portland that he is in
lacks
the
flavor
of
that
taken
from
Sir William D. Talbot. The toast
discredit the present senator by New. York, in the best ot health
In which many scores of persons rethe smaller sizes. Even the public to tlie grand commander, Edward K. Marsh.
making unfair and unjust statements
Much interest centers in tlie^can-|
Because of a nervous breakdown, knows this and demands the small
Gould was proiiosed by
Eminent tata, which is extremely tuneful ami
about him. not cnly when opportunity
offered, but when he could search that Mr. Turner suffered recently, sizes. Not infrequently do the loh Commander Edward R. Veazie, and pleasing, as the solo work will be j A tractor truck and plow’ are
stermen
throw
the
big
lobsters
back
his
relatives
feared
he
was
a
victim
responded to in person. Tlie toast to
out one. During this time many
parked in Damariscotta, rarin’ to go.
just as they do the ‘shorts’ because the eminent commander was pro done almost entirely by the younger They have been assembled there by
have heen skeptical about the Gov of amnesia, but Mr. Turner know
singers, such as Misses Adelaide
ing
that
they
might
object
to
his
New
the
market
is
so
limited
it
doesn't
posed by Eminent Sir Leo E. How
ernor entering this race, not because
Cross, Mary Bird. Lucy Marsh. Thel the State Highway Department pend
they didn't think he would like to, York trip simply went ahead and pay to handle them. Most dealers ard; and to tlie departed Sir Knights
ma Littlefield and Ruth Stevenson: ing the arrival of snowdrifts which
made
the
journey,
sending
a
tele
pay
only
half
price
for
the
jumbos,
by Eminent Sir E. C- Payson. Grand
but because it seemed that he must
and Henry Marsh, Maynard Wiggin the State will undertake to keep clear
realize, being a good politician, that gram to tell of his safe arrival and so you will see that the real argu Commander Gould, who had declined
from Wiscasset to Warren. It is go
that
everything
was
all
right.
ments are for the double-gauge law.” an invitation to address a big Com and Raymond Perry. E. It Veazie ing to be an “open” winter If the
he could hardly expect to win.
will
lend
valuable
support
by
his
mandery gathering in Portland in
"This was one way of reasoning it
State and towns have their say.
order that he might be with ills own pjeaxing tenor voice and also ippvar
out. The other was that the Gov
in
a
solo
part.
commandery, delivered a very fine
ernor would hardly find it worth
All next week Jimmie Evans’ Muaddress, showing the connection be
while, even if so disposed, to go out
■ sieal Revue and his Melody Boys w ill
CAPTAIN ISAAC COTTLE
tween Christmas and Knight Temof his way to make personal attacks
j be the attraction at Park Theatre.
plary. The selections toy the Uniupon a man representing the State
' Everybody
who
has
seen
the
versallst quartet were very pleasing. Notes the End of the Old Year and show’ this year in other cities, say it
In high office, even as he does himself,
The
Beginning
of
the
New.
•
•
•
•
without hoping to gain politically
Is the best that Jimmie has ever pre
A proper conclusion to the Christ Editor of Thhe Courier-Gazette: —
himself thereby.
sented since he became a producer.
The
close
of
the
old
year
finds
me
mas
observation
of
the
Forty
Club
"The manner of the Governor's
There will he two complete shows
in
possession
of
health
and
strength
was
the
presentation
of
a
handsome
campaigning so far does not hold out
daily, matinee at 2, evening at 7.45,
desk set to William C. Bird, first and with sufficient stores in the with the exception of Saturday when
the promise that that which will fol
cellar,
including
slack
salted,
flaked
president of the club This was Mr.
low his becoming an avowed candithree show’s will be presented 2. 6.
Bird's last meeting prior to moving dried fish, to carry me through the and 8.30. Seats go on sale Friday.
date will be of a particularly amiable
w|nter
And
enough
wood
to
keep
the
to other fields and his loss will tie
sort. He has started in to make it
keenly felt by the club. The pro home fires burning. Wlhat more can
bitterly personal and it is hardly
The .fur will fly at the Recreation
gram consisted of a rather enlight mortal ask? The radio is working Alleys Friday night when the two
possible that the recriminations will
ening joke Christmas tree with S. fine and I get plenty of entertainment Central Maine teams come to grips
all be on one side.”
Nllo Spear in his familiar role of night and day. My friend of the in the Industrial League. There has
Santa. He was well on his business Lighthouse News Exchange, Douglas lxeen a keen rivalry betw’een these
A DAY OF PRAYER
of distributing verbal bombshells H. Shepherd of Wtood End Light, groups and it <is so sharp that the
• ——
when a rival scarlet-dad St. Nick Provincetown, sent me a fine picture plan now is to bring along Lhe Cen
The Maine W. C. T. U. will join
appeared with gifts from tlie club for of his new dog “Radio.” I received tral Maine’s band. The Wholesalers
with the national organization in ob
Mrs. O'Neil, Frank Fields and the froti our friend in Los Angeles, Calif., and Retailers are allso bow Eng as
serving Jan. 5 of the week of prayer
girls who have looked after the tables w ho visited us a year ago, a very nice well as business opposites and it looks
as an especial W. C. T. U. Day of
lhe past year. Next week's meeting box of California fruit, and a Christ
Prayer. . At the State headquarters.
as though the hand would play
will be held Tuesday noon because mas card that lead:
150 Free street, Portland, a prayer
figuratively as well as literally in both
of the Monday holiday.
From out of California,
service every hour through the day,
sets.
• • • •
Here in the sun’s warm glow,
will be conducted by leaders. Mrs.
1 send The same old greetings
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Quimby and other State officers will
To tlie land of lee and anew.
Plans for a merger of the General
Thursday evening a large crowd
be in attendance. The theme will be
I received also a card from Boston, lee Cream corporation and the East
gathered to enjoy the Christmas tree
prayer for Divine guidance tHBt
and this program: Prayer, Rev. O. initials “M. L. C„” no address, so I ern Dairies. Inc., which operates 57
"righteousness which exalteth a na
W. Stuart; Christmas greetings, cannot send a return card, on which plants in New England, into a con
tion" may prevail in this land. The
was written
cern whose combined shares would
Genevie Gray; Song, “The Star
8th anniversary of the incoming of
‘‘The season’s greetings fo you; have a market value of about $20,Above
the
Manger,"
Doris
Daggett
national prohibition is to be observed
000,000 were discussed at a meeting
and Sybil Jones; "The Christmas hope to hear more of your letters read
in all parts of the United States by
at the Light House News Exchange. of officials of the companies in Sche
Picture,"
—
Mrs.
Morley,
Berla
Lord:
the National W. C. T. U.
Local
nectady Tuesday night Immediately
Anne Morley, her daughter, Doris That is one of the best features on the
unions will observe the day Monday,
prior to the meeting of the officials,
radio.”
Daggett;
Peggy,
Charlotte
Jones
Jan. 16. The invitation extended to
With that sentiment I heartily con- stockholders of the General Ice
Emely, Ruth Conant; Norah, the
pastors that a special message be
cur. As Luthera Burton wrote to the Cream corporation voted to Increase
Morley
’
s
maid,
Sybil
Jones.
Austin
given from the pulpit Sunday, Jan.
common stock of the company from
Exchange:
Philbrook acted as Santa.
15, is meeting with hearty response
"We can get ail kinds of entertain 250.000 to 450,000 shares and to Issue
• * • •
50,000 no-par value shares of $6 cu
A well known garage proprietor ment on our radio, but only one
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
mulative preferred stock. The East
Lighthouse
News
Exchange.
We
sin

received a practical gift In the form
Th*ma«lv*a *f Thl* Service For
ern Dairies, Inc., has a factory in this
cerely
hope
Big
Brother
will
give
the
of a large rat trap, which he Is hoping
Thia 8ervlc* le To Meet Any
city, occupying new quarters at the
Lighthouse
and
Coast
Guard
boys,
the
will accomplish the purpose.
Financial Need
mariner’s friends, the whole evening Northend.

NEW FORD
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NOW READY FOR
DEMONSTRATION
SEE US FRIDAY

and make arrangements to ride

in this wonderful automobile

Knox

Motor Sales Co.

Phone 333

Rockland, Maine

, ALL NEXT WEEK

PARK
JIMMIE EVANS
Matinee 2. Evening 7.45

MUSICAL REVUE
—SPECIAL ATTRACTION—

JIMMIE EVANS’

MELODY BOYS
Everybody Who H«« Seen the Show This Year Say. It It the Best
_______ Show That Jimmie Has Ever Had_______________

SEATS ON SALE FRIDAY—TEL. 409

Clean-up Sale
W» have a few article* of a Christmas nature left which we want
to dispose of before inventory. If you want some of these, better
come early.

$1.00 sets, consisting of Shoe-Trees, Garters,
etc., to be sold for............................................ 59c a set
50c sets as above. Sale price, per set...................... 29c
$1.50 Slippers. Sale price............................................ 99c
$ 1.00 Slippers. Sale price............................................ 69c
Metal Frame Glass Tray, formerly 89c. Sale
price............................... ................................................... 59c
Children’s $1.00 Suits. Sale price, each...............79c
And Many More Bargains
Sale Starts At Once and Lasts Until Goods Are Sold

E. B. Crockett 5to $!c Store

SB

LET

M6Y6R
BOTH

We wish to express our sincere thanks for the gen
erous patronage of the past year and to wish you one
&nd all a very Happy New Year.
•

We wish you to keep in mind our

ILLUSTRATIONS
AND COPY
PILOT YOUR
TREASURE-SHIP
SAFELY TO PORT

5c Sale
When you can buy Sheepskin Coats, Leather Coats,
Mackinaws, Flannel Shirts, Sweaters and Boys’ Suits
for Five Cents Each, which takes place—

AN EXCLUSIVE SERVICE
FURNISHED FREE BY

JANUARY SEVENTH

WILLIS MYER

Real Eatate
Paraonal Property
Loan* Privately
2—Offices—2
Office Hour*: 9 A. M. to 530 P. M
Lawful Rata of Interest

The Courier-Gazette

each two weeks.”
IWell, I will now hank the fire, wind YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the chronometer and turn In. Good
Pulpit Harbor, Dec. 24
If I had to 11t® my life again I would
night.
Capt. Isaac Cottle.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
have made a rule fo read some poetry and
Home Harbor, Me.
I have five Rhode Island Red pul
listen to some music at least once a week
lhe loss of these tastes Is a loss of hardi
lets, hatched April 16, which laid 56
ness.—Charles Darwin.
SPEEDY CURES NEEDED
eggs from Dec. 11 to Dec. 24, Inclu
sive, or an average of four eggs a
FOR THE NEW YEAR
The finding of high speed cures for
lay. I think this is a very good
are flue gifte I a«k of thee. Spirit
Injury, illness and disability, says Dr. These serene
record.
H. S. Beverage.
;
N. E. Titus, of Columbia University, Strength for the dally task,
Is one of the greattst problems fac Omrage to face the road.
ing the medical profession today. G<x>d cheer to help me bear the traveler’s
load;
TAXI SERVICE
Business men, be claims, cannot And for the hours of rest that come between,
spare time for natural recovery. An inward joy in all things heard and seen.
Fred Harvey’s Taxi Service, 3
“America’s demand for top speed in ! J!u***, a,re the elns I lain
.
,, A
.
Would have thee take away:
business,
recreation and, other
parts
alM,
Pleasant etreet. 'Office open day
of
life
ha»
created
a
demand
for
Miger. sullwi luu.
and night; waiting room for similar top speed in recovering from llot
8»<irn of the lowly, enty of lhe great.
«u.aW,hi«.» Itzx ao.vb.rou
n.xx i»..tL
a slwidow jr’.ty
ladies, Tel. 854-M.
disabilities, he detlaies. ’The
1 ath- And dterontent that casks
of the common day.
150Th2
finder.
|
—Henry van Dyke.

FIVE SMART PULLETS

Every-Other-Day
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FARMERS INSIST MUSCLE SHOALS BE PUT TO WORK
PRODUCING CHEAP FERTILIZERS

The Courier-Gazette
Rockiaad, Me.. Dw. 19. 1«!7.
Personally api'eaieJ Frank S. Lyddle. who

ea oath declare* thai he Is Pressman In the

By R. F. BOWER

office of The Cnnrier-Gazette. and that of the
Issue of tills paper -f Iks-. 27, 1927, there was
printed a total of 6298 copies.

Before uie,

Member Of President Coolidge’s Muscle Shoals Inquiry

FKA.kh B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

The hope of the godless man shall
perish: Whose co; fldence shall break
In sunder. And whose trust Is a
spider’s web.—Job 8:13,14.
Rockland is no easier a mark than
any community. Always the can
vasser with schemes for extracting
money is abroad and our city is vis
ited by him with the same regular
ity as other cities. Only—and here
we lay an emphasis—Rockland has
Its Community Chest, buttressed by
a Chamber of Commerce. The Chest
is designed to cover all matters of
charity. The Chamber of Commerce
if given opportunity will protect
homes and places of business against
aggression. This matter of solici
tation should be properly overseen,
and can be if merchants and house
keepers will make it a point to lend
a co-operation. Unless the canvas
ser presents the Chamber’s evidence
of endorsement the citizen solicited
is justified in turning the cold shoul
der. Moreover the Chamber itself
should directly be informed of the
incident. After this manner the full
benefit of these two highly valuable
public utilities may be realized.

Allusion in this column to the
movement in the interest of repair
ing the Old Church on the Hill has
been favorably commented upon in
many quarters. We should hope that
response was liberal to the appeal
that Thomaston women are making
for funds necessary to the purpose.
'Here is an ancient colonial relic
around which gather associations
that ought not to be allowed to
perish. Jn sackcloth and ashes we
of today sorrow over the dead spirit
of an earlier generation which per
mitted the destruction of the man
sion built by Genera! Knox, w’hich
if now in existence would be of price
less value. Let us not invite another
such occasion for chagrin by suffer
ing this other reminder of the early
days to go the same melancholy way.
The meeting-house (to give it the
ancient designation) is an integral
part of the thing had in mind with
respect to memorializing Knox. It
stands in immediate need.* Its pres
ervation should be a matter of con
cern not alone to the townspeople
who live within arms-length of the
structure, but to all who are citizens
of these regions which a century and
a quarter ago it was built to serve;
as well as to every son and daugh
ter living in remoter parts whose
interest in the old down-east home
land continues.

Special Table Lamp
A pretty base with a good silk
shade. Lamp is 23 inches high
Shade ie
15 inches
diameter
trade

"ON MY SET”
WCSH was etming in so good
Sunday afternoon that Edward
R. Brock called the station by
long distance telephone to say so.
Meantime he had connected his
set with hisjtelephone, and when
“Congress Square” answered he
asked the man on the other end
of the wire to listen. And thus it
came to pass that a person in the
Congress Square radio station
heard, via Rockland, a program
which was being broadcast at his
elbow.
Present day marvels
command our respect and awe.
S®. ♦ ♦
Arrangements for a nationwide
hookup of 50 radio stations to
broadcast the “Tournament of
Roses” football classic at Pasa
dena, Calif., Jan. 2 are announced.
Graham McNamee will be at the
microphone with a verbal descrip
tion and play by play account
of the game which brings together
the University of Pittsburgh and
Stanford in the yearly East-West
gridiron clash. The broadcast
ing on Eastern Standard Time
will begin at 4.45.
Intrigued into a late session
Tuesday night by the words of
Bill Harrison, I listened vainly
for the coast stations which he
thought might be heard after mid
night. My furthest West results
were KMOX cf St. Louis and
KTNT of Muscatine, Iowa. The
latter, by the way, was new to my
list. WRNY in conjunction with
2XAL, was doing some experi
mental work, and going strong.
In addition to the usual Eastern
stations I logged WOK. WJBT,
WJJD and W'CFL of Chicago and
CKCL of Toronto... On the whole
I called it a very good night.

We liavo only a few of this bar
gain. No others after they are
gone.

Burpee Furniture Co.
361 MAIN ST.
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Muscle Shoals—The Farmer's Dream Of Cheap Fertilizers

The only car of its kind

in the world. Entirely new
engineering principles.

Years ahead of its time.
On

Display

January

5th

A PRODUCT OF DODGE BROTHERS

MQVIEf
STRAND THEATRE

A MAINE DESERT

The Shifting Sands of Free
port Are Attracting Much
Attention.

At the same time farmers are Shoals question In accordance with
What will be the next chapter In
the long and hectic career of buying millions cf tons of fertilizer the purposes adopted when the tax
each year. The use of fertilizer is payers' money was appropriated for
Muscle Shoals’

The magnificent power dam stands slowly increasing but it would go
fully completed; the $16,000X100 atr forth by leaps and bounds If cheaper
nitrate plant is fully equipped and fertilizers were available. President
ready to operate; the turbine- Coolidge's Muscle Shoals Inquiry re
generators costing nearly half/a ported that proper utilization of
million dollars each are in place Muscle Shoals would cut fertilizer
and electric current Is being gen costs 43 ppr cent.
Farm organizations have been
erated, yet no nttratea are being
able to work out with the leading
produced.
Only a part of the electric current air nitrates producers of America—
is being utilized and thia goes to the American Cvanamid Company—
the power monopoly of that region a proposal for the operation of the
—the Alabama Power Company—<at Muscle Shoals plants on a basis
a price that falls by more than half, even better than that offered by
a million dollars a year to pay even | Henry Ford and finally withdrawn
4 per cent interest on the fair by him when Congress wore him
peace-time cost of the dam and out with Its dilatory taetics.
No wonder, then, that farmers
power plant The price received by
the Government is only two mills are demanding of Congress quick
and full disposal of the Muscle
oer kilowatt hour.

DECLINE OF PIPE

HOOVER IN THE WEST

this project; namely, for the pro
duction of nitrates for e\plosfzes tn
time of war and fertilizers in time
of peace.
Congressman W. F. James, of
Michigan, acting chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee of the
House, has the chief responsibility
for getting early action on this mat
ter when the new Congress as
sembles in December. Congress was
ready to vote on a Muscle Shoals
leasing bill last session, especially
the Madden bill Introduced by Con
gressman Martin Madden of Illinois,
chairman of the powerful appro
priations committee.
But Mr.
James' committee adjourned with
out giving Congress the opportunity
to vote on any bill.

LABRADOR BECKONS

THE “STREAKS” WON
But the “Old Grads” Forced
Them Into An Overtime
Period.
Coming from behind In the last
half the Rockland High School
('range 'Streaks flashed to a 28 to 2S.
victory over the Alumni in a game
that went through into two overtime
periods at the High School gym last
night.
The Alumni outfit with
Wendell Thornton of Colby as their
leader upset tlie dope bucket and
were leading the High School live at
the end of tlie first half. In the third
period the school boy quintet came
back and scored enough points to
have a five-point lead at the end of
the period,- but matters were soon
evened when Thornton, Snow & Co.
started caging long shots.
IWltli less than 30 seconds to the
whistle Capt. Jim Flanagan and hie
mates started a rally hut the time
was too short and the fourth period
ended with a 23 to 23 deadlock. In
the first three minutes overtime
period neither team counted but in
the second and final extra frame the
Orange Streaks registered five points
to the Grads' three.
Gapt. Jim Flaragan started the
scoring with a nice shot from the
side for two points and then Thorn
ton came back for the Alumni with a
two-pointer. The game seesawed
through the first and second periods
with neither outfit more than three
points in the lead. Thornton was the
big gun in the Alumni scoring during
tlie first half with three baskets while
Jim Flanagan rolled in two for his
team and his brother Jud added an
other basket and a foul.
Going into the last half one point
behind the M icomber coadied team
went good for five minutes and then
the playing went off color and its at
tack was turned hack by the Alumni
defense. In t'.ie fourth period John
Flanagan went on a scoring rampage
that netted six points for the Alumni
and it was only because af fine de
fense work by Buck Parsons that the
Alumni didn’t drop more through the
net.
The first extra period was nip and
tuck, but neither team was able to
score although Rich Snow had sev
eral shots drop from the rim back
onto the floor. In the next stanza
Jim Flanagan dropped one through
to put the High School outfit in the
lead but It. Snow came back with one
for the opponents and the score was
tie again. Fowler counted on a foul
shot and several seconds later Rounds
brought the score to 26 all with a foul.
Then Fowler caged a basket and the
game ended.
Jim Flanagan and Fowler were
high point men for the Orange
Streaks with ten points apiece and
Thornton and K. Snow made four
baskets each for their team.
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300
78 105
Anastasio ........ 117
The Corsican selected briar, which 331 eggs in 336 days.
Bombing the Buenos Aires branch
dezvous for summer yachtsmen.
Horace D. Ellingwood who was 37 Main Street, Corner Park
was plentiful on the island.
So
Now this is clearly a shot at the ; During the short northern summer
424 429 431 1287 well known in this city died at bis 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
of a Boston bank, by way of expres
home in .Winterport Dec. 11 after 42 Rankin Street, Conner Broadway satisfactory was tlie new pipe that record of Babe Ruth, the famous ! Labradc- is pictured as a land of
sing sympathy for the two anarchists
the traveler took briar back 1° ’ hen of Omaha who did not miss a supreme beauty. Rocky headlands
a short illness, aged 65 years. He 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
SUPT. MORSE’S SCHOOLS
upon whont Massachusetts visited
France witli him and sent it to St. ’ daj- from May 9 to Sept. 26 of this ! run far into the seas. IDeep fiords cut
was salesman for the Belfast Pub 45 Middle Street, opposite Fern
Claude-, whose citizens had a reputa- year. She got a lot of publicity by the fir covered hlls of the interior,
lishing Company and was here late 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
the death penalty for murder, seems
Supt. F. L. S. Morse sends in this
47 Knox County General Hospital tion as wood carvers. That briar having one of her daily efforts rushed wher» sub-arctic vegetation flour
going a long way about to establish notice of the opening for the wintef in September on his way down cast.
He was well liked, always jolly and 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren pipe manufacturing centre two or to the Wipte House for a breakfast ishes, and salmon streams invite the
justice as viewed through the eyes term of the schools in Owl’s He id had a good word for everybody. 43 Camden and Front Streets
three years ago was credited with date. Ruch a record evidently ex fisherman. Grand Falls, on the Ham
South Thomastup. Cushing. Friend Besides ills wife, who was Emma 51 Head of Cedar Street
manufacturing 30,000,006 pities an cited envy across the water.
of anarchism.
ilton River, is nearly 'three times as
ship and St. George, which start the Walsh of Pleasant street, tills city, 52 West Meadow Road
Plain enough, isn't jt. that this is high as Niagara.”
nually.
winter term next Monday with the he leaves one daughter, Mrs. George 53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
An unknown inventor of Ameri an international struggle for su
It is to be noted in the retrospect exception of the White Head school
ca's Middle West discovered that one premacy? Note, too, that the entry
Hathaway of Ellingwood's Corner, 54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
that the gentlemanly predicter of which wi'Jl have an extended vaca Winte port. Funeral services were 62 Militia Call
of the coolest, sweetest smokes of of England into this competition is as the contest goes merrily on. But i
all can be obtained from the humble not a hen but a duck. England’s no one need worry about it as long I
multitudinous snowstorms for the tion.
held at his home and the burial was J 75 Veteran Firemen’s Association
corncob. The result was the growth strength nnd pride is on the wa- as the egg liaskets are being filled
in the family lot at Winterport. Many J85 Out-of-town call
month now closing was about as
of an Industry whose centre is now ter. The American cackle is afl instead \f being emptied. Come on '
Whining women and children are beautiful floral offerings showe<t,thq 122 Chiefs Call
wide of the mark as there was room
at Washington. Mo., and whose out- swered by the English quack. More Duck! Come on Hen!—The PathRepeated, No School
bad enough, but deliver us from' esteem in which he tvas held by 5
j1-1 Two single strokes fire all out. put is 27,O0O,OOQ cob pipes a yearifaskUnj' and quacking will be Ueaid finder,
for being
friends and relatives,
Wlilning men!

(

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS •

BURPEE’S

Advertising In
THIS
PAPER

Is a
Good Investment

Every-Other-Day

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 30—ftlethebcsoc Club nwcts with "Mrs.
-Ruth ISillngwoort.
■tan. 2—Shakespeare Society meet! with Mrs.
H. A. Buffum, Grove street.
Jan. 17—lloocvlk Club Auction at Copper
Kettle.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—Mt. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 22 —Waslilnpon’s Birthday.

New Year’s Ball
NEW YEAR’S EVE

.1. S. Van Middle worth, secretary
of the Lawrence Portland Cement
Company, was in the city yesterday.

A still alarm called the chemical
to Pelt Hill last night to put a crimp
in a chimney fire at the home of Bert
Smith.

New pupils errolled at the Rock
land Commercial College are Miss ,
Gladys Keys of Chicago, Miss Mary
Humes of Union, and Francis Ripley
of thia city.

The fifth and deciding game be
tween the Triumph Bowling Team of
Waldoboro nnd the Haveners of
Rockland will be rolled at the Star
Alleys tonight. Each team has won
two games. «

The respect and affection enter
tained by the employes of the Woolworth Company for their manager.
George W. Gay, was expressed at
Christmas tim'; by the presentation
of a handsome leather traveling caseillegal possession of a still result
ed Tuesday In a six months' Jail sen
tence and fine of 1500 for John John
son of St. George, whose place was
raided by the sheriffs and Coast
Guardsmen. The still was found in
the upper part of a shed between
Johnson's hoyse and barn. He ap
pealed and furnished ball..
Dr.
Frank M. Allen of Rockport, ar
raigned for illegal possession of in
toxicating liquor, was given the usual
fine and sentence, but because of his
advanced age and enfeebled physical
condition, he was placed on proba
tion for one year and ordered to re
port the first Saturday of each
month to Capt. John A. Stevens, pro
bation officer. This course was also
recommended by County Attorney
Campbell. Frank Tirrell appeared as
counsel for the respondent In each
case.

The officers of Ruth Mayhew Tent
will be Installed next Monday eve
ning by 'Past President Lena B.
Rokes. There will be a supper at 6
o’clock with a Christmas tree in the
A few weeks ago a young Scots
evening, officers will be dressed in man, very much up against it, to use
white.
his own phrase, came to Capt. Clarke
of the local Salvation Army corps
Vaudeville will be presented at and asked for some help which was
Park Theatre two days starting Fri given, and more added than was
day. On that day there will be but asked which Included a change ot.
one show In the evening which will underwear, facilities to shave, food
start at 7.45. Saturday there will be etc. Recently the same young man
the usual two shows in the evening called at the Salvation Army quar
the first starting at 6.
ters so well dressed that he was
hardly recognizable as the tramp of
Night Fatrolman Lamont A. 'Well a few weeks before, who had come so
man suffered a paralytic shock yes discouraged and embittered with his
terday afternoon, affecting the use of lot. On the occasion of his second
the right side. He had not recovered visit, he had called to show his grat
his power of speech this morning but itude to Capt. and Mrs. Clarke for
seemed to recognize members of the their timely help, and to let them see
family and smiled feebly when one that it had enabled him to get on his
of them spoke to him.
feet once again. He now has a good
position and has been able to tank
The Claremont Commandery in $100. This is one of the cases where
stallation takes place tomorrow- the local Corps renders help at the
night, and will be of special interest critical time.
from the fact that the installing offi
cer will be Rt. Eminent Grand Com
The Augusta crew of the Central
mander Edward K. Gould. He will
Maine Power Company Is having un
be assisted by Edward R. Veazie and
usual difficulties in moving five huge
Walter- S. Rounds. Dancing and re
transformers to Maxey’s sutAitatlon
freshments will follow.
which are to be used in connection
with the 66,000 volt transmission line
The Chamber of Commerce swings
from Gulf Island to Maxey’s. These
solidly into the game on the State
transformers weigh from 28 to '34
Armory proposition. At a meeting of
tons each. Caterpillar tractors are
the executive committee Tuesday af
being used to haul them but the
ternoon a committee comprising E. L.
Brown, chairman. Col. Walter H. roads have been both slippery «and
terribly rough. The specially con
Butler, J. N. Southard and Mayor
structed trailers attached to the
Janies F. Carver was appointed to
consider ways and means, and, the tractors for conveyance are each
. matter of interesting the Jocal ser conservatively rated at ,30-ton capa
city. They are each 27 feet long and
vice clubs.
eight feet wide with a clearance of
Alton
L.
Blacklnton,
former 12 Inches from the road. All bridges
were reinforced with temporary
Rockland photographer, who for sev
wooden bridges, which can easily be
eral years has been staff camera ar
taken down. Each transformer was
tist on the Boston Herald sends com
pliments of the season to Rockland shipped on a specially designed flat
ear with a drop center which gave
friends in unique manner. 'His card
is a facsimile of the front page of more clearance. On down grades in
hauling the transformers It was
the Herald and across the top is a
screamer line ’’Blacklnton sends you necessary to put a tractor at the rear
long delayed greetings, happy New of the trailer to hold the load back.
After Christmas—(What? Why a
rummage sale at Crle’s Gift Shop.
In the north window three groups of
desirable gifts priced at 23 cents, 56
cents and $1.17. This is about I2
as the values run up to $2.00—adv. *

UNION

Everett A. Munsey has moved to
Rev. and Mrs. Charles H. B Seliger
.the La Rosa apartments, Grove
arrived Saturday and will spend a
street.
week with Mrs Helen Cummings.
Rev. Mr. Seliger occupied the pulpit
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY of the Congregational Church, his
TRUST COMPANY
old pastorate, Sunday morning^
The annual meeting of the atoekholders of

Local and Long Distance
Trucking
General Jobbing
Prompt Service on Short
Hauls; Special Care on
Moving Household Fur
nishings. Reasonable Rates

Ralph W. Jewell
TEL. 135

ROCKLAND
155*3

$2.50

$1.19

*

SWEATERS
Specials! $1.00, $1.59, $1.98
$2.25, $2.98, $3.75, $4.50

$5.25

COUCH COVERS

Corduroy Bath Robes

John Jay Perry writes from Lew
iston that he expects to visit Rock
land and Camden the first week in
January on Federal Income tax work
for 1927.

GENERAL
TRUCKING

ALL SILK HOSE

<Rzl

Music by Kirk’s Full Orchestra

The Relief Corps will hold its reg
ular meeting in the G A. R. hall this
evening, with the annual Christmas
tree as the feature of the program.

the Security Trust Company will be held at
Its banking rooms a: Korkland, Maine.
Tuesday, .Ian. 10, 1928, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
for the rhoice of a Board of Directors and an
Executive Committee for the enuslng year, and
for the transaction of such business as may
legally como before them.
J. C. PERRY, Clerk.
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 8. 1927.
147-Th 2

$1,59

$2.89

December 31

Louis Karpenstein. formerly ot this
city, and for many years night clerk
at the Bangor House, is on a vaca
tion trip to California.

Senter Crane Comply Is closing
out all ladles’ nnd misses' winter
coats at Red Tag prices. Sixty-two
coats representing a New York man
ufacturer’s loss will be included.—
adv.

BLANKETS

. Temple Hall, Rockland

Lester Alley of the Whitehead
Coast Guard Station is spending a
fortnight’s vacation itv.this city.

Tear."

U

Last Two Days of 1927—Just the Time You Need These Goods

The good skating at Oakland Park
Is a boon for the young folks during
the Christmas vacation.

Augusta (Farnsworth Hall remem
bers The Courier-Gazette with a
Christmas greeting from Blair, Neb.,
taking the form of a photograph
in its attractive winter setting of the
Crowell Memorial Home.

0A

S
Special After Christmas Mark-Downs—Friday and Saturday
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

The Harmony Club’s

There will be a cantata rehearsal
nt the Universalist church Thursdayevening at 7 o’clock.

Local sparring exhibitions have
been discontinued for ttoe present.
The recent attendance was not In
keeping with the cost of the talent
which the Elks charity committee
was presenting.

I M ON T ON’

THE SEASON’S DANCE SENSATION

Augustus King nnd Eunioe Phelps
have filed marriage intentions.

Winslow-Holbrook Post will Bold
open house this evening. This is the
regular meeting of the Post, and
business of importance will be tran
sacted. All committees will render
full reports.

Mrs. Ada F. Wooster died Dec. 22,
at the home of her son George A.
Wooster, S3 Summer street, passing
away suddenly while at the supper
table, from heart failure. She had
been in her usual health, and was
looking forward to a happy Christ
mas.
Mrs. Wooster was born in this
city Aug. 17, 1852, a daughter of Al
fred H. and Mary Jane (Bray)#Klmball.
The family home was the
stately house at corner of Main and
Middle streets, built by Mr. Kimball,
but known In recent times as the
Tillson house, the ownership of
FULL FASHIONED
One lot Gray Blankets, large, 65x80 size; very soft
which was recently acquired by pur»
and
lofty;
$2.25
value
Per
Pair
chase by David Rubenstein.
Mr.
Kimball was one of Rockland’s fore
most business men of his day and
$1.59 value. Per Pair—
One lot Plaid Blankets, 66x80 sire;; $3.00 value.
the first president of the Rockland
Per pair—
National bank. He was also the
builderwnd owner of Kimball block,
on Main street.
As a member of one of the promin
One lot Plaid Twilled Blankets, extra> large, 70x80;
ent families of the older generation,
$3.50 value. Per pail—
Ladies’ and Misses’
the daughter Ada, as was also her
sister Helen, was much sought after
*
In the social circles of that day. In
One lot Plaid Part Wool, 66x80 Blankets; $5.50
June 1870, she was married to Capt.
value. Per pair.—
Robert C. Wooster, who after retir
ing from the sea engaged in the shoe
business at the Brook, a business
One lot. Plaid Part Wool, very large, 70x80 size;
which health compelled him later to
$3.50 value. Per pair—
I dispose of to the late W. A. McLain,
whose name it still bears. By this
marriage there were two children,
George A. Wooster of this city and
Genuine Tapestry Couch Covers, 69 inches wide
Mrs. Ira Perry of Warren, both of
and about 1C0 inches long; beautiful goods and
whom survive her. together with
long wearing.
three grandchildren. Marie and Har
riet Wooster and Donald Gregory.
$3.50 value
Corduroy Bath Robes will be sold on
She also leaves a sister, Mrs. Mary
days at—
Helen Ludwig. For 'a number of
$7.50 value
years she had made her home with
SOUR KROUT BY THE TOJN
her son. Lovable, kindly of heart
and thoughtful for others, she will
$6.50 value
be sincerely missed by family and
of our lew prices on these goods
(And Many Others)
Ed. Dean Had Difficulty In Selling Two Barrels 45 Years friends and especially by the sister.
Funeral services were held Satur
Ago—Can’t Make It Fast Enough Now.
day afternoon. Rev. B. P. Browne of
the
Baptist
church
officiating.
Beautiful flowers surrounded the
All the people who eat sour krout as far south as Eagle Rock, Va. It casket. The bearers were John I.
enjoyed by all who attended. Two' phones.
MONHEGAN
trees were heavily laden with gifts I
are not Dutchmen. Of this you must Is a safe wager that the Eagle Rock Snow, Ralph Smith, Ira Perry, Ar
Mi. and Mrs. Henry Stanley left
thur
L.
Orne,
Francis
Orne
and
R.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barlow of for everyone.
be convinced after learning that E. consignment went to our good friend
The church was for Oldtown Monday where Mrs. I
H.
Britt.
Burial
was
in
the
family
East Boothbay are making a short prettily decorated and the children Stanley will make a visit with her |
A. Dean of Rockland Highlands has Jimmy McNamara.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Osgood were all much pleased and surprised relatives.
Mr. Dean is a great rooter for The lot in Achorn cemetery.
manufactured and sold as high as 23
on Manana.
Courier-Gazette. "I advertise in its
tons in a single season.
with a visit from Santa C’.aus. Muehi Fred O-sgood made a trip to New J
WILLIAM FOREST BURKETT
Quite a contrast to the first year columns,” he says, “and people read
Friends of Mrs. Frank C. PierCe credit is dfie Mrs. Virginia Davis. Harbor Friday after a load cf lumber j
about
me
all
over
the
country
and
that he was in the business when he
are glad to 4ieaF that she is recover
In the death of William Forest ing .from a slight operation, per Mrs. Kate McClain and Mrs. L. Rae for W. S. Stanley.
had hard work to sell three half write in for my krout."
Pullen. The songs and pieces rendered
Burkett,
Camden
loses
one
of
its
most
The
shipments
are
made
in
2%,
4,
barrels.
formed at St. Andrews Hospital, by Mrs. Pullen and the children were
If deforestation continues, flood
popular
young
men.
It
is
seldom
that
and
6-gallon
lots,
and
six
gallons
But this was 45 years ago, and
Boothbay, a few days ago.
enjoyed as weCl as the short concert sufferers of the future will not have 1
a
community
is
so
saddened
by
the
most of us learn better, if we livo will go pretty fast if you have nice
The Christmas concert given in the by Lorimer Brackett, Fred Osgood a' single log to float on.—Florence:
death of one in private life as in the
baked beans on the same plate.
that long.
church Saturday evening was much and Dexter Richards on their saxo Herald.
passing
of
Mr.
Burkett,
lie
was
born
Horse radish used to be another of
The abundance of cabbage has a
great deal to do with regulating tho Mr. Dean’s familiar concoctions, and In Cushing July 18. 1892. son of Mr.
sale of sour krout. If the crop is greatly to the disappointment of and Mrs. William Burkett. He was
a big one it follows essentially that some patrons, he did not get around among the first to enlist when his
country entered the World War and
sour krout can be manufactured to making any last fall.
What’s in a name? One of the remained in service several months
more cheaply, and the sale of almost
Here You Will Find
You Can Save In 1928
every commodity is governed by customers to whom Mr. Dean ships after the war was over, when he was
sour krout Is a Maine man by the honorably discharged. During (his
the price.
By
Trad ng Here. We
term of service he contracted influ
Mr. Dean’s sales thus early this name of Sasskrout.
Food To Please You
Have Everything To<
Mr. Dean is convinced that the enza which undoubtedly has been a
season have approximated 10 tons,
and if you buy sour krout by the sour krout business could be con contributary cause of his long and
Priced To Please You.
Eat
pound you can get some idea what ducted on a much more expensive serious illness.
scale but he Is also convinced that
this means.
Mr. Burkett was a member of the
Most of his product finds a market the past 45 years have meant a tre American Legion, Mt. Battle Lodge
in New York. New»Jersey, Pennsyl mendous amount of work on the of Odd Fellows, Amity Lodge, F. and
10 lbs.
100 lbs.
vania and Conneetjput, but he has present scale.
A. M.wCamden Commandery, Knights
“It’s a hard struggle,” says Ed.
sold as far West as Kansas City and
Templar and the First Universalist
Church of Rockland.
The funeral services will be held
IMPALED ON RODS
from his late residence on UWon
MR. HERZOG’S GIFTS
street, Camden, today (Thursday) at 2
We believe thia is the lowest price in New England--------- Why Pay More?
' The generosity of Lewis Herzog, Worker At Cement Plant a o'clock, conducted by Camden Com
mandery
with
bearers
from
the
the well known New Yorker who
Vctim of Very Painful Ac American Legion, the officiating
has a summer estate at Crabtree}
clergyman being Rev. C. A. Knicker
Point, North Haven, again found
cident.
bocker.
expression through two substan
This is a low price for hams of acknowledged quality.
The Ham What Am.
Besides the relatives Mr. Burkett
tial Christmas presents which
Stepping into an open space, which leaves a wide circle of friends by whom
.................. .................. ' 1
came to Rockland. One was a
is later to be used as an elevator he will be greatly missed. He was
check for $500, made out to Knox
shaft, E. A. Brilliant fell 20 feet from geniar, kind and generous, and loved
Hospital; while the other was a
the upper part of the pack house at by all who knew him. No matter how
check for $100 for the local branch
the cement plant last night, and was heavy his heart he carried the same
of the Salvation Army. Mr. Her
Any size from 4 to 8 pounds. Perfectly smoked to a beautiful brown color.
impaled upon two steel rods which
bright smile and was known to al'
zog has been coming to Rockland
are to be utilized in the cement con •his friends as "Happy.”
Sure to please.
regularly for about 30 years, and
struction. iHe had gone to the top of
lived in file house by the side of tlie road,
feels a strong personal inretealt
the building to aid an electrician In HeAaid
was a friend to man.
in the community. On numerous
making a hookup and had failed to
occasions he has demonstrated his
note the open shaft.
WILLIAM F. PRATT
One of the steel rods passed com
friendship for the hospital, and the
55 pound tub at 13c a pound—A low price
pletely flirough Mr. Brilliant's thigh
Salvation Army is another object
The funeral services of William F.
and another punctured his side.
of his benevo'encss.
Pratt, who died yesterday morning,
An ambulance conveyed the victim win be held at 10 o'clock tomorrow
to Thomaston, where an operation
THE NIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS was immediately performed upon him forenoon at the Bowes & Crozier un
dertaking rooms.
at the office of the plant physician.
The deceased was born in Rock
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— •
Dr. K. W. Hodgkins.
Several issues ago you published
Mr. Brilliant's home is in Bruns land June 16, 1870, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Pratt. For 28 years he
'The Night Before Christmas.” Per wick.
haps you might like the Night After,
Mr. Brilliant's condition this morn resided in Springfield. Mass., identi
fied there with the grocery business.
one of P. Familias poems from the ing is reported very serious.
A desire to relocate in his home city
Masterpieces of Humor.
Native L’ttle Pigs
brought him back to Rockland in
R. L. Thompson.
A NAVY-TRAINED MAN
the employ of Knowlton’s Market.
Friendship.
Twas the night afier Christmas, and all
A chief petty officer in the U. S. Later he joined the staff of the Deep
through the ftart.
Navy, before leaving the service on Sea Fisheries. Ine., the president of
Every creature was wide-awake—barring the
completion of 16 years of duty, re which was his brother-in-law, Ira
cat;
The stockings were flung in a heap on a chair, cently wrote an Interesting article W. Feeney, and he was with Mr.
Feeney until illness compelled his
Quite empty of candy St. Nick had put there. entitled "Why 1 Am In The Navy.”
The children were all doubled up In their
retirement.
Before
enlisting
he
obtained
infor

beds,
A rare treat and economical
Mr. Pratt is survived by his wife,
With pains In their tummies and aches in mation about the Navy and when he
their heads.
had this Information he knew he his father, a brother, Frank C. Pratt,
Mamma heated water, while I, In my wrapper,
wanted to enlist. Many friends in of the Postal telegraph office: and one
Was walking the kid (who is not a kid
his neighborhood advised against his sister, Mrs. Ira W. Feeney. Many
napper) ;
When out hi the street there arose a great enlisting.
They told him it would friends here and In his adopted city
clatter.
be a hard life and the benefits of Springfield share the sorrow of
And I put down the kid to see what was the
therefrom comparatively small. But the bereaved ones as they look back
matter;
Rushed out in the entry. threw the door open they had not been there and their upon a career which reflects none
wide.
_______ ___________Surely one of these will please you
alleged
information
came from but the best elements of citizenship.
And found an old gentleman standing outside.
vague sources. He enlikted.
I looked at him closely, and realized then
The following paragraph, gioted
Twas the doctor I'd sent for that morning at
ten.
from the article mentioned, is of po
He was dressed in an ulster, to keep him from
tential interest to all young An erichills,
,
And his pockets were bulging with boxes of cans who may contemplate serving
L . .
|
pills.
one or more enlistments in the U.
He came to the nursery and opened his pack.
S.
Navy.
Full of fresh paregoric and strong Ipecac;
"The experience I have gained is
Rhuba b and soda-mints, fine castor oil,
And pink sticking-plaster, rolled up in a coil. well worth the time I have spent
The child -en all howled in a chorus of pain, in the Navy. The education supple
Ahd the kid lifted up his contralto again.
He felt all their pulses and looked at their mental to travel in strange lands;
____________________ For the Kitchen, Cellar or Garage
tongues,
contacts with strange and interest
Took all their temperatures, sounded their ing people, seeing new faces, and
lungs.
associations have gradually
When he’d dosed all the children and silenced new
brought about p distinct feeling of
the kid,
He put back his medicine, down the stairs confidence in myself and a broad out
slid.
Jumped into his cab. and said to Hhe driver look toward the future. Opportun
itles
for
self-betterment
have We want outdoor men who like
(In excellent humor—toe’d just made
••Over”)
abounded in all directions and by travel to join our new classes in
’Tm twelve hours behind my appointments, I application and diligent study I have
tree work under highest author
fear,
But I wish it was Christmas each day in qualified for and been accepted into ities. All instruction ie free, we
the year.”
one of the foremost professionspay travel expanses and in a few
pharmacy—the knowledge acquired daysyoustartearning money. The
The refusal of an inmate of the entirely through Navy training. 1 growing demand for our services
Warrensville workhonse to accept a feel myself well equipped ;to face enables ue to enlarge our new
legacy of $30,000 arouses the grave tlie world in civil life with confi classes. If you enjoy outdoor life,
suspicion that he is being confined in dence and determination to make a are single, between 18 to 30 years
the
wrong institution.—Columbus mark of distinction among my tel
old, this is your chance to learn a
Dispatch.
lowmen when the time of my retire splendid profession, not crowd
ed and immediately profitable.
ment arrives.”
Start nowl

BORN
Hall—'Portland, Dec. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Hall, a son.

MARRIED
Norris-Pierce—Wellesley. Mass.. Dec. 28,
b.v Rev. George B. Macdonald, Z. A. Norris «
Needham. Mass., anti <Mim Alice M. Pierce
of Welesiey. forme 2y of Rockhand.
Ripley-Clalr-AValdoboro, Dec. 24, by Rev.
H. 0. Megert, Walter C. Ripley of Augusta
and "Edwina <nalr.
C eamer-BuWerfteld—Waldoboro, Dec. #».
by Rev. Guy McQuaidee, Warren Weston
Creamer and Priscilla Butterfield, both of
Waldoboro.
Gardner-Windienbach—Rockland, Dec. 24,
by Rev. H. R. Wlnchenbaugh, Clifford M.
Ga idner and Thelma iM. Wlnobenbach, both
of Rockland.

. DIED
Pratt—'Rockland. Dec. 28. William F. Pratt,
aged 57 years, 6 months, 13 days. Funeral
Friday at 10 o'clock from Bowes & Ooafler
parlore.
| Achorn—Union, Dec. 28, Sarah D. Achorti,
i aged 78 yeare, 21 days. Funeral Bunday ®t
I o’clock from Mrs. Minnie Ingraham’s raaldence, Camden.
Seaman—Rockland, Dec. 28, A’tfiur R.,
son of Me. and Mrs. Horace Beaman, aged 3
■ months, 21 days. Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock
frt>m 9 Broad street.
| Whitney—Friendship. Dec. 28, Caroline R .
widow of Rrastus F. WliUney, aged 90 years,

II months.

$6.95
$5.95
$4.98

25% Off

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

5 lbs.

30c 59c $5.50

STAR HAMS, whole or half, per pound........... .................. 25c

Smoked Shoulders, lb.

T8c

PURE LARD, cut from tub, 2 pounds.......................... .... 27c

OUR FAMOUS SAUSAGE remains at........................ .... 29c

NATIVE LITTLE PORK STEAK, pound................... .... 35c

WHOLE FRESH HAM, about 20 pounds, per pound ... .... 25c

LEG OF SPRING LAMB, pound............................... .... 32c

BEEF TONGUE, Fresh or Corned, pound.................... .... 30c

Excelsior Coffee,

39c

lb.

SEAL BRAND COFFEE, pound.. ......................................... 47c
STRICTLY FRESH NATIVE EGGS,

dozen....................... 52c

FANCY TUB BUTTER, pound.. .. ....................................... 49c

■ class of
Tree Experts

nowforming

GOOD BROOMS, each.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........................................ 39c

Clams

Oysters

Scallops

PORK TO ROAST
• 19c Pound 19c

ORANGES

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show Windows

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE
BOUGHT AND SOLD

The Bartlett School
of Tree Surgery
Oept. N
Stamford, Connecticut

ENROLL TODAY

“Cash On the Spot
Any Size Lot”
Tel. 768W or 889 end our repreeentative will call on you

Rockland Furniture Co.
15 TILLSON AVE.

ROCKLAND
146-S4Tu-tf

LOANS

Os reel estate. First
er steond isertsasn
HARRY
BERMAN

423 Mels BL. Been I. ReeklasS. Tel. MS

413-Tb-tf

BANANAS

FINNAN HADD1E

GRAPEFRUIT

FINNAN COD

DON’T FORGET
TO BUY ON SATURDAY FOR
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
PORK ROAST OR SMOKED SHOULDER
CLOSED MONDAY

HARRY DANIELS ABROAD

GRANGE POWER SEEN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Organization Takes a Hand
To Prevent Law Viola

tions.

Every-Other-Day
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Few people realize the extent to
which Orange Influence is making
itself felt in behalf of law enforce
ment in the United States, particu
larly as relates to the Eighteenth
Amendment. The Orange was one of
the earliest organizations in the
country and chief among all frater
nal* to utter a vigorous voice in be
half of outlawing the liquor traffic,
. and for at least 30 years before con
stitutional prohibition was adopted
it was continually throwing its in
fluence In that direction, first as a
state issue and later as a national
goal. Since prohibition became the
law of the land the Orange has
proved a vigorous force in hundreds
of communities in behalf of its thor
ough enforcement and in giving
wholesome publicity in needed direc
tions.
At Its last annual session the Na
tional Orange tackled the question of
law violations represented by opening
the bars on American ships for the
sale of liquor after they had passed
the three mile limit, and instructed
its executive committee to make a
thorough investigation of the matter.
This has been quietly going on at
Washington and now comes the order
from the United States Fleet Corpo
ration that hereafter no opening of
bars will be permitted at any point
in the voyage by any vessel flying the
American flag. Furthermore, drastic
penalties are prescribed for any em
ployees on any American ship who
violate the prohibition law, and an
nouncement is made that already a
considerable number of discharges
imong such employes has resulted.
This Is a very sharp revearsal of
policy on the port of the government
and definitely establishes the old dec
laration that “the Constitution fol
lows the flag." It has been brought
about In response to an aroused pub
lic opinion, for which the Grange has
a considerable degree been re-ponsible through the publicity given
it its meetings and otherwise, to the
'act that by opening its ship bars the
United States government was layng itself open to the charge fre
quently made of being “the biggest
jootlegger in the business."

The Heat Is In the Grape—Yea, We Have No Bananas—
Prices and Wages.

WASHINGTON
Miss Frances Howes has gone -to
Boston for a few weeks' visit with
relatives.
Miss Marguerite Lincoln, Miss
Evelyn Ludwig and Miss Mildred
Merrifield were home from Orono for
the Christmas vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrene Peabody spent
Christmas at Ulric Peabody's.
Algernon Austin returned Sunday
from Union, where he has been vis
iting his daughter Mrs. Wain Upham.
Mrs. Sarah Shattuck is passing
the winter with Mrs. May Poland.
Mrs. Maude Overlook has been very
ill with asthma and a bad cold.
Howard Leigher who has been
working for Ulric Peabody the past
two weeks started Saturday morn
ing for Middletown, Conn., where he
has employment.
Mrs. May Mitchell and daughter
Marion, have gone to Koslindale.
Mass., to visit at the home of Mr. "and
Mrs. Charles Mitchell.
Miss Virginia Hannan has gone to
her home in Palermo-

HOTELS

here this week. That title appeals to
the fiery Italian mind.
Naples, Italy.
Anil, again, here is our old friend j
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Tom Mix, the cowboy, who gives us
In driving along the heights—a the wild west thrillers. This week
lorida
lie
part cf the city is terraced up the here Tom Mix Is playing “Intrepido
ofn Ideal Realized-mountain—one looks down on the Tore-adoro," with the picture of a
city from above on a clear, cool wild red ,bu)l charging along the
cd Beautiful
morning and notes that the air is billboard.
Tom here is therefore
In a
entirely free from smoke and soot known as the Intrepid Bullfighter,
\ i
and that there is no smoke coming and not the American cowboy in
the
from the chimneys, and, ln fact, there his wild west pictures.
are very few chimneys. I'fte thought
Moining Qolf Links,
The wonderful Scala theatre here
at once presents itself that these Is one of the finest ln the world, and
5T
Select
stone houses—there are no wooden is -eserved for the opera. No picI | HAMACtMIOT ASSOC1ATCO HOTtLS INCORPMAIID ttfrUMOn
houses in Naples—built with, stone tur there. The dnly picture shows
J
c/jlso opemUng othhr Southern Resort hotels
floors to keep the Neapolitan cool are small store shows, the whole
THE GULF JTREAM-LAIJfc WOSJH.FLA- -THE KXPHti,,MIAMI, FLA.
during the seven heated months theatre being about the size of Clar
ThE ALTEREP - DELRAY,FLA......... THE NEW OAKS-BARTOW,FLA.
must he chilly and damp these cool ence Daniels' store, and seating
LA CONCHA - KEY WEST. FLA.--- •FOBTJUMIER.OiAftLESlON.SC.
December mornings. It is not very maybe 150 people. They have none
Rtsereatumi no* being made bg tlu resident manager?
«
«
•
•
cold here, as it never snows, but the of onr modern movie houses such as
and at the bouking offices j the company ...
mornings and evenings are cool. We we have ln Boston and the larger
Hanson-Curtiz
•
BOSTON. MASS.-(MA. RF WORTHAM) 12 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
saw no smoke at all coming from cities, although this city has more
MW YORK - ASSOCIATED HOTEuS INC. -10 WEST Ms* F1REET
Alonzo Hanson and Miss Selma
50
CHICAGO - (MR. NIL. MCE VO V) 200 SO. LA SALLE STREET
the few chimneys, and Wondered if than a million people, as large as
Curtis of Liberty were united in
Richmond,ma-associate® hotels inc. mo swit doty bank blog
they didn’t need a bit of fire to take Boston.
marriage
at
the
home
of
Jesse
Over

off the chill.
They have three department stores
And then the thought camp. This here, but over here they are known look, justice of the peace, Tuesday
i.» a wine country. Everyone grows as Magazines, and not department afternoon, Dec. 20. Mrs. Hanson is
5b
a few grapes in his back yard. The stores. The sign here would read: the youngest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Curtis, and Mr. Hanson
plains, and valleys and slopes of the Jordan Marsh Magazine.
the oldest son of Mr. nnd Mrs- George
mountain sides are all vineyards, and
There are no automobiles parked
wine is as common as water. They in ihe streets along the curbs in Hanson of this place. Their many
©TMt IMTtSNATIOMM *VMOICAT(.
drink a pint or more with every meal. front of the stores. It is forbidden. friends wish them a happy and pros
It is very light, contains very little Even a taxi cannot wait for you af perous married life.
148*11
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAkiCont.)
HORIZONTAL
alcohol, and even the staunchest ter you leave it to enter a store. All
20—One who models
47-Large country
2-Mad
Maine prohibitionist could drink a streets are free and clear
NORTH HAVEN
all
22- Fort projection
dwelling
7-The rumen
quart of it with a meal and not feel parked cars, everywhere, and the
The postmaster reports the busiest
having
two
face*
49-Alao
9-Rellglout peroon
the effects at all. But the wine has tremendous traffic moves in an end Christmas week ever.
and two flanks
10-Boy
60-Told
one effect. While there Is little or less stream. *And it is a mighty good
All schools closed Friday noon for
23Sectlon
of
Great
51Colorlng
matter
12-Sporte
no alcohol te- go to the brain, there scheme.
a week's vacation—Jan. 2 is the
Britain
52- Statton
14-Part of dreaa
Is something that warms the body,
» • • »
opening day.
ML
64-A “V” shaped piece 26-Sound made by
16- A kind ol aweet
takes away the chill, but does not
Henry Dyer is reported doing well
Yes. we have no bananas. For
Swiss mountaineers
of wood
flush the face or muddle the mind.
potato
fie fune
Com He dulling coU <nd gne
since a recent operation.
26-SubJect
58 Dull brown color
17- To barter
And so. the lieat is in the grape. some reason everyone in America asMrs.
Marietta
Stone
was
home
uour
finnly
a
cotnftrteble
winter where evenj out
Not
in
the
stove
or
the
coal
or
the
I
socliltes
the
banana
with
the
Italian
28-Small part of
57-Very small
16-To strangle
wood. There is little wood in this 1 frult stand- and Itiany pe°p e pl<*“re for a short time last week.
30- Gender
59-Look
door
recreation,
mag
be
had
uidudihg ocean hafhing
16-To send In return
Miss Marie Buzzell left Friday to
country, and no coal whatever, and i th« ltallan ln America as being either
6Q-A vista or expanse 31- Came In contact
21-Part of a boat
\youajnluxfor
less
here
thon at home-stop at
spend
her
vacation
in
Waterville.
r.o oil. And so. while the hotels an °'<;an
"‘‘h a. mo,nkey;,_°f
with
24-A great deal
VERTICAL
Vinal Hopkins and his crew are
fruit stand selling
tbe owner of
32To
bow
the
head
26- Still
have
steam
heat
for
tlie
American
I- To present in brief
HOTEL
making quite extensive repairs to
33- To put on
prohibitionists (and make an extra bananas.
27- Rodent
3- An article
But In Italj- we have no bananas. the Emery Hopkins homestead which
883k
fir
oar
8—wtr RoortlM
38-Pretended
remedy
heat
charge
each
day
you
use
it,
of
29-Like
4-A clumsy person
will be occupied nils winter bj- a
ItbffaMfMUe
for all diseases
eight lira—40 cents.) the Italian That seems strange, doesn’t it? And crew of lumbermen.
31-Bralnlest person
6-A preposition
OwcchA
ItalaM
andratu
40- Courted
laughs, drinks his wine with his yet I doubt If there is a banana in
83- Preflx meaning
6-T0 bar
Joseph Cooper who cut his foot a
A beautiful hotel conducted upon
Naples or in the whole kingdom. It
41Title
of
nobility
meals,
and
again
thinks
that
the
"two”
7- Oeaert animal
came to my attention in this way. few weeks ago is able to be about
43- Hell
Americans are funny people.
84- Evened
8- Somethlng owed
At this hotel we have large baskets again.
44To
evade
85- Part of
10-Pertainlng to the
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory will
of fresh fruit set on each table at
46-A
fish
u
86- Preflx. Off
moon
And there is great rivalry here in both luncheon and dinner, piled high occupy Mrs. Marietta Stone's house
46To
allow
87- Lukewarm
the wine making. There are hun with many varieties of grapes, at the Thoroughfare for the winter.
II-A key, as In a piano
47- Cry of a cat
89-Negative answer
dreds of villages around Naples. oranges, tangerines, pears, figs and
12- A fish
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond and
40-Spun by a spider
Each makes its own wine and calls nuts. In a joking way I remarked to daughter Eida were in Rockland over
13- A week-day (abbr.) 48- A grain
(With practically every fraternal or42- A resinous substance 14- Spasmodlc twitching 63-Play on words
it b>- the name of the village. And the waiter that I did not see anj- Christmas, guests of Mrs. Carrie
66- Moieture
i.-anization reporting a slackening of
43-Contalner for bricks
each will swear bv- the madonna that bananas; and he told me that I prob Nichols of Hill street.
of the muaelea
67- Pronoun
ts activities and decreased attend
his own wine is the best. It is very ably would not find one in all Itply.
15- Country of N.
46-A hard marine
Albert Beverage returned recently
ance at its meet'.igs the past five
68- Prefix. From
chedp. A native shop in a native
America (sbbr.)
growth
Italy is the garden of ail Europe. from the hospital.
• ears, which is charged to the comsection of the town will have a large That is one of the reasons why, for
Philip Bradburj- was at his home
JMZJTMKSSMFC ff
TENANT'S HARBOR
SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
ng of the automobile with its pos
cask in front, filled with wine, and 1300 years every northern tribe came in East Boothbay for the holiday.
Mrs.
Nellie
Ccok
who
has
been
con

Start out by filling in the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
you come with your pail or bottle
sibilities for evening outings, the
Emery Wooster Jr., of Hebron
down and raided the country. The
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
fined to the house with grippe is im
Hotel (^Arlington
or can, and for 12% cents, United
Irange records of the country show
hillsides here are a network of vine Academj- visited his aunt Mrs. Ches proving and able to be out again.
to
still
others.
A
letter
belongs
in
each
white
space,
words
starting
at
the
States
money
get
a
quart
of
the
hat meetings of the latter organizaArlington at Tremont Street
ter Dyer over the holiday.
yards.
In
the
valleys
are
orchards
Mrs. Albion Williams has been a
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
wine, enough for two for a meal.
ion have been more largely attended
Mrs. Earl Marden and daughter
BOSTON
and groves. Olives, apricots, oranges
guest
of
relatives
in
Rockland
for
a
But
he
is
*
well
to
do
and
has
a
he past two years than at any preHazel went to Vinalhaven Saturday.
tangerines,
figs,
chestnuts
(the
large
few
days.
good job. The poorer man grows
ious time in its history; while espeMiss Dorothj- Stone has returned
WORD "INCURABLE” HIT
Solution to Previous Puzzle
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hocking were
hls own grapes and makes his own ones, and they serve them here with from Boston.
•ially notewortny in Grange happenthe
meals,
cooked
deliciously
in
a
in Rockland Saturday.
wine.
ng have been the great neighbors'
Miss
Etta
Beverage
is
with
Mr.
Dr. Ernst P. Boas director of the
'Upoms
Puritan Rebekah Lodge held a sup
In the better shops in the better dozen different ways), and many oth and Mrs. Staples (or the winter.
light gatherings, often assembling _____
□IddQ
Monteflore hospital. New York, de sections you find the bottled wine. er fruits such as lemons and limes.
mndreds of people who frequently ( 40 [l 11
Elston Cooper Is enjoying his va per and joke Christmas tree at the
^ates
And in the present reconstruction
close of the meeting Thursdaj- even
clares that the word "incurable" There will be. for instance. Vino
re 50 to 75 miles away from home—
cation at home.
of Italy, with every shoulder to the
Service
ill possible through the presence of
Carl Thurston is visiting his par ing. About 63 visitors and mem
should be removed from the diction Camden, Vino Union. Vino Rockland, wheel, the motto is co-operation.
bers were present, The newlyweds
Vinq. Warren. Vino Matinicus, Vino
he motor ear. Farm people do not
ary? In the present state of medi Rockport, etc, etc. etc., almost with When an Italian eats fruit, he will ents In Rockland for a few days.
lake extended vacations, but with
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tolman were Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hooper were pres
cal knowledge, he claims, the pro out end, as there is Vino Capri, from buy it of his neighbor or his country
ent and thej- ^urtlj- were good sports
i
in Rockland for the holidays.
he advent of the automobile find it
All outside rooms—all
nouncement of the sentence “incur the Island of Capri and also wine men. Why should he help support a
OBI
lossible to get delightful evening
Work Is suspended at the Dwight and took all! the jokes in a pleasing
manner. The Committee consisted of
with private bath
able" on a patient places a serious from towns in Sicily, like Vino banana plantation in Central Ameri Morrow estate for a short time.
lutings after the days’ work on the
IBS
ca? Why? When his own country
arm is done, and enjoy combining a
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Snow, Mervyn Eva Torrey. Nancy (Wiitts, Josie
responsibility on the physician and Falerno.
Noft thut rata
There is great rivalry and much men here need the money and his Snow and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker Conary and Fred Smalley. It was
lool ride with a lively meeting in
la____
implies a greater knowledge than
boasting. Each fellow here drinks country wants the money to stay went to Vinalhaven for Christmas election of officers. Thej- decided to
ome distant Grange hall.
Single, |15 to $24 per week
□□□0
C1BEBE1
he possesses. The acceptance of the the wine that for some local reason here. And so he eats the fruit that Day.
have a pubic installation Jan. 5 and
• • • •
«
Double, $21 to $ JO) per week
erd.lct by the patient and the com is his favorite and he will swear it grows in Italy. You know there is
Mrs. David Wooster who has been a committee consisting of Mildred
Very interesting surveys have re.
munity not onlj- cruellj- quenches all is the best in the world. And the a lot of good hard, hop- ? sense to
Slingsby,
Norma
Hocking
assisted
by
quite ill is now somewhat improved
lently been made of some of the large
hope he says, but checks every fur price, as you may guess, is onlj- 7 these plans that Signor Mussolini in health.
Myrtle Taylor, was appointed to at
ubordinate Granges located in or
ther effort at physical rehabilitation. lira a bottle or 35 cents a quart., The makes.
tend to the tickets, of which each
Misses
Cora
Hopkins
and
Emma
tear cities and populous towns; relONAL
Such diagnosis is often mistaken and finest light wine in the world.
We find banana trees in the parks Parsons were passengers on the re member is emitted to one. The mu
ealing the fact that the greater porfrequentlj- an “Incurable" can be
And just to tease you a bit I will here for decoration, but they do not turn trip of the Bodwell Saturday sic was left to another committee.
ion of these members, though posrestored to comparative health an-*, say that Laeryma Christi champagne
bear bananas. They are the same as coming from Plainville, Conn., where No refreshments are to be served.
jibly no longer engaged in agriculA VEAL DINNER
economic usefulness.—The Pathfind (it means Tears of Christ and made
Harland Rawley has returned from
the banana trees we find at Miami thej- are teaching this year.
jral pursuits, were country born,
er.
Rockland wherp he’ was working in
from grapes grown on the slopes of and Los Angeles—for arntrne.it only
ind as boys and girls, or in later life,
Rtr. CORNISH, fielght only, leaves Rock
ihe cement plant.
Vesuvius and considered the finest
Delectables Which
iad an experience on farms, Joiniing Some
for Boston, Wednesdays and Saturadys
MONHEGAN
It is pretty hard to believe In this champagne In Italy)—is sold here in
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary were in land
at
about 5.00 I’. M., and leaves Rockland for
he Grange, with its frequent proMay Be Prepared On the evolution theory after listening to Naples in the shops for 85 cents Yes, you can buy Palmoliee Soap Mrs. E. W. Osgood of Manana, re Rockland Friday.
Bangor and intermediate landings, Tuesdays
;rams of agricultural and rural
radio program. It looks like we United States money, a quart. Now here for 8 cents a cake, which is turned Tuesday ot last week after
Sewel AVagle is able to be at the and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
lavor, serves to keep alive the old
Electric Range.
Str. WESTI’OKT, freight and passengers,
are about where we started.—Amer you chaps that pay ten dollars a cheaper than they sell it for in some passing several days with her daugh bakery again after an attack of
leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor and Inter
lome ties of these farm born, city
ican Lumberman.
quart for poison bootleg, think that shops in America—and they have to ter Mrs. Vilda Harlow in East grippe.
mediate
landings, Tuesdays at 7.00 A. M., and
leople, and the Grange is thereby
Occasionaly veal is a very delight
over, and then holler "Hooraj- for ship it here and paj- freight and Boothbay.
This village was well represented for Bluehill and intermediate landings, Fri
erforming a service of incalculable ful change particularly when one
days
at
7.00 A. M.
Mrs.
George
C.
Everett
and
daugh
import duty at that. I priced it in
S. A.”
in Rockland Saturday.
transparent Velvet the Good Old U.
144-tf
-alue in these days when city life is knows how to cook it well. In our
a shop in Hong Kong, China, for 10 ter Helen left Thursday for Everett
♦
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Merrijt Clark and
spreading so rapidly, and in this house we do not care for roast veal
Mass., to spend the holidays.
cents
a
cake
last
winter.
How
they
children
have
been
confined
to
the
We
Americans
use
the
eagle
as
a
Makes Smart
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
treat host of people where the old so mu<fh during the warm weather,
Lorimef Brackett was at Boothbaj- house with grippe.
Eastern Standard Time
national emblem, and often say that do it is one of the mysteries of for
ural touch may so readily be lost.
but we do like it in the form of cut
Harbor Thursday.
eign
trade.
Try
and
buy
Pears
Miss
Margaret
Johnson
was
a
din

Trains Leave Rockland for
the
eagle
screams.
We
have
no
cor

frock
* • * •
lets, chops or “birds." Any of these
Miss
Ethel
Osgood
is
spending
the
ner guest Christmas of Miss Flor Augusta, |7.45 A. tn., f2.20 p. m., |2.30 p. m.a
ner on the eagle. It is used here Soap here (an English make) and the
|6.25 p. m.
Remarkable success has attended are delicious cooked on the electric
holidays with her parents Mr. and ence Freeman.
/
is a national emblem, and in the price is 30 cents a cake. Heavy duty
Bangor, f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., J2.30 p. m.,
he project of the automobile liability range or grill as follows:
Mrs. E. W. Osgood on Manana. She
Miss
Mildred
Moss
of
Brookline,
|6.25
p. m.
they
will
tell
you.
Bujthen.
Armour
center of the dining room, in place
nsurance company, run by the NaHigh School at East Booth- Mass, spent Christmas with her Boston, |7.45 a. m., |2.2O p. m., |2.30 p. m.,
Veal Chops Creole
of two large chandeliers, hang two and Swift ship beef across here, attends
fR.25 p. m.
ional Grange lor the benefit of its
bay.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wiley Brunswick, t?-45a. m., f2.20p. m., {2.30 p.m.,
To make veal chops creole, take
Immense black eagles, made of some and a steak that costs you 70 cents a
embership, in selling 3200,000 worth
Elwin Doughty fish warden, re and her little-daughter Ruth.
♦6.25 p. m.
three half-inch-thick slices of fat
light metal, and they are posed in a pound in America, you can buy here
Lewifton, f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m. |2.30 p. m.,
if capital stock by which to extend
turned to his home at Long Island
salt pork and dice them. Place a
fighting
mood.
There
are
eagles
on
for
35
cents.
New York, f2.2© p. m., 52.30 p. in.
ts business into various states. The
to
spend
Christmas
with
his
family
Portland, f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., |2.30 p. m.,
frying pan over “high" heat and fry
tlie new Italianesilver five lira coin
The prices over here of course are
FRIENDSHIP
itock issue has already been over
making
the
trip
on
the
lobster
smack
t6.25 p.m.*
which is about the same as our another story-. Thej- are ridiculously
these until crisp. Remove the bits
ubscribed, taken exclusively by
Aspinet.
Burnham & Morrill's clam factory Waterville, f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. ra., §2.30 p. m.,
of fat and brown the chops in that.
quarter. In Germany , the Kaiser low, but have to be because of condi
t0.25 p. m.
nembers of the Grange, and in conMr. and Mrs. George Pierce are closed last week.
Superintendent Woolwich,
f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.,
When they are thoroughly browned,
used the eagle before the war, and lions and wages. Your fifteen-dollar
lequence this important branch of
25 p. m.
to
pass
the
winter
in
Wakefield,
Granville
T.
Brow
says
thejhave
used it on most everything. Napo a day bricklayer In America would Mass.
remove them for a moment and fry
t
Daily,
except
Sunday.
§ Sunday C2!?.
grange activity will forge ahead rap
had the most successful pack in their
leon, when he ruled France, also had get 32.50 here. Your longshoreman in
one medium-sized finely chopped
liy the coming year. Already the
There
was
a
Christmas
concert
at
history.
the eagle as an emblem, and so did New York that gets 812 a day for
onion in the pan and then place the
the church Saturday evening under
iompuny has proven that Grange auMr. and Mrs. Maurice Hall of Port
Vinalhaven & Rockland
'.he last of the czars of Russia for wheeling boxes of freight around on
chops over that. Add one medium
jomobile risks can be carried at a
many years before the great war. So a truck is the same fellow that I saw direction of Mrs. Virginia Davis and land are receiving congratulations on
can of tomatoes and half that quan
Steamboat Co.
Mrs. Rae Pullen, our teacher.
rerv low rate, due to the fact that
the birth of a son. Dec. 14. Mr.
we Americans are not the originators in Sicily, in Portugal and see here
tity of water, one tablespoonful of
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Everett Wincapaw has returned Hail, 1h a frequent visitor at his
luch car owners are neither boozers
if the idea and we have no exclusive doing the same thing for $2 a day
chopped parsley and seasoning to
(Subject
to mange Without Notice)
home after a short visit in Port mother’s home here.
lor Joy-riders, use their motors more
IN EFFECT OCT. 22, 1927
copyright on it. We are just irai
taste. Cover and let a
And so prices have to be different.
land.
The funeral of the late Mrs. Susan
lor business than for pleasure, and
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
:ators in this case, that is all.
“low” heat for 25 or 30 minutes,
In a first class barber shop here
Capt. Walter Davis has had a new Bradford was held at her home Sat VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
herefore constitute1 a very desirable
• G * *
s and a
Se. ve with baked pota
was shaved, my hair trimmed a bit six-tube King radio installed in his urday afternoon.
ilass of insurance risks.
ISLAND LINE
green salad.
I have just purchased five first around the edges, and I had some home.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Albert Collamore of Portland spent
Stonington 6.30, ^’orth Haven 7.30, Vinal
class.
A
No.
1
blades
here
for
my
Veal
Cutlet
Pinaud's
hair
tonic
and
the
who
the
holidays
at
his
home
here.
There are just two kinds of people
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
Gillette razor, for 5 lira, which would bill was 30 cents—and my friend John
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby of 9.45.
The way to cook a vi
n this world. One kind is trying to
WHEELER'S BAY
cost
me
just
twice
that
much
in
any
Watts
will
have
hls
whole
day
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Thomaston
spent
Chrisimas
with
Mr.
;et free advertising into the news- first io drop about two tablespoon
Mr- and Mrs. J. H. Barnes spent the and Mrs. H. C. Brown.
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
city in America.
And they give ruined when he reads this, and will
tapers. I can't think of the other fuls of bacon fal into a hig frying
ington
at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan'a Inland
• way a Gillette here with every tube seek Nilo Spear, and together thej- holidays in Malden, Mass., with their
Mr. and \frs. Elmus Morse of about 6.30 P. M.
iind just now.—Mesa (Ariz.) Jour- pan a.id melt it. Meanwhile, after
sons and daughter.
of
Palmolive
shaviing
cream
at
will shout “Hurrah for the good old
Thomaston announce the engagement
B. H. 8TIN8ON. General Aceoi.
tal-Trlbune.
wiping off the cutlet, dip it first in
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Murch and of their oldest daughter, Lura; to
much less figure than the creamy
g
for
;s possible to go into
flour, then in beaten egg and again in
son of Rockland are spending a few Robert Libby of that place. Both
ilone
costs
in
America.
a garage here and get a tire put on days herethe flour. When the pan is smoking
Dr. George H. Ingraham
young people are well known there
a car far 25 cents, and there is noth
hot, drop the cutlets into the grease,
Mrs. J. S. Allard and granddaugh and all their friends will wish them
If
you
can
imagine
a
Turkish
Osteopathic Physician
ing like that in the good old U. S. A
sprinkle salt and pepper on the top
ter Marie w-ho were visiting for a happiness. Miss Morse Is the teach
towel as large as a Spanish shawl,
We
And
Gillette
razors
and
blades
and
let
them
cook
over
''medium'
DRESSED CALVES
Graduate of Kirksville School of
vou have a correct idea of the bath here at reasonable prices; also Lis few weeks in New Hampshire, have er of the primarj- school here. The
heat for about ten minutes. Then
towels thej- give you at this hotel. terine and manj- other America returned home. .
Osteopathy
date for the wedding has not yet been
tui n them and season again, switch
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harrington set.
In your bathroom you have a towel ^products that make a fellow feel
By
Appointment
Only Tat. 323
the
heat
to
"low
”
and
let
cook
slowlj
LIVE AND DRESSED
nnd Percj- Dennison made a business
•ack resembling a sawhorse in shape,
Misses Mildred and Hazel Mitchell 38 Summer Street
for another 15 minutes. Make
quite at home.
Rockland
trip to Rockland Saturday.
made
of
fine
light
wood
and
finished
spent Christmas with their parents
heavy cream sauce or a tomato
And there Is a colony of about 20)
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Harry Allard and Mr. Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell.
In white enamel, and on this rack
sauce and serve with a green vege1
POULTRY
are hung a half dozen ot three dif Americans here, living in comfort and Mrs. Percy Dennison attended
DR. E. B. HOWARD
Mrs. Alberta Fossett of New Har
table, potato and salad.
ferent kinds and sizes of towels, from along the hillsides, and thej- like it the supper and joke Christmas tree bor has been passing a few weeks
Dentist
Veal “Birds”
the small face towel as large as a And If a fellow has a stomach that at 1. O. O. F. hall. Tenant’s Harbor, with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
Dental
X-Ray
and Diagnosis
For veal “birds," purchase a veal
big napkin to the large bath towel can stand rich food, cooked in the pe last Thursdaj- night.
Josiah 'Poland.
The Crazj- Lunch met at the home
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
as big as a shawl. The bathrooms culiar Italian way, and served with
cutlet about one-half inch thick
Santa Claus made hls appearance
OPEN EVENING8
are as flnelj- appointed as any in many rich sauces—and can stand the of Mrs. Clifford Dennison last week. Friday night at the Methodist Church
Gut it into one-ar.d-one-half inch
BY APPOINTMENT
squares. Mix salt and pepper with
the first class hotels in the larger wonderful Italian wines made from about ten members with their child- when Christmas exercises were held
Tel. 1020
cities of America. The rooms are as grapes grown right here at Capri and,ren being present. Dinner was served and presents distributed from a tree
flour, dip each pic.-3 of the mea
PROMPT RETURNS
ROCKLAND
clean and as nicely furnished, and around Vesuvius, and on the islands followed by a Joke Christmas tree to the children. He again made a 407 MAIN ST.
first in Hour then in egg and again
just
outside
the
bay.
I
see
no
reason
awaiting Santa to take off the pres visit Saturday afternoon when the
•hey have the latest In the Mazda
in Hour. Arrange on a plate ready
why
he
couldn
’
t
live
here
in
comfort
•nti.
ind Edison lamps for lighting. Steam
for frying. Heat a deep iron frying
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
children of the Baptist Sundajheat. French windows, private stone for about a third what it costs him to
J. S. Allard and son and Mrs. Abbie School Were entertained at the brick
pot half full of fal over “high" hea
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
live
in
Maine.
There's
a
tip
for
you
Altard motored to Portland Fridaj- on schoolhouse in a similar manner.
balconies and plenty of reading
und when the fa* has reached a tern
amps, tables, stands and easy chairs. boys who want to migrate somewhere business.
Osteopathic Physician
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis 'Burns and
T.H.WHEELERCO. perature ot 390 degrees F.. drop the
H. A. Daniels
\nd I am writing this on a new —come here.
The Crazj- Lunch will meet at the I daughter Frances of Portland spent
veal birds in and let them cook
By Appointment Only—Tel. 136
home of Mrs. J. S. Allard this week ' Christmas with relatives here.
Royal typewriter, American make,
until they are dark brown. Serve on
BETTY BRONSON
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Hemembcr thal and all are welcome.
A RELIABLE
'hat I found here, but the Italian
a lied of steamed and buttered rice,
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow j braduate of American School of
keyboard
differs
trom
\he'Im^icln
j
Mr .and Mrs. Clifford Dennison. Mr. and son Bernard spent Christmas I
with a green vegetable and a salad.
Osteopathy
and Mrs. Floyd Barnes and Mias Day in Thomaston with Mr. and Mrs. |
keyboard in arrangement of letters. ' Aiiency, Broadway and 43 ‘
COMMISSION HOUSE
A VERY chic afternoon frock
There is also no dollar sign, but
Alfreda Barn<«» were visitors last Elmus Morse. Mrs. Nancy Rogers
is worn by Betty Bronson in many accented letters that they use
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Thursdaj- at Mr. and Mrs. Ralph and Miss May Rogers from Portland
»he Warner Bros, production, "Brasz in this language.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D. Cline's.
also joined the family party.
93-101 Clinton St.
Spasmodic Croup
C
is frequently
Knuckles.” It is made of tan trans
Dentist
Richard Barthclmess In “Ferro
Vernard Barnes Is having a vaca
relieved by one
oi application of—
parent velvet over a brown back-, Fuoco" reads the sign on a theatre Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
tion from Rockland Commercial Col
The “Heebe-Jeebies," according 400 Main St.
Rockland
ground, and is cut simply in one’ here in Naples, and that means in i
lege for a few weeks.
to an evening paper, Is a dance, not
BOSTON
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
piece. The long sleeves and high
Opp.'Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Italian, ferro—iron and fuoco—love, !
a
complaint.
But
that
’
s
what
they
J
collar give this gown a distinctly
Appointment Telephone 184
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
meaning iron love, and that means
▼ VapoRub
When some people are unable to said about the Charleston at first.— I
tailored appearance.
*
Million Jar, Utad
Hard L ve that Richard is playing
do a thing thej- boast of it.
Punch.
J
THOMASTON, ME.
Evenings by Appointment
j
(Sixth Letter)
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VINALHAVEN

APPLETON RIDGE

Been Applied To Ad
ministration of Fish and
Jiame Laws.

A community Christmas tree and
children’s concert was held at Union
Church Friday evening under direc
tion of Miss Gwendolyn Green with
Mrs. 'Florence Thompson at the
piano. The program:

portant changes ln the system
dministering ihe fish and game
J which are expected to make
Je the premier state In the union
tils regard were announced by
Brewster in an address to the
ilbers of the Maine Press asso-

The Ridge school observed Christ
mas Friday afternoon, with a pro
gram and Christmas tree. Robert
Perry who acted as Santa Claus was
much appreciated and enjoyed by the
school and the 22 guests. The fol
lowing program was given:

It dame Upon the Midnight Clear ..............
_ ..................................................... Congregation
Scripture .............. ........................... Mhre Oeen
Crey«f ................................... Mr. WWulngton
Welcome .................................... Louise Burgees
Christmas Greetings ... Floyd Koberteon. Jr.
Bsma Claus' Son ................. Raymond Alley
Christmas Tree ........................ Arthur Nelson
Two Little Eyes .................. He hen Peterson
The Longest Day ....................... Amy Colutnb
Bobby’s Query ....................... Eugene Burmese
CtiriMnw* Stocking....................... B*tty Brown.
Recitation ................................... Moot Roberts
8a.nU’a Cake ...................... Corinne Greenleaf
Staffing—O Little Town of Bethlehem ..........
Christinas Bays ................. Athene Thompson

I

1

m

lie State, by action of the Gov■r and Council, has been divided
• four zones, northern, eastern
ern and southern, In which a
supervisor will have charge of
^warden personnel and activities,
te zones will l.n turn be divided
three divisions In each zone
a chief warden in charge; each
Ion will have from four to eight
' lets each supervised by one
len confined to a definite terrl-

Winter’s Fuel

Scripture reading—St. Luke 2,8-21 ...............
Mixed Welcomes, Julia Brown. Arnold Pittman
Reltatlon—Christmas Beils .... Ma le Perry
Ref it a tion—Oi rfcstinas ........... K’eanor Ful er
Recitation—Christmas Day .. Warren Moody
Dialogue—Outdoor Squad ................................
Walter Sprowl, Harold Brown. Johnson
Pitman, Arnold Ph man
Recitation—Secrets ..................... Julia Brown
Recitation—The Snow White Chimney ...........
................................................. Dorothy Fuller
Recitation—The Light <X die Sta.’ ...................
................................................. Bertha Johnson
Recitation—No Serna CIaub .. Arnold Pitman
Play—Last Year's Letter
Mrs. Winslow ........................... Muriel Robbins
Aunt Priscilla .......................... Dorothy Fuller
lens ......................................... Faustina Browti
Lucy ......................................... Bertha Johnson
Unde Billy .................................... Bari Sprowl
lanien ....................................... Lawrence Moody
Recitation—Plans for a Better Giristmas ....
..................................................... Histoid Brown
Rei-hatlon—Waiter's letter to Santa ...............
.................................................... Walter Sprowl
Recitation—Christmas ............... Roy Gardiner
Recitation—Johnny’s Chrtatmaa .........................
.................................................. Johnson Pitman
.Recitation—The Night Before Christmas ....
........................................... Lawrence Whitney
Farewell Song ........................ Faustina Brown

Mother Goose ..................... Norman Johnson

Recitation ........................... ML'tam Greenleaf
The ChrUtruas spirit.............. Bessie Claytor
A Chrlsunas Telephone .... Rosa Mathkson

Who Can Guess .......................... Nine Girls

Away in a Hanger................................ Chorus
Sing a Song of Christmas .. Frank Peteraon
Country Christmas............ Martha Thompson
Ch. 1stmas Wish ..................... Dorothy Coinway
Song—Dear Old Santa Claus ......................
Bernard Erickson, Frank Peterson, Amy
Columb, Flora Columb, Louise Burgess
Christmas Joy ......................... Aura Williams
Recttation................................. Donald Shields
A Forecast ................................... Ruth Brown
Prepa at 1ous ...
■Carolyn Calderwood
The Finest Tree
.... Jane McFarland
Sh I Don’t Tell
... Ernestine Carver
A Possibility ...........................
.
a
Sven Swanson
Swianson
wccliaxlon ........................... <Tiarlotte Webster
The Coming of San; a Claim, Barbara Roberta
Silent Night ..........................................

e four-zone wardens will be as
■ws:
Sward Wood of Patten for the
-hern zone consisting of all of
•stock, and the northern parts of
ibscot, Piscataquis and Somerset
titles.
t C. Swan of Princeton for the
Then Santa Claus arrived, talked
Hern zone consisting of all ofl with the boys and girls arid gave
ficock and W’ashington counties each child a present.
Murgaret,
Edith
and
Charles
1 parts of Piscataquis, lower PeLibby are home from Boston for the
cot and Waldo.
orge J. Stobie of Waterville, for holidays, tlie guests of their parents,
i western zone, consisting of the Mr and Mrs. C. S. Libby.
Herbert Payson who has been
fiern part of Somerset and Plsuls, the northern part of Kenne- guest of his aunt Mrs. Fred Coombs
and Waldo counties, all of left Saturday for hls home In Hope.
bklin county, the northern part of Capt. and Mrs. Luther Burns and
ird and part of Androscoggin little son George Luther, arrived this
week fiom Boston.
1 seph J. Stickney of Saco for the
The members of the Variety Club
hern zone consisting of all of spent Friday afternoon delivering
x, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, York and Christmas boxes.
Mrs, William Smith will be hostess
berland and parts of Waldo,
ehec, Androscoggin and Oxford to the Pals Tuesday night.
Herbert Ott of Rockport Is the
itles.
!'
guest of his cousin Ethel Young.
Sara Bunker who 1,?® been teach
i le four zone supervisors are well
,vn to sportsmen.
Mr. Wood ing at Port Jarvis, iN. Y„ arrived
h was a member of the last Leg- Saturday to spend the holidays with
Jj'.urt, has been chief warden Jn her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
I j.section for a long time. Mr. Bunker.
Hector Carney is home from New
l.n is Indian Agent at Princeton;
Stobie and Mr. Stickney are York for a two weeks visit with Mr.
dy known as sports enthusiasts, and Mrs- Robert Carney.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nickerson of
ais change was inaugurated by
ls E. Parsons, Commissioner of Rockland are the guckts of their
I nd Fisheries and Game, as the daughter Mrs. Albert Osgood.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brownell of
|jit of ten years study and experiHe has secured Robert Maxey Bathsare in town, guests of Mr. and
I’ortland as deputy commissioner, Mrs. Wilbur Bikings.
Mabel Carlon of Brookline. Mass.,
has been placed in charge of a
i, program of warden service and arrlveu Saturday and is the guest of
|(r features which are regarded as her sister, Mrs. Owen Roberts.
Jack Gilchrist, who has been era
Iflutionary but highly beneficial
ployed at Canaan, Conn., returned
'(he State.
(,ie plan is expected to make co home Friday.
Mrs. Jennie Smith of Rockland
llation with the wardens for the
lelopment of efficiency. This new arrived Saturday and is the guest of
Item is similar to that in Pennsyl- her son L, C- Smith.
Alden Miller returned from Rock
and other States which have
land Saturday.
,ly modernized services,
Gus Saderquist of New York is the
jtocussirtg the new system, Oov.
V8ter said: “In no other State in guest of Miss Beulah Gilchrist.
Virgil Smith of Orono spent the
(Union, perhaps not in tho world,
|] there be found so unique a com- holiday at hls home here.
Members of the American Legion
tion of. wood and lakes and
l ams.
No where can we find ten and families enjoyed a Christmas
Lent of the area ir. water scattered tree at the G. A. R. rooms Thursday
ng 15,000,000 acres of forests, night, preceded by a program of
|,'hed on a plateau a thousand feet recitations by Norman Johnson. Her
lye the ocean and tumbling down bert Peterson, Frank and Junior
Betty
Brown,
Ed.th
|, scant 100 miles to 100 harbored Peterson,
Roberts, Ruth Brown, Barbara and
|rhe Commissioner of Inland Mont Roberts- After the delivering
of presents refreshments were served.
Series and Game as the result of
T. E. Libby anived Saturday from
||nslVe study and experience ls
Boston for the holiday.
inaugurating a revolutionary
Kenneth Black is home from
Inge.
Commissioner Parsons has
||ired Robert Maxey of Portland Pennsylvania the guest of his par
|«n assistant and is planning a ents.
Lona Polk returned 'Saturday from
pram that is destined to make
Maine General Hospital, where she
| ne beyond all question the pre|r State in the Union for fish and is a student nurse.
Herbert Sanborn of Rockland was
lie without interfering in any way
the guest of Mr. and Mrs- L. W. San
|h our harmonious development
|yg industrial and agricultural born over Christmas.
Lester Mullen and ,William Fraser
arrived Saturday from Boston.
Eliza Patterson returned from
'"o-operation with wardens and
lies to reach a new plane of serv- Somerville, Mass., Saturday.
Meta Ingerson. who has been
|ito both our citizens and our visin New York and his sister
1.8 is planned and the immediate teaching
figuration of an educational cam- Lona Ingerson, a teacher in Massa
Ln as to the meaning of these chusetts, are guests of their parents,
Trests in the development of our Mr. and Mtw. Sidney Ingerson.
Herbert Cassie of Portland arrived
Ite along the llhes of the remarkfor the Christmas vaca
1/ successful campaign conducted Saturday
tion.
lthe Great Northern Paper ComMrs. Bert Shields was called away
ly in recent months regarding the
Friday by death of her daughter Vera
Itection of our forests,
lrhe Pennsylvania system has Condon, wife of Henry Lanciault, of
In carefully Rtudied and its meth- Brighton, Mass., whose death oc
curred ln Boston, Dec. 21. She was
“ applied to the various conditions
born at Owl's Head 32 years ago, but
in the State of Maine. With the was a resident of Vinalhaven for sev
Ictlon of the Governor and Counlmost comprehensive plans for re- eral years, where she made many
friends. Funeral services were held
lanlzation of the work are now
In Boston and the body brought here
jer way.
Saturday, accompanied hy her moth
our district supervisors will be er and husband. Interment was made
nediately appointed with power ln Carver's cemetery.
| look after the Interests in the
Mr, and Mrs. Albert Carver are re
eral sections in the State and Mr. ceiving congratulations on the ar
Ixcy as assistant to Commissioner rival of a son born Thursday, Dec. 22.
Isons will give a great part of hls
Virginia Black who has been teach
|e to the development of this work.
ing at West Hartford, Conn., is
he formation of the Fish and spending the Christmas recess with
■ne Association in all sections of her parents Mr- and Mrs. J. S.
1 State will be stimulated in order Black.
airing Intelligent public opinion to
peus in the protection of our fish
GLENMERE
I game and the solution of any
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Black of
Iblpms to our citizens that may
lsent.
Agriculture must first re- Razorville were guests of their par
Ire consideration and the accorded ents Christmas Day.'
Rev. and Mrs. Packard have gone
Itection from ' depredation by our
to Martinsville for the winter.
Mr. Johnson has moved his family
to his home here.
)RTH WALDOBORO back
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncy Keene and
Christmas concert and tree was little son spent the weekend and holi
at the M. E. Church Saturday day here with her parents Mr. and
nlng.
Mrs. Byron Davis.
J. G. Miller and family were week
The next sewing circle meets with
visiters at W. R. WUlter’s.
Mrs. Frank A. Wiley Dec, 29.
|;ev. Chester Duncan ls spending
A family Christinas tree was held
week with his parents, Mr. and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
k George Duncan at Winthrop.
H. Smith Saturday evening and all
JIr. and Mrs .E. D. Mank and Miss were well remembered with presents.
lta. Howard were guests Monday
Eugene Smith took several from
IMr. and Mrs. G. C. Whiter,
this place to Rockland last week in
kiss Fiances Stahl is receiving his truck to do Christmas shopping.
ptmen't at Krox Hospital, RockMr. and Mrs .Byron M. Davis en
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey M.
r. and Mrs, R, M. Carroll of D Keene and little son of Rockland,
ion and Mr. and Mrs /W. F. llr. and Mrs- Chafles H. Wiley, Mr.
ue were at A. TV. IWInchenbach’a and Mrs. Frank A. Wiley and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene H. Smith at a chicken
iday.
aple Grange is planning to hold a dlnper Monday and a very pleasant
t installation Jan. 12. Menagha day was enjoyed.
Thomas Wjatt of Belfast was a re
ge meeting with them for that
pose. Evening Star and Bunker cent guest of Walter Barter.
Miss Marguerite Wincapaw is home
1 Granges are also Invited to atfrom Fartplngton Normal School for
d.
lanley Overlook who has had em- the Christmas vacation.
yment at Colebrook, N. H., is at
The new Turkish Government has
ne.
eorge Eugley had the misfortune forbidden the ancient Anatolian
fall and injure himself quite badly custom of male guests beating the
lie at work in the woods last week, bridegroom. The Turks prefer to
lenneth Sabourln Is spending the let marriage take Its course.—El
Paso Times.
;k at Pittsfield, Mass.
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PEDIGREE WANTED

Miss Bei'e Orne of Portland passed spoult
Owners Now Look
the holiday with her parents Mr. and 1
J
Mrs.
w. orne.
I For Cockerels With Class.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and I
-----1
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
There Is an Increasing demand for
were Christmas guests of Mr. and ped greed cockerels to use in the
Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
1 breeding program being followed by
F. A. Flinton Is id.
(many Maine poultrymen, according
At the meeting of the Pleasant I (O q
Wilbur, extension poultry
Point Improvement Society Dec. 221
a play—“The Scrubtown Sewing 8Pe"aUst' who is close in touch with
poultry conditions throughout the
Circle's Thanksgiving" was preState. There is a fine opportunity
sented by Mrs. Florence Orne, Mrs
for more poultrymen to do trapnest
Mildred Marshall Mrs. Bertha Orne,
and pedigree work as at present there
Georgie Young, Belle Orne and is but one person ln 2000 who keeps
Marion Orne. The parts were all well
hens that follow this practice and It
taken and the audience was very ap- ts impossible for this small number
preciative. A musical comedy by the of peop]e tQ gupply the dcmand fpr
charcoal trio which followed proved j pe<jjgreed ma]es
a great hit. Hot coffee and dough- I
few men
apnest and pedigree
nuts were served, and a very enjoy- j onjy sufneient number of birds to
able evening passed.
meet their own needs. There are
about 15 who have been co-operating
with the extension service of the Col
Christmas Gathering
lege of Agriculture who have pedigreed
The Christmas tree and concert at
cockerels for sale. R. W. Davis &
the schoolhouse Saturday evening Sons and Edmund Wotton, both of
was one of the best and most pleas Rockland are the only ones who have
ing entertainments presented. A choir Barred Plymouth Rocks pedigreed
consisting of Mrs. Ansel Orne, Miss stock. There is but one White Leg
horn breeder, F. M. Johnson of Wal
Belle Orne, Mrs. Lizzie Maloney. doboro, who has been doing this type
Mrs. Grace Maloney and A. W. Orne, i of work and has pedigreed material
assisted by Miss Marion Orne violin- land there are 12 Rhode Island Reds
1st and Mrs. Ansel Orne at the organ, breeders, as follows: F. M. Piper,
furnished music. The youngest on Rockland: Iver Rood, Bowdoinham;
the program was little Gwendolyn H. L. Smith, Bridgton; George
Stimpson not quite five years old in Thompson, Brunswick; Fred Wyllie
a recitation, and the oldest Mrs. & Son, Thomaston; Harry WinterFannie Morse 17 years of age who man, South Thomaston; Mrs. A. W.
gave a reading. The room was beau Childs, Whitneyville; Kenneth Avery,
tifully decorated and the large Christ Bowdoinham; W. J. Garnache, New
mas tree loaded with gifts for every castle; A. H. Hague, Gorham; W. B.
one present. George Cazallis acted Hague, Buxton; Foster Jamison,
as Santa Claus. Following is the Waldoboro.
program:
■It is a good omen for the poultry
Singing .................... ................................... Choir Industry of the State that there is
The Lords prayer n pealed toy all .................. an increasing demand for such pedi
Welcome .......................................... Carl Young
greed males, which when mated with
Recitation—The (ihrisimas Song.
Georgi« Young i the best of the old hens form a good
Reading ............................ Uns. Fannie Uose basis for flock improvement . For the
i average poultryman about 75 per cent
Recitation—Santa’s Presents, Marion Coombs of the flock must be replaced each
Exercise—Christmas Wishes .............................. I vear. It ls hoped that more Maine
ra;.tomin;^nVheAC^Xyy.^
will trapnest and pedi...................Gladys Seavey and Jia ton time gree in order that it will not be nec
Recitation—Lovely Christmas .... Edith Orne essary to go outside of the State to
Recitatlon—An tavlUHion to Banta Claim
.................................................... Avis Maloney secure good pedigreed stock. Exten
Reading ........................ Mrs. Eveline Marshall sion Service of the College of Agri
Solo ................................................ Anna Seavey culture is glad to furnish information
Reading .................................. Madeline Young concerning pedigree and trapnesting.
Singing ....................................c............... Choir

a.

Pageant. Mrs. Alice Seavey, Madeline Young
Recitation— Poor Santa Claus .. Anna Seavey
Exercise—'LHlle Bells ..........................................
... Howard Orne, Edith Orne. Anna Seavey
Reading................................ Mrs. Neitle Seavey
Recitation—Cliristtuas Like It Used «o Be ..
................................................ Marlon Coombs
Jp>i^> ........................................................ 3u|3uts

• e * *
Successful School Term
Miss Bernice Dorlty of Stonington
closed a very successful 15 weeks’
term of school in this district Dec.
Iti. A Christmas tree and concert
were held in the school room which
was appropriately decorated. The
tree was loaded with gifts for all and
the entertainment given by the
scholars was well worth attending.
The dialogue, “Hiding the Presents,'
by Forrest and Cafl Young, Marion
Coombs, Avis Maloney and Georgie
Young, deserves much praise. The
remainder of the program was re
peated at the Christmas concert Sat
urday evening. Avis Maloney re
ceived a prize for no.t being absent
nor tardy during the entire term. A
number of visitors were present in
cluding Santa Claus. Miss Dority has
endeared hereself to both pupils and
parents and has made a host of
friends here, who are glad to welcome
her back for the fourth term, beginT
ning Tuesday of this week.
....

WALDOBORO
The Woman’s Club will meet with
Mrs. D. B. Mayo Friday afternoon at
2.30 o’clock. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay
will read a paper on "My Pilgrimage"
and Miss Marion Clark wil! give a
reading.
Miss Madelyn Brown has been at
home for a week from Addington
where she is a teacher.
Walter C. Ripley of Augusta and
Edwina Clair were married by Rev.
H. O. Megert at the Methodist par
sonage Monday evening.
Christmas trees helped furnish in
teresting programs at the Main
street. North and Kaler Corner’s
schools and Santa Claus was very
much in evidence adding to the en
joyment of the little folks.
The
schools have closed for a week's va
cation.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn and
daughter Esther of Thomaston have
been guests at Winfield Davis.'
41phonso Larrabee has returned
from Fort Fairfield where he spent
Christmas with his granddaughter.
Christmas was observed at both
churches with appropriate exercises.
Rev. Guy
McQuaidee
preached
Christmas morning on the subject,
“What Does Christmas Mean to
You?” Rev. H. G. Megert chose for
the subject of his morning discourse
“The Great Gift." In the evening a
union service of both churches was
held at the M. E. church where a
very beautiful and effective Christ
mas pageant was given, the'whole
Christmas story being portrayed
with hymns.
Announcement has been made of
the marriage "of Warren Weston
Creamer and Priscilla Butterfield
which took place in the Reed man
sion Sunday with Rev. Guy McQuai
dee as the officiating clergyman. Mr.
Creamer is widely known as a deal
er in antiques and the beautiful old
home which witnessed the wedding
ceremony, has been furnished with
the choicest of fittings suitable to
the time in which it was erected.
Mrs. Creamer will be of great assist
ance along the lines of his work as
she is well informed as to historical
data and has a natural taste for the
beautiful and valuable in antiques.
Their many friends are wishing them
every happiness.

Charles M. Comstock
The sad intelligence has been re
ceived of the death of Charles M.
Comstock, 79, Dec. 20, at Lakeland,
Florida, whither he had gone to spend
the winter. Mr. Comstock was one of
our summer residents and during his
stay here made his home with his
daughter Mrs. Laura Littllefleld of
Boston who owns a summer home at
this place. He was born in Candor,
N. y'. For a number of years he was
salesman for Draper Maynard & Co.,
well known sporting goods concern,
where he made a wide circle of ac
quaintances.
In 1879 he married
Miss Adda Cummings who died one
year ago and whose death was a great
blow to him. He is survived by his
sons Marshall E. Comstock of West
Medford and Austin M. Comstock of
Somerville, Mass, and daughters Mrs.
Bertha Foy of San Francisco and Mrs.
Laura Littlefield of Boston, who is
a well known soloist. There are also
four grandchildren. He will be
greatly missed by his friends here
Only time a horse gets scared
and they extend much sympathy to nowadays is when he meets another
the bereaved family.
horse.—Wall Street Journal.

A Christmas concert and tree was
(held at the Baptist Church Friday
evening. A good program was en
joyed und presents distributed by
Old Santa. The attractive and well
filled baskets sent lo those who are
hut-in at this Joyous season are
greatly appreciated and enjoyed by
the recipients.
L. N. Moody and family were in
Rockland Thursday.
Misses Marguerite and Dorothy
Robbins of Burkettville were recent
guests at M. M. Brown's.
A. H. Moody and family were Sun
day guests at L. N. Moody's.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl and
sons, Bertha Johnson and Dorothy
Fuller were in Searsmont Sunday,
guests at L. N. Sprowl’s.
Mr .and Mrs. W. M. Newbert were
ORFF’S CORNER
visitors at H C. Stanley’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall have re
L. Taylor and Miss Agnes Taylor
turned to their home, in Elmore after were Monday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
a few days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Pitman.
Albert Elwell and family.
Rev. and Mrs. Kinney were visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bessey of Au on the Ridge Monday afternoon.
gusta were Christmas guests of Mr.
Guests at P. D. Perry's Monday
and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
were Mrs. Mabel Keene, daughter
Mrs. Ida Lash spent Christmas Shirley and son Philip of North Ap
with Mrs. Flora Boardman and fam pleton and Miss Eulala Fish.
ily.
Mrs. Annie OrIT of Jefferson was
HOPE
Christmas guest of her daughter Mrs.
Miss Ada Ripley of Camden spent
Harold Achorn.
a few days of the Chrisimas vaca
The Thursday evening prayer tion with friends at the Corner.
The older ones as well as. the
meeting was held at the home of
children enjoyed the entertainment
Mrs. Lilia Webber.
In spite of the unfavorable weath at Grange hall Saturday afternoon.
er the Christmas concert and tree at Gifts were distributed from a well
the Community House Saturday eve filled tree and everybody ivas re
ning brought out a fairly large at membered.
Miss Julia Harwood was at home
tendance and a very pleasant eve
for a few days during the holidays
ning was enjoyed.
According to custom in this neigh with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
borhood 'when one meets with mis thur Harwood and other relatives.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson and Raymond
fortune throiigh sickness or aofcident,
neighbors and friends of Harold Ludwig visited relatives Sunday in
Achorn, who recently cut his foot South Hope.
•Mrs. Nellie Fish and Miss Laura
quite seriously while chopping, gath
ered in his wood lot Friday morning Fish were guests of the A. S. Har
and proceeded to cut his firewood. woods at Christmas time.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Weaver and
About ten cords were cut. .Mrs.
Achorn served dinner at noon assist Mr, and Mrs. Alden Allen spent
Christmas Day with relatives in
ed by Mrs. Laura Leonard.
Camden.
School closed for tlie Christmas
The True family celebrated the day
recess Dec.1 23 after a successful
of days at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
term, twught by Percy R. Ludwig Elmer Trua where the Christmas
Those ndt absent were Junior Ralph,
tree is always ace high.
Mildred Elwell, Eleanor Achorn and
Madelyn. Kennedy. On the closing
NORTH CUSHING
afternoon after the Christmas exer
Family and guests at H. E. Smith's
cists a prettily decorated and lieav
ily laden tree was enjoyed by the Christmas numbered 13. No one was
pupils each having a gift from the disturbed by the unlucky .number but
teacher who also received a nice all partook of a most excellent din
present from the school. The at ner and later participated in dis
tendance at this school is 25, average mantling a heavily laden tree, while
for the Jerm 24.
Leslie Copeland and Mrs. Hunt gave
Hermazt Caprood, electrician, has several selections on Ihe violjn and
completed his work here and re- piano. Those present at dinner were
turned to Waterville
Mr. and Mrs. William Foster, parents
ol' Mrs. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. O. O.
Dolliver and daughter Lucille ol
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. John Kelly of Norton’s Island Rockland, Sumner Banks of Marl
spent the weekend with Mrs. E. A. boro, Mass., and Albert Risteen of
Thomaston, joined later bj- Mr. and
E'well.
Mr and Mrs Harvey Cline, Mr. r.nd Mrs. Leslie Copeland. Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Herman Drinkwater and son Chester Hunt, Norman Whitehlll of
Bertelle spent Christmas with Mr Thomaston and Harold Whltehill and
and Mrs. Oliver Heard of Ash PoLnt Forrest Stowell of Farmington.
Mrs. Carrie Young and family had
Capt. Earl Drinkwater of the U. S. a most enjoyable Christmas with din
C. G. waa home on a 48-hour leave ner at the home of the daughter, Mrs
at Christmas time.
Andrew Killeran and a family tree at
Mrs.
William
Dennison
spent the home of the eider son Hibbard
Christinas with her sister in Rock in the evening, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
land.
Marshall coming down from Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron en land Monday.
tertained Christmas weekend their son
Mrs. Ida Smith spent Monday with
Harold and family and daughter her daughter Callie who is improv
Mildred o< Rockland.
ing in health.
Mrs. Carroll and son Ray of Rock
Stephen iBarry and Raymond Young
land were guests of Mrs. Stanley of Brooklyn, N. Y.^ graduates of the
Simmons ol this place recently.
class of '27 Thomififon High School,
Austin York of the yacht Navigator called on classmates here recently
is spending the winter months with
Miss Kate McCarter was in Thom
his parents Mr. and Mrs. H. F. York aston Monday.
and will Join .the yacht In the spring
Miss Ada Kllileraft,la staying with
E. A. Elwell has been afflicted with Mrs. Creighton in Thomaaton while
grippe and neuritis but is some bet
her sister Helen who Is employed
ter at the present time.
there is at home.
R. H. Crockett of Rockland was
calling on friends in this place re
MANSET
cently.
The fire department wgs called out
Guy Morse formerly of this place
and recently of Isles of Shoals Coast to a chimney fire Monday evening at
Guard Station has been transferred to the house occupied bjr Mrs. Joseph
Pamet River Coast Guard Station Mulse.
Mrs. Charles Rich and son Layford
Truro, M«ss., as boatswain's mate, 1st
class. Mrs. Morse (Alberta York) are spending Christmas at Belfast.
Mr. Marion and Mr. Parkhurst of
has taken an apartment in Provincethe Stanley Fish Corporation are
town.
Mrs. Charles Burke is home after passing 'the holidays ln Massachu
visiting several days In Warren the setts with their families.
Lawrence Newman is home from
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater mo Massachusetts over the holidays.
Annie Hopkins Is spending the
tored to Portland and returned with
their son Walter of the Lighthouse Christmas vacation with her family
Tender Hibiscus for the Christmas at Sea [Wall and Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Hopkins Is employed In Massa
holidays.
chusetts.
Mrs. E. A. Elwell passed several
Mr. and Mrs. Clurence F. Joy ar
days recently with R, H. Crockett's
rived Saturday evening from Rock
family, Maple street.
land enroute to Cranberry Island to
Austin York spent the Christmas
spend Christmas with Mr. Joy's
holidays with relatives in Camden.
mother Mrs. Bert Spurling.
Mrs. Robert Scott of Tenant's Har
B. T. Dolliver is reported Im
bor is passing the winter months with proved in health at this writing.
her daughter Mrs. Fred Giles of this
The Christmas tree Saturday even
place.
ing at the Wliite Church proved a
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Simmons and great success.
family were weekend guests of her
Mrs. Rose Metcalf leaves this week
mother in. Rockland.
for Massachusetts where she has em
There was no Christmas tree in the ployment.
Church this year and to some of the
Mrs. Mabel Keen, Mary Beal, Ora
older residents who cannot remember Phillips, Julia Paiker, Cora Haynes,
a time before when the Sunday * uidene Farrar and Blanche Sprague
school did not have a tree, It did seem were Friday evening guests of Mrs.
rather hard as the children always so Eldora Ward.
much enjoy one, and the grown-up«j The V. I. A. special meeting will be
as well.
>irt4i Xell Clark Tuesday. A
Mrs. Ella Cook is recovering from’supper is being planned to be held at
a severe cold.
‘the home of M s. S. S. Dolliver.
Mrs. Otto OLson has been in quite
Clark, son of Fred Lawton, cut his
poor health of late.
leg last week and three stitches had
Fred Cook of this place continues to be taken, thus Clark's vacation ia
to receive treatment of a specialist not a pleasant one.
in Portland and all
friends arei 'Schools open Monday after two
hoping for a complete recovery.
weeks’ recess.

fttfow

n» Ifnu
exemplify taring pottlbllltlet
at OarenMe Storee—Weeh ending December }l.
Fancy Maine Crtnby Cam!

Corn_ Cloverdale Brand
Afow
Shrimp_____ __
Pea* Valley Brand "
pack, bright and firm!

Onr medium grade, ttveel and tender!

Hawaiian /rail - nona killtri

Pineapple^ Cruehed
Improve! the flavor of coffee!

Eagle Brand

Condensed

Milk
Quaker Oats
»k** ioe
Cloverdale Coooe
**•
I4c
Cigarettes reruLA* brand* x PkC>. X5c
X Iks. XSc
Pig Bare fr«*h baked
Ik. can XSC
Benefit Baking Powder
cake
3C
Flelsehniann’s Yeaet
kettle 25C
Benefit Pure Extracts

Churned from null and meet milk!

Sweet
Margarine
Shaker Salt_____
Soapine
To
Palmolive Soap
running alteayd

Soapiae did ll"!

keep that ichool girl complexion!

Ige. pkg.
.cakes

The Cloverdale Co.
‘

EVERYWHERE IN NEW ENGLAND

LITTLE DEER ISLE

MATINICUS ROCK

Annie, only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Sawyer of this place,
died Dec. 6, at the age of 31. She
had not been well for years hut dur-’
Ing the last few weeks rapidly grew
worse until she peacefully entered
into rest. She was an earnest mem
ber of the Congregational church
here. While she had so long been an
invalid and all realize that she Is
free from suffering, the parents and
loved ones have the sympathy of the
whole community in their bereave
ment.
Mrs. Bertha Wheeler with her sis
ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Hicks, have gone to Florida for the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hallowell
and Mrs. Flora Ludwig ot Rockland,
were here recently, called by the
death of their niece Annie Sawyer.

A Happy New Year to all!
The holiday festivities are practi
cally over for us, but were jolly
while they lasted. Mrs. Austin Beal
entertained Saturday evening, the
night before Christinas, the center of
attraction being a tree loaded with
useful remembrances from far and
near to each one. A very pleasant
two hours were spent while Santa
picked the tree.
Mrs. Arthur Beal entertained Dec.
25 and as usual the dinner was a
great success, the tables not only
pleasing to the eye but the good
things thereon were appeasing to any
kind of an appetite. Favors at each
place were cigars and as the ladies
are not smokers they were furnished
candy smokes. The centerpiece was
a miniature Christmas tree decor
ated and laden with presents. It
was dismantled after dinner and each
one received a clever gift, also a
small hag of candy. Music was fur
nished hy radio from Portland and
much enjoyed. The usual custom
was followed and supper served at
six o’clock after which a delightful
evening was spent In conversation
and with the radfo. In our happi
ness we did not for a moment forget
those less fortunate or those mourn
ing for loved ones who went down on
the submarine S-4 or the flier Mrs.
Grayson and her companions on tho
overdue flight.
Miss Pauline V. Beal and Willard
R. Hilt, returned to Rockland on
Tuesday's boat. They were accom
panied hy F. O. Hilt who is on a
business trip.
Miss Eleanor M. Beal expects to
return to Rockland by Friday’s boat
and she will be accompanied by. her
father and mother who are also mak
ing a business trip t(j the city.
It looks as if our crowd would be
the smallest ever for Jan. 1, 1928.

BURKETTVILLE
A large company attended the
dance at Grange Hall Friday eve
ning.
Nearly every household held a
family gathering Christmas Day.
Exercises at the grammar school
Friday fiy the lower schools were
largely attended by parents and
friends. A nice program and tree
were enoyed with gifts In profusion.
iSehq^ls have, been closed for a
week's Vacation.
George Miller has a large crew
working in the wisids and mill.
N. E. Calderwood and family and
Lorenzo Linscott and family spent
Monday at W. F. Calderwood's,
Union.
Mrs. Ella Linscott and daughter
came from Waldoboro to spend
Christmas with her family.
Henry Turner's family were in
Rockland last Monday.

EAST SENNEBEC
Mr. and Mrs. Salo had as guests
Christmas Mr. nnd Mrs. Roland
.Gushee and Mr. and Mrs. Roble
Robbins.
Mrs. Cassie Paul, Raymond Paul
and Z. C. Robbins and daughter
Hilda were guests at dinner Christ
mas Day at Zulngllus Gurney's.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee were
Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Roble Robbins enter
tained Mr. nnd Mrs. Salo and .Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Gushee Monday at
dinner.
/

THREE CROW COFFEE

is Good Coffee.

Success seldom conies to the man
who Isn't expecting it.

Depend on
r the Dealer
who displays
"’ is sign
=

He sells Dragon Portland
cement because he knows it
will please his customers.

UE knows that quality merchandise is the foundation of
■ business success.
H* displays, in all his transactions, the same good judgment
that prompted him to handle Dragon Portland Cement.
He believes that New England products are preferred by
New Englanders.
He appreciates the $3,000,000 investment made to bring
the new Dragon Mill to Thomaston, Maine, to serve New
England still better.

He’s a good man to know and a good man with whom to
do business.

The Dragon dealer near you is always at your service
THE LAWRENCE CEMENT CO.

Boston

New York

Philadelphia

i ifc

fl
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WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett were
Miss Elizabeth French is spending guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Clark
lie holidays with her sister, Mrs. A. for the Christmas holiday Mr. Bar
rett returning to his work Tuesday, i
F. Ireland.
Misses Evelyn Sawyer and Mildred
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marston of
Yarmouth are spending the holidays Pease are home from Gorham Normal
School for the holiday recess.
witli Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Ireland.
Mrs. Erastus Whitney of North
Among the largest private affairs Warren spent the holiday with Mr.
during the holiday season was the and Mrs. W. L. Stevens.
charming dancing party for the
Mrs. Iza Teague has had a Delco
younger social set given by Mrs. light plant installed at her home the
John E. Walker at her home on Main
past week with wires throughout the
street. Incidentally its purpose was
barn and house. Genthner of Waldo
the raising of funds for repairs to
boro did the work.
“The Old Church On the Hill.” The
William Lynch has been in the past
matrons assisting Mrs. Walker were
week and Tuesday accompanied by
Mrs. John Creighton Mrs. Albert
Thomas Simpson he went to Port
Gould. Mrs. Charles W. Creighton.
land to consult with his physician.
I
Mrs. Frank Collamore of Thomaston;
Business men of Warren are not
and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin and Mrs.
yet fully aware ef their opportunities
Edward J. Hellier of Rockland.
if they know not of the town's new
Twenty-seven dollars was realized
wireless sending station .lately built I
for the fund.
by Roger Teague, Lewis Robinson .
The Thomaston schools will re and Arnold Robinson who? already
open Monday, Jan. 2.
have their sign prominently displayed j
Miss Naomi Averill is passing a on a set of pasture bars before the ;
ten days’ vacation with her parents plant on Mechanic street.
"sta
and sister on Hyler street.
tion" shows much thought and work
Harris Shaw spent Christmas with on the part of these lads whose ages
Ills parents, returning to Boston are from 12 to 14 years.
Through error the name of Mrs.
Tuesday morning.
Edwin S. Vose of Cushing will be Willis Vinal was omitted from the
a candidate for representative to the year's list of Congregational .’Church
Slate Legislature in the primaries of housekeapers. She will serve June
14 with Mrs. P. D. Starrett, Mrs. F.
1928.
Earl Maxey has taken the agency E Mathews, Mrs .Alvah Slnnnons and
Mrs. Addison Oliver.
for the King radios.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E (Watts enter
The postoffice employes handled
the largest Christmas mail ever ri - | tained a party of 12 at dinner Christ
ceived or dispatched from the Thom mas Day. supplemented by a tree
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
aston postoffice.
Albert ,Watts and family of Port Philip McRae, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Clyde were in town Tuesday calling Boody, Jr., E C Boody, Sr, Miss
upon relatives previous to leaving for Carrie Fields, Isaac Fields, Mr. and
Connecticut the next day where they Mrs. L. E. McRae and son L. E. Mc
will spend the remainded of the win Rae. Jr,. Miss Elva Spear and Miss
Cora Spear
ter witli Mrs. Watts' sister.
Willis Moody and family of North
Many peaple here are interested in
the item in the press that Miss Warren are moving this week to
Jeannette Roney of Wbodfords has Fairfield where lie lias bought la
been elected delegate to represent the large farm and will operate a milk
University of Maine at the Student route. Friends here regret their de
Volunteer Convention in Detroit, parture.
Mich. Miss Roney is a native of
The theme for next Sunday, morn
Thomaston.
ing service at the Baptist Church Is
The Beta Alpha Club will have a “Not Ourselves, But Christ Jesus, the
New Year’s costume party in the Lord.” Sunday evening the week
Baptist vestry Monday evening.
of prayer begins with a meeting
Simon Hahn has returned to Bos at
the
Congregational
Church
ton after a Christmas visit to his when
Rev.
H.
M.
Purrington
parents Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hahn.
will speak on "New Opportunities.”
Eugene Wilson of Boston is a guest Attractive cards setting forth the
of his sister Miss Hortense Wilson
dates and subjects for these meet
Miss Edith Wilson, a teacher in the ings are available for all who wish
Malden schools, is spending the holi them. The services begin at 7 p. ni.
days at her home here.
and will be held every evening next
Ross, young son of Earl Wilson 1s week except Monday and Saturday.
recovering from a serious illness.
The Christmas concert Sunday even
Mr. and Mrs. William R Phillips ing was much appreciated by the
are spending a week in their house on goodly number attending.
Knox street.
Mrs. Willard Hall went to Port
• The boys’ and girls’ basketball Clyde Sunday where she is caring for
team will play against the Alumni a patient.
team at Andrews gymnasium, Friday
Mrs. Annie Flint with Mr. and Mrs.
night.
Wendell Flint and son Oscar were
Dr. Ellis, Thomaston's new dentist, dinner guests Wednesday of Mr. and
is getting his office furniture ar Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
ranged for business.
Miss Bertha Starrett of Wakefield.
The bridge crew have boarded up Mass., is spending the Christmas va
windows in several buildings they cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
have occupied while putting in the Aaron Starrett.
foundation for the Wadsworth street
Miss Mildred Pease and Miss Eve
bridge and have taken their deitart- lyn Sawyer who attend Gorham Nor
ure. The steel for the superstruct mal School are at home for the
ure of the bridge has not yet arrived. Christmas vacation.
It is to be furnished by a company in
The Christmas tree at Warren
Boston who are reported to he also Grange was well attended. Refresh
ments were served and a jolty good
at work on another bridge in Maine.
time enjoyed. Music was furnished
by Hazel Pease and Jeruel HarL
CAMDEN
Norman Crockett of Roston spent
Christmas with his mother, Mrs. C.
F. Crockett, at 95 Chestnut street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovell Thompson
were pleasantly surprised at their
home in Washington street Tuesday
evening when friends of which the
W. A. K. Club, Ladies of the G. A. R.
and relatives made up the party, ar
rived and presented them many
beautiful gifts in honor of their 25th
wedding anniversary. A handsome
cake appropriate to the occasion was
cut by the hostess. Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson were married in Camden
25 years ago by Rev. George M.
Bailey, at that time pastor of Monu?
ment Square Methodist church. Re
freshments were served by the nieces
Miss Dorothy Jones and Miss Cal
lie Payson and with music and games
the evening was very happily passed.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Howard of
Belfast have been guests of her
mother Mrs. Jennie Murphy.
Mrs. Roscoe Tuttle, owner and
manager of the Green Gables Tea
Room, was called to New York Tues
day by the sudden death of her hus
band. The body will be brought to
Thomaston for interment.
Frederick Jageis has returned to
Northeastern University after spend
ing the holidays with his mother Mrs.
Emily B. Jageis.
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis and
daughter after a few days visit here
have returned to Woodbury, N. J.
Carl Leonard, a student’ at the
Bryant & Stratton School, Boston,
has been the gqest of his uncle James
Brown.
The weekly meeting of the Rotary
Club was held at the Y. M. C. A.
Tuesday. Luncheon was served at
noon and a general program enjoyed.
Matthew Wiley of Hyannis, Mass.,
was a guest.
E. E. Boynton is in Portland this
week kin a business trip.
Miss Hazel Witherspoon was bit
ten by her pet dog Tuesday. The an
imal had been run over by an auto
mobile and Miss .Witherspoon rush
ing to Ills aid, received a bad bite in
the hand. The wound was immedi
ately dressed by a physician.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles H. B. Seliger
are spending the holiday season at
Union in which place Mr Seliger was
at one time pastor, going there from
Minnesota.

FOR SALE
Standard FI

ADDRESSOGRAPH
For M Platea
With Gl Graphotype and Cabinet
All Complete

As new, in original pack
ings, At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette
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Every-Other-De

HAD FINE ATTENDANCE
Warren and Union Youngsters^Made
Excellent Records During the Fall
Term.
Eight of the 33 pupils at the
Grammar School have not been ab
sent or late at any session: Roger
Teague
Gerald
Brown.
Dorothy
French, Andrew Connell. Lewis Rob
inson. Grace Moody, Mavis McMa
hon, and Dorothy Sidelinger
The
following were not late at any ses
sion and absent but one day: Lind
ley and Edgar Wiley, Doris Bowley,
Douglass
Starrett and
Herbert
Weaver.
At the Intermediate school the fol
lowing pupils had a perfect record
for the term: Richard Bucklin, Ella
Moody. Marguerite Simmons, Flor
ence Wiley, Fred Bucklin, Douglass
Gray and Arnold Robinson. Pauline
Starrett was absent but one half
day. The following pupils were not
late at any session and were absent
but one day: Charles Clancy, Edith
French and Willis Moody.
At the Hinckley Corner Primary
School the following pupils had a
perfect
record:
Harold
Wotton,
Katheryn Peabody and Everett Har
riman. Arthur Young and Adelaide
Cinqmars were not absent at any
session and were kite at but one ses
sion; and Robert Cinqmars was not
late at any session and was absent
for but a half day.
Although many of the pupils at
the Malcolm Corner Primary school
were out during the term because of
the whooping cough a perfect record
for the term was had by Harlan
Spear and Leonard Sidelinger and
Samuel Curtis was not late at any
session and absent but one day.
At the Pleasantvile school1 seven
of the 19 pupils were not absent at
any session.
Shirley and’ Clinton
Cargill bad a perfect record for the
term and these were not absent, late
or excused more than twice: Frank
Batchelder. Stanley, Mary. Laverne,
and Keith Young. The- following
were not late at any session and were
absent but one half day: Merritt Hy
ler, Beatrice Merrifield and Harland
Pease.
At the Oyster River school Carl
Oxton, Burton Hart and Walter An
derson were not absent for the term
but were late at one or two sessions.
All schools will reopen for the win
ter term Monday January 2. Grade
and rural schools will close Feb. IS
The High School winter term will
close two weeks later.
At the Libby school Madeline
Mank had a perfect record for the
term, and Vernon Mank was not
late at any sessipn and was absent
but one day.
Of the 71 pupils attending Union
High School 30 have not been absent
at any session: Laura Farris, Win
ona Gould Bliss Fuller. Berry Gould.
Elizabeth and Mildred Leach, Win<uia Messer, Luetta Storer, Paul
Webber. Sadie Burgess. Harry JJurns,
Rosamond Danforth, Austin Leach,
Evelyn Wir.eapaw, Nellie Burns,
Evelyn Danforth, Martha Gorden.
Fremont Jones, Marion Kennedy,
Merle Farnan, Ruth Barker, Carl
Cunningham, Ingrid Gath, Bertha
Moody, Mabel Newbert, and Mervin
Merrill. These students were late
but once and were not absent: Allen
Leach and Frances Dobbin; Ella
Livingstone not absent and lute but

STANDARD WEIGHTS

In Everybody’s Cokif

By Bushel As Provided By
Maine Statutes.
Standard weight per bushel as
provided by Section 39 6f the Revised
Statutes as amended by Public Laws
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915.

Adrertlscmcnts In this
reed three lines inserted
3 times for SO cents.
cents each for one time.
times. Six words make a

column not t*
once tor 25 ot
Additlonxl lint
10 cent, foe t,
line.

Lost and Found

LOST Short-haired, black and white*
cat. Antvweralo name* June. Re**
1 Bushel—Pounds (oiled
if returned to M MECHANIC «T.
1

Apples
............................................
Apples, dried ....................................
Barley .............
Beans ...............................
Beans, Lima ........................................
Beans, shell.........................................
Beans, Soy ..........................................
Beans, scarlet or white runner,
pole ..... -............................................
Beans, string ......................................
Beans, Windsor (broad) ................
Beets .......
Beets, mangel-wurzel ......................

44
25
48
60
56
28
58

Beets, sugar .........................................

60

Beets, turnip ......................................

60

Beet Greens .........................................

12

Blackberries ........................................
Blueberries ..........................................

40
42

Bran and shorts.................................

Buckwheat ..........................................
Carrots .................................................
Corn,cracked ..................
Corn, Indian ......................................
Cranberries ........................................
Currants ................................................

A G fowler who lives a* a Hotel .....................
A .Growler who lives in a Hotel .. Edith Wall
Express Messenger .................... Fernc WbWney
Postman ............................................. Edith Riley
Boy from shop ......................... Evelyn Jenkins
Porter ......................................... Feme Whitney
Ghost ................................................ Thai to -Spear

Recitations were given by Robert
Cain, True Spear, Clarence Butler,
Mildred Butler and fo Mowed by an
other play entitled “A Christmas
Episode.”
Characters:
Mrs. Clay ............................. .. Evelyn Jenkins
Miss Dunning, her triend .......... Edith Riley
Cousin Robe it, a bachelor ........ Edith Wall
Jane, the maid ............................... Thalls Spear
Jim, the messenger................... Feme Whitney
Scene- A living room.

JOYCE, 74 Willow St.

154

Wanted

WANTED- At once a light two-sealed*
cred wagon or surr. ami punt. Tel. 17
20 Warren or wrkto BOX 282, Warren.
15

48
WANTED—To buy a baby carriage in
50
class condition. TEL. 3.55-W.
1
50
WANTED—Middle aged wonaan to ae
56
MRS. CHARLES H. BE1
32 compamion.
Tel. 897-W.
U
40

WANTED—Stenographer to write tettert
her own home or office. Apply in own lu
writing. Address J. A. PHILLIPS. Rock
P. O.
153'

Meal, corn .....................................

50

50
35
32
52
8
45
33
22
20
58
60
28
50
60
54
48
40
44
56
70
70
60
60
60
60
44
45
45
48
50
]4
14
44
50
30
12
40
56
50
60
60

WANTED—bong haired .shaggy, pure w
kit tens witli blue eyes. Pay $5.00. U,
VIEIW FARM. Hosmer Pond Rd. Tel. 15
Camden, Me.
U'

R. O. Hamil of Ludington, Mich., covers 140 miles a day with this heavy-duty vehicle, made by combining

Meal, rye ..............................................
Millet, Japanese ................................
Oats .........................................................
Onions ...................................................
Parsley ..............................
Parsnips ...............................................
Peaches, dried ....................................
Peanuts, green ..................................
Peanuts, roasted ................................
Pears ......................................................
Peas, smooth ......................................
Peas,unshelled, green ......................
Peas, wrinkled ....................................
Potatoes ...................
Potatoes, sweet ..................................
Quinces ......................
Raspberries .........................................
Rice, rough ..........................................
Rye .........................................................
Salt, coarse ........................................
Salt, Turk’s Island............................
Salt, fine ...............................................
Salt, Liverpool ..................................
Seed, alfalfa ......................................
Seed, clover ........................................
Seed, hemp ..........................................
Seed, herdsgrass .........
Seed, timothy......................................
Seed, Hungarian grass..................
Seed, millet ........................................
Seed, orchard grass ........................
Seed, redtop ........................................
Seed, Sea Island cotton .................
Seed, sorghum ..................................
Seed,upland cotton ...........................
Spinach .............................................
Strawberries ........
Tomatoes ............2.............................
Turnips, English ..............................
Turnips, rutabaga ............................
Wheat ..._.................................
The standard veight of a
barrel of Flour is ............... 196
The standard weight of a
barrel of Potatoes Is........... 165
The standard weight of a
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150

the chassis and front end of a 1920 Buick sedan with the rear end of a truck. The improvised truck hauls five to
•even tons of logs at a time, the load pictured being typical.

SOME EGG DISHES

W. H. Glover & Co.

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS
TELEPHONE 14

Buick Sedan Becomes 7-Ton Truck

ROCKPORT
Mrs. L, J. Riendeau and daughter
Dorothea of Providence, are visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. John Achorn dur
ing the holidays.
Miss Lillian Brann who is at home
from Beverly. Mass., for the holidays
was guest of Mrs. Carlton Porter
Tuesday.
George Rhodes of Washington is
ill at the home of his brother C. E.
Rhodes.
Elmo Crozier was at home from
Bangor ).o spend Christmas.
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell, Mass,
has been the guest of Mrs. K. M.
Dunbar and Miss Helene Dunbar this
week.
Chester Richardson was here from
Portland to sjjend Christmas with
his family at Mrs. Minnie Crozier’s.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, with her
son John F. and daughter Dorothy
of Roxbury, Mr. anfi Mrs. Sherman
Weed and Mrs. Eliza Jones were en
tertained Tuesday at 6 o'clock din
ner at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. Russ.
Mrs.
Beulah
Richardson
and
daughter Barbara motored to Port
land Wednesday where they were
guests of Mrs. M. Richardson.
Miss Fannie II. Fuller of Brookline,
Mass., is spending a fe— days with
her mother, Mrs. Emma Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann were
host and hostess at a delightful auc
tion party Saturday evening at their
home. Those present were Dr. and
Mrs. William G. LcFurgy, Camden;
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Thurston,
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Richardson of Portland and Rock
port. The first prize was awarded
Mrs. Richardson and the consolation
prize went to Mrs. Thurston. Lunch
eon was served.
The “Back to School Party” given
at the Baptist vestry Tuesday eve
ning under direction of Milford Payson was enjoyed by about thirty.
The decorations were very attractive
the color scheme in keeping with the
holiday season and the tables looked
very pretty lighted by candles. The
menu consisted of baked beans, cab
bage salad, rolls, chocolate pie, cake
and cocoa, the favors being tiny
chocolate bears. After supper the
High School song with Miss Gwen
dolyn Morrilb at the piano, giving of
the school cheer and games were en
joyed. Those who served at the sup
per were Mrs. JIabelle Crone, Miss
Helene Dunbar and Mrs. Maud
Walker.
Happy Christmas Affair
The Christmas tree and exercises
by members of the Baptist Sunday
School were enjoyed by a large num
ber of both old and young Monday
evening. Several Christmas selec
tions were sung to open the program
and the play “A Growler and A
Ghost” given by the Girl Scouts
under the direction of their leader
Miss Beulah Lane with the following
characters:

47
LOST—‘Pocket-book on Main St. near L
60 rock, containing bank bonk and money. >
60 ward Is offered. Kindly notify L1LL

12
50
56
11
12
70
50

ROCKLAND, MAINE

twice and Edna Patt but threfc times.
Marguerite Webber was absent but
one half day for the term.
At the Grammar school seven pu
pils were not absent: Richard Gor
don. Worneta Cummings, Robert
Farris Jr., and Curtiss and Carleton
Payson.
Ernest Cunningham and
Thelma Esancy were not absent for
the term and were late at but one
session.
Aiii Laitala and Virginia Howe of
the Primary school had a perfect rec
ord for the term and Ruth Howe
was not late at any session and was
absent but one half day.
Mary Blake of Stone school was
not absent at any session and was
late but once.
Except the High School, all schools
will reopen for the winter term of
seven weeks Monday January 2d.
High School reopens January 3d for
a term of nine weeks.

r-

NOTICE—Is hereby given of the los?
deposit book numbered 7601 ,iih1 <he owntf
Mid book asks for duplicate m accord ,
with the provision of the Suite law.
Cl’RITY TRUST UT, by Elmer C. I)
50 Treasurer. Rockland, Dee. 27, 1927.
1-56-’ .
24

Dandelions ..........................................
Feed .......................................................
Flaxseed ..............................................
Hair ......
Kale ..... .............................................. j.
Lime ........................
Meal (except oatmeal) ....................

The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and complete building information.

BUILDING SUPPLIES
LUMBER, SHINGLES, PAINTS

LOST Lady’s small pocket book he’
Nut Shell Lunch and Oescent St., cootel
about $('». DOROTHY BUTMAN, 45 Crcs

ROUND POND
Mrs. Edwin Francis closed the
grammar school last week pith an
enterta'nment and Christmas tree in
the afternoon the children speaking
pieces and the occasion was much
enjoyed by both pupils and their par
ents.
Mrs. Lucy Osier is visiting friends
in Rockland for a few weeks.
The Rebekahs had a Christmas tree
In the hall Tuesday evening and an
entertainment by the children.
Vivian Richards and friends made
an auto trip to Rockland last week.
Cynthia Prentice who is a teacher {
in Newton, Mass., is spending a few
days with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
William Prentice.
Mrs. Mabel Poland has moved her
family back from Rockland and will
spend the winter with her father
Edmond Yates.
*
Marian Gorham motored through
from Massachusetts where she is
teaching school, accompanied by her
cousin Willis Gorham. They are
spending the holidays with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Gorham.
Herbert Bryant and aunt, Annie
Irvine, arrived home from Brewer
Friday to spend Christmas with his
mother.
Mrs. Martha Prentice who has been
very sick is a little better at this
writing but still under the doctor's
care.
Leforest Ethridge who is spending
the winter in Damariscotta was in
the village Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter of Ixiud's
Island, who was recently burned out,
have moved into Kate Butman's
house here.

■housekeeping in the Edgar Hopkins
apartment.
Wyman Cooper returned Monday
to Camden where he has employment
with the Knox Woolen Co.
Shirley, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Gillis who has been very
Herbert Huse of Bowdoin College is ill is now much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Thornton and
with his parents. Rev. and Mrs. H. F.
M iss Marion Howard spent Christmas
Huse for the holidays.
George Young went to the city Day at Eagle Island.
Mrs. Cora Beverage who has been
Tuesday on business.
Lewis Crockett is visiting his l the i?best of her daughter Mrs,
i (barles Emery of Kennebunk has
brother H. T. Crocket at Pulpit Har
gone to Lynn, Mass., where she will
bor.
j spend the winter months with her
Murray Stone and daughter Helen
i nephew Dr. A. V. Cooper.

NORTH HAVEN

Mrs. Mary Merrick who is to pass
die winter at Vinalhaven is home
for a short time.
Mrs. Bertha Tabbutt is spending a
few days with relatives in North Dix- I
mont.

of Camden an guests of Mr. and Mr:-.
William II. Cooper.
Mrs. Montie Stone who lias been
in Rockland for several days rt turned
horn Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Lermond ar
rived home Monday, having spent
Christmas in Rockland.
Mrs. Emma Stone has returned
after a month's stay in Rockland and
is with her daughter Mis. John Ler
mond.
' Mrs. Eivle Howard is visiting
friends in town.
Mr. and Mr-. James Pendleton are

This was followed by three Girl
Scout Songs “Scout Chant,” “Hike
iSong,” Girl Scouts, U S. A.” and the
Girl Scout cheer.
The superintendent of the Sun
day school. Miss Helene Dunbar and
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
those who had the program in charge
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
are to he congratulated on the very you
with the home news, at Hotaliug’s News
enjoyable occasion.
Agency, Broadway aud 43 8l.

lbs.

lbs.

Here Are a Few Hints From
Which Housewives May
Profit.

WANTED—Pigs to butcher. PETER
WARDS. Limerock St. Tel. 806-J.
155

WANTED -To buy old coins, imp
stamps and antique furniture. Address C
LECTOR, care Pearl Flske, Ingraham
Tel. 1199-W.
155.
WANTED Several first class niachln
LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.
155
WANTED—By Danish young lady, tea
to Instruct her In English.
DOROT1
RR1TZEL, 8 Georges St.. Thomaston. 153’
WANTED—Girl or woman for gen
housework, three In family. Write BOX
Thomaston.
154
WANTED—To buy old horses. Will
humane death. C. A. OLIVER, Waldob
Me149'
WANTED Long-haired shaggy cats
kittens. Write age, color and sex. JOH>
RANLETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
146

Eggs and Chicks

HE first rule of the road Is

T to let the other driver be
hind, or approaching you,
Proper Signal
for
Right Turn

Proper Signal
for
Left Turn

know exactly what you intend to do
and when you intend to do it.”
So say the Standard Oil Com
pany of New York In their road
maps of New York State and New
England, in which they also advo
cate, and illustrate, the use of four
simple signals, all executed with
the left hand. This Is part of the
Safety First campaign which Socony has carried on so persistently
both in Instructions to Its own
drivers and in its advertising to
the public, and is well worth the at
tention of all motorists.
A right turn Is indicated by a
clock-wise revolution of the hand
towards the right. The signal for
a left turn Is executed by point
ing the index finger straight out to
the left. A stop Is indicated fcy ex
tending the arm horizontally with
the fingers of the hand open and

For Sale
FOR SALE Electric range .and eta
room heate •, second hand, like new. Aj
to CENTRAL MAINE POWER <X).
If
FOR SALE—Fox terier pups? RAYMC
WILLIAM’S. 122 Thomas*: on Gt.
FOR SALE—Winter overcoat, good as :
size 37, bought this fall. $1.5 09. ABTH4J!
LAMB, 207 Mam S’. Tel. 69-J.
1
FOR SALE —Rhodo Island ILd pullets.
M. GRAY, 9 Pine Bt., Thomaston.
1.5f
FOR SALE I'.-kd tivertxxits and ulsL
taken in exchange—as low as $3. New «'
and overcoats to order, as low as $25. <?.’
MAYO, 22 Masonic St. Tel. 304.
15
FOR SALE—Dandy O. 1. C. white shol
$8.00. Three 3 months old Hereto d call
two heifers, one bull, price right. Pot at'
Johnsen beans, md heavy dry oak luHiTel. 67-M* Rockland. R. P. CONANT A S
South Hope.
*
15 FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, fitted $2
sawed. $1,75; d\v soft wood, $1.50 ft. fttt
sawed. $1.25. ALFREft DAVIS. 147 Park
Tel. 859-R.
15.5FOR SALE—Live Bait. Can send pa
post within about 12 hours. THOMAS FI
MARKET. Rockland.
154FOR SALE—Furniture,
bedroom
chairs, tables, etc., from summer home o
late IL S. Hiller. Fine clean goods In
class condition, (’an be seen at COt’R
GAZETTE BUILDING
1
FOR SALE—Finest mince meat. A flttP
climax of Christmas or New Year’s dini«
jT’all 67-M early to avoid the la?t min.
rush or write RALPH P. CONANT & S<
South, Hope, Me.
152-’
FOR SALE 130 R. I. Reds, pullets lay
50 per cent; four 360 Buffalo lncubat<
3 coal brooder stoves. 1 two horse cultiva ’
1 express wagon, three seats, 1 U. S. crc
separator, 1 sleigh, 1 spray pump and sevc
other articles. Also 35 tons of good h ■
Ml LUS A. MOODY, R. D. 1, Warren, Me.,

We are now at the season of the
year when eggs are very reason
ably priced, writes Stella Elizabeth
Deland. For this reason and because
they are light wholesome food for
summer, they can now be used as
the mainstay of even the most im
portant meals of the day. Served
with bread or potatoes they are very
nearly the perfect summer food.
Pimento Potatoes and Eggs
Boil the necessary number of po
Sylvia—All my ancestors were tatoes in jackets; when cooked, peel
blondes.
and mash, adding a few ^canned pi
Jack—Then you come from pre mento©®, in addition to the butter,
ferred stock.—The Pathfinder.
milk and seasoning. I use a mediumsize can of pimento to two pounds
of potatoes. This amount makes the
H. M. de ROCHEMONT potatoes a pretty salmon color. Put
the potatoes into a glass baking dish
and with the spoon make depressions
PLUMBING, HEATING for the eggs you expect to use. Jnto
*06 Pleasant St.
Rockland each hole break an egg. Sprinkle
FOR SALE—1926 Dodge sedan, media
with a little bread crumbs and dabs rally
perfect, four new tires, and many exti
Telephone 244-W
of butter and place In your electric $219 when car is delivered, and balance
oven to 'bake in an even temperature easy terms. If interested write BOX
145
of 350 degrees F. until the eggs are Rockland.
FOR SALE—The Utility Sleeve Co., ,
set and the potatoes are thoroughly
lished 1902, makers of the famous *
heated. Serve with a salad.
Kleen Kuff.” A money maker for the
party.
CALL 186-R after 6 p. m.
Eggs Huntington
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood and fu
Take four hard-boiled eggs, chop wood.
W L. OXTON, West Rockport.
fine and season with one-half tea Camden 152-4.
1
spoonful of salt and a few grains of
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTl
the palm facing forward. The
cayenne jepper. Over “low” heat on and estates; up-to-date property. In the
"back up" signal is given by ex
the cooking top of your electric range den Bpot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY,
tending the hand horizontally ai
melt one tablespoonful of butter and fast, Maine.
1
for the stop signal but with the
stir into It one anl one-half table
FOR SALE—Bight room house at
palm facing the rear. If necessary,
spoonfuls of flour, one-half cupful of Rankin 8t. with 10 seres of land a»<l
a slight waving motion towards
white stock and the same quantity of barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER Tel. 43
the rear might accompany this
milk. Add the eggs to the sauc- and
FOR SALE—Dry, hard, fitted cord and
stir slowly until thoroughly mixed.
“back up” gesture, if there Is a cai
word. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21
Fill buttered ramequln dishes with land. P. O. Thomaston.
close behind.
this mixture, sprinkle grated Ameri
Some drivers forget to signal un
can cheese over each, then cracker
til the very moment they apply the
To Let
crumbs and bits of butter and bake
brakes. Other drivers begin to sig
in your electric oven which has been
TO LET Eight-room tenement.
Elect
nal a half block or more before
preheated to a temperature of 350 lights. 11 Hall St. Call LILLIAN B1CKNBI
they are ready to turn. Either
degrees F. Keep in the oven until the 47 Pleasant St.
method Is liable to contuse the
crumbs are light brown.
TO RENT—Tenement for email fi
first clase condition, electric lights, bat!
operator of the car behind, al
Sardines and Creamed Eggs
and
cold water hi kitchen; good centn
though It Is much more desirable
15
Over low ’ heat on the heating top cation. TEL. 812JM.
to give too much time rather than
of your electric range melt four
too little. The driver who signals
TO LET—‘Furnished room off Kitting
tablespoonfuls of butter, to this add with
use of same, heated. Inquire
one-fourth cupful of bread crumbs OAK ST., City,
___________1
and one cupful Of thin cream or rich
TO LET Large front room, at 37 Spr
milk. Let come to boiling point and Inquire of ROSCOE STAPLES at Simr
Proper Signal
1
then add two hard-boiled eggs, finely • Staples’.
for Stop
TO LET- -Rooms or suites. We hav
chopped, and one small can of bone
desirable suites, also several sin
less sardines which have been mashed very
double rooms which we will rent for
or shredded a iittle. Then season mainder of the winter at reasonabh
with half a teaspoonful of salt, one- with or without meals. KNOX :
fourth teaspoonful of paprika and Thomaston.
TO LET—Four large rooms, sun pa
one-eighth teaspocuiful of pepper.
bath, electric lights, gas, hot wai
Let come to the boiling point again, heater. Apply EDITH BICKNELL. 1
but do not switch the heat higher St. Tel. 578-W.
than “low,” and when the mixture is
TO LET—House on Oak St. with a
heated through serve on toast or«a ern Improvements. ERNEST C. DA'
Fuller-Cobb-Da
vis.
bed of lettuce leaves.
When
the
novelties
are
exhausted
Proper Signal
Miscellaneous
try just plain scrambled eggs with
for
dried beef or scrambled eggs served REFINISHING CARS by spray syslrm,
Backing Up
on anchovy toast. Hither or both color; storage. .1. A. STEVENS & SON.
130-1
will be palatable served with a green Loud St, Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
LADIES— Reliable stock of hair poor
vegetable or salad.

»

->

his Intentions in the brief moment
before he actually turns or stops
or after he turns Is not only dis
courteous but positively dangerous.

At certain stages of the Great
War we were told we were fighting
for dear life, and the details of the
latest Peace Budget show that we
have got it.—tPuncU.

V

t

BABY CHIX for silk*. Wythe's strain B
iiwls; bred for eggs. tyi>c sod color. S
•eun-dited for white d.a'robtw. $22 per li
tired. part|>aid, safe arrival guaranteed. F WYLblK A- HON, Thomaston, Me . Itolrtt J
Phone Warren 10-6.
'
Hr '

Four Simple Signals With Left Hand
Aid Motorists Prevent Bad Accidents

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Winchenbach
and Camily and Mrs. R. T. Winchen
bach spent the holiday with Mr. and
Mrs. IWendell Studley in West War
ren.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller and Mr.
and Mrs. Mank of East Waldoboro
were ho’day guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Burns.
Mrs. Eben Baker of Richmond has
been visiting her mother Mrs. George
J. Winchenbach.
Hamlin Scofield was at Milton
Creamer’s at the village over the
holiday.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and son
Junior spent the holiday with Mrs.
Nellie Reever at East Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and
family with Mr. and Mrs. Millard
Winchenbach and family of the vil
lage were guests over the holiday of
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Studley.
A. B. Little of Bristol was a Mon
day visitor of his daughter, Mrs.
George T. Palmer, Sr.
Mrs. Carrie Eugley and Clarence
Eugley of the village an<l Alice
Crouse of Friendship passed the holi
day at Irving Wallace’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Winchenbach
and son Lloyd were holiday guests at
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenbach’s,
Dutch Neck.
i

lbs.

WANTED -^Position aa huunekeeper
small fomily by middleagcd woman, In •
near Ounden preferably. Addnesw M. S.,
Courier-Gazette.
1

the Rockland Hair Store, 238 Main St.
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 1
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amsociEfl
, In additional to personal notes recording de, artures and arrivals, this department espe1 lally desires Information of social happen| ogs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
, tall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ..........................................

« Mr, and Mrs. T. Haymond Pierce
I if Wellesley, Mass., announce the
I marriage of their sister, Alice M.
5’ierce, to Z. A. Norris of Needham,
I Mass. The ceremony took place at
iVellesley Dec. 28. The bride is the
Jauffhitcr of the late Henry A. and
•Leonora (Pillsbury) Pierce cf this
l *ity, where she is known to a wide
I ircle of 'friends.
Mrs. Sada Robbins of Vinaihaven
vas recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. H.
p. Daily at The Highlands.

John A. Thompson, IS Willow
street, left Monday for Black's Har- '
bor, N. B., where he was called- by
the death of his step-fatfier, P. W.
Connors, who was a prominent busi
ness man in the sardine industry.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO I

Necklaces And Bracelets Of
THE WORLD’S!
Odd Design Interpret New Mode GREAT EVENTS

Donald Merriam is home from Uni
versity of Maine for the holiday Wacation.

ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
toy Dodd, Mead

Mrs. Philip Howard is spending
the week in New Yolk, the guest of
her husband and son Conrad.

M

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Nash of Bath,
Mrs. Eli Osier of Waldoboro and Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Simmons of Port
Clyde were Christmas guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John A. Thompson, Wilow
street.

The regular meeting of the Browne
Club wiH be held Friday evening at
the home of Mrs. Leslie Wilson, 38
Walter Henry cf Winchester, Mass, Talbot avenue
was a Christmas guest at Mrs. James
Donahue’s.
John Hagar who was home from
North Adams, Mass., to spend Christ
Jiliss Leola Wellman of Portland mas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
.pent Christmas with her parents, Ernest Hagar, Grace street, returned
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Wellman, New Tuesday.
County road.

Betty, small daughter of Sir. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards Mrs. Alan F. McAiary. is at the Knox
had as Christmas guests at their Hospital where she underwent a
ionic on Cedar street Monday Mrs. surgical operation.
Rose Edwards, Miss Olive Edwards.
Ernest Edwards and Peter Edwards,
Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Murray gave a
ill of Clark Island.
Christmas party at their home on
Camden street Sunday with these
The Charity Club will be enter- guests: Mr. and Mrs. William H.
anted at the home of Mrs. George Hall and Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hamil
M. Simmons, Talbot avenue, Thurs- ton. of Bloomfleld, N. J.! Mr. and
iay Jan. 5, with luncheon at 1 Mrs. E. B. Hall of Warrenton Park
o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Acel True worthy of
j Henry Howard left Monday for St. Brunswick were guests Monday of
Petersburg, Fla., where he will spend Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter at The
Highlands.
he winter.

Mrs. George W. Roberts Is at the
William E. Morgan returned to
Hartford. Conn., Wednesday, after Knox Hospital for treatment.
spending the Christmas season with
Miss Sara Hunter who was the
lis family at The Highlands.
guest over Christmas of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Hall, and F. J. Hunter at The Highlands is
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hamilton of visiting friends in Weeks Mills be
Bloomfield, N. J., were Christmas fore returning to Middletown, Conn.,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall. where siie is teaching school.

MYRNA LOY

Warrenton Park, and are now visit
TITITH everybody wearing jewels,
The Rubinstein Club is to hold a
ing Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Murray until
*’ Myrna Loy, now being fea
special
guest
day
tomorrow
after

their return to Bloomfleld early next
tured in the Warner picture, “A
noon in the Universalist vestry at 3
week.
Girl From Chicago,” has bought
o’clock. The program promises to
quite » collection herself. The
Karl Thurston who has been be one of interest as several of the
spending the Christmas season with members who are home for the holi
LaForrest Thurston at The High day season or free from business
The many Rockland fo k of varied l
lands returns to North Haven tomor duties will appear- thereon. Each ages comprising the dancing classes
meiniter has the privilege of taking of Mrs. Fannie Heth, held Thursdays
row.
one guest.
at the Copper Kettle, will not meet
A happy family party was held at
today due to an accident on the Lew
Miss
Marian
Marsh
who
lias
been
the home of Mrs. Lucy Venner, Clark
iston branch which prevented the in
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
It.
Island. Sunday, to celebrate both
structors from reaching this city this I
Christmas Day and Mrs. Yenner’s Marsh. Talbot avenue, during the noon.
Classes will be held next
Christmas
recess
returns
tomorrow
84th birthday.
The guests were
Thursday as usual.
to
Lubec
and
Eastport
where
she
is
Mrs. Venner's only son, Thomas
Venner of Barre, Vt.; her two daugh instructor of music in the public
Carroll Osgood of Orono is visiting
ters. Mrs. Rose Edwards of Clark Is schools.
Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Fileld, Jr.
land and Mrs. Lydia Chrhstofferson;
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood of
grandchildren, Mr. and Mrs.. Peter
Ruth Stanton spent the holiday
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Ed Talbot avenue, returned Tuesday recess with relatives in Thomaston.
from
a
visit
over
the
holiOay
in
Bos

wards, and Miss Olive Edwards, and
great grandchildren.
Edwin J(r„ ton.
Mrs. Freeman Blodgett of Somer- !
Nathalie and Howard Edwards.
ville, Mass., and Maurice Gregory of !
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood will be hos Lancaster, Mass., are visiting their I
John Shadie, who Is employed In tess to the Methebesec Club tomor parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Greg
Pennsylvania, is spending the holi row afternoon, at her home on Tal ory at Glencove.
days with his father. Michael Shadie. bot avenue.
who meantime is having a vacation
Mi?«s Bertha Sherrard of North I
Hiram P. Farrow spent Christmas Sidney is a guest at the home of G.
from his duties as -steward on the
in
Belfast,
Ills
former
home.
steamer Gov. Bedwell.
Carl Cassens.
Miss Charlotte Smith of Portland
•Miss Dorothy Cross came home
The program is being arranged for
from Saugus, Mass, to spend the was the holiday guest of her mother the midwinter session of the Maine
Mrs.
James
Smith
Park
street.
holidays.
Federation of Women's Clubs which
will be held at the State House Jan.
Mrs.
E.
Marcus
of
Stonington
was
Miss Rose Merrifield, from Need
25. it is announced by Mrs. John T.
the
holiday
guefct
of
her
daughter
ham, Mass, is spending the holidays
Skolfleld of Portland, president of the
Sadie
in
this
city.
Miss
Marcus
with her mother in Thomaston.'
leaves today for New Yo;k City to Federation. Many interesting features are being planned for this getMiss Mildred Ryan was home from spend the New Year season with together and alfhouncement of the
friends.
Louis
Marcus
comes
up
Boston to spend Christmas.
from Stonington today for medical program will he made a little later.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Phillips ar treatment, lie has been invaliding
rived from Detroit for a week's stay several weeks as the result of a fall.

three necklaces are—from left to
right—pearls on a fine chain; long
crysta' , and old gold leaves. The
slave bracelet is also of old gold.
Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs. Mar
garet and Evelyn Sawyer of Warren
were guests of Mrs. Annie Flint and
Wendell Flint oa a trip to Augusta
Tuesday.
Mrs. F. E. Spear of Warren was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
L. Robinson Wednesday.

The Thursday Club dined last eve
ning at Ihe Thorndike Hotel, the
event living set ahead done day so as
to coincide with the birthday of Mrs.
Charles Libby. Quite innocent of ithe
fact that she was to lie guest of honor
Mrs. Libby found herself the object
of felicitations and the recipient of
numerous gifts.
Christmas greetings from across
seas came 11 Rockland friends from
Miss Katheryn Lee, who makes her
home in Paris; and also from the
Arthur B. Richardsons, whose home
is now in London.

The Itooevik Club was entertained
by Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Pleasant
street. Tuesday afternoon. The meet
ing devoted *> sewing for the Knox
Hospital was a profitable one. The
i club plans to give a public auction
party Jan. 17, at the Copper Kettle,
the proceeds of which will be used
for local charity work.

at their former home in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Foster
Mr. Phillips is directing the construc
tion and will be part owner of a spent Christmas in Camden with Mr.
garage, apartment house and hotel in and Mrs. J. C. Fish, Mrs. Fi3h later
being their guest in this city.
■Windsor, Ont.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert McClure and
William Whitman of Boston was
the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. little son Bertrand were Christmas
guedts of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rankin.
George B. Dav s, Rankin street.
Mr. McClure has returned to his
Mrs. H. A. Buffum will entertain home at Crlehaven, Mrs. McCHtrc re
the Shakespeare Club Monday even maining here for a longer visit.

ing at her hon e on Grove street, with
Ralph Webber arrived from Phil
Miss Annie Frye as leader. The fea
tures of the program will be Keats' adelphia to spend the holidays at his
Sonnet on Sitting Down to Read home.
King Lear, and "file Dramatic Art of
Howard Ludwig who came home
King Lear.
to spend Christmas has resumed his
Mrs. Minnie Lyford who has been duties with the Coast Guard Section
Base in Gloucester.
the guest of Mrs. H. C. 'Daily at The
Highlands has returned to her home
Miss Bernice Tibbetts of Augusta
in Vinaihaven.
jvas the guest of her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Herman E. Tibbetts, Grace
The Wawenock Club will be enter
street, over Christmas.
tained by Mi's. Susie Davis at her
home 2 Main street Monday evening,
Miss Phyllis Brown Is home from
with papers presented by Mrs. Cora
New York on a short vacation.
Snow and Mrs. Evelyn Snow.

Interest In Maine social circles has
Leonard Vinal of New Canaan,
Conn., spent Christmas with his been aroused by the marriage in Bos
daughter, Mrs. H. C. Daily, at The ton Tuesday of Dorothy (Woodman)
Parkhurst to Cyrus Comincs. The
Highlands.
bride is the widow of the former
Mrs. Harvey Pease and daughter Governor cf Maine, Frederic Hale
Virginia returned to their home in Parkhurst, who died in 1921, since
Wiscasset, Wednesday, after spending which time she has made her home
the Christmas season with Mr. and in Boston with her young daughters
Mrs. 'S. D. Crosby at The Highlands. Edith and Patricia. She is the daugh
ter of the laie Charles Woodman, a
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Johnson prominent Bangor lumberman. She
and daughter Barbara of Utica, N. is a highly attractive young woman
Y., are visiting over the holidhys with of ability and was active in Mr. .Park
Mr. Johnson's brother Clarence «n hurst's gubernatorial campaign, then
Dexter street; also Mrs. Johnson’s setting in order the executive man
■brother, George S. Everett, at Ingra sion for their occupancy, only to b;
ham Hill. Miss Barbara is a student interrupted by the Governor's death
at Boston University School of Re soon after inauguration. Mr. Cuminos is the son of Dr. Dimitrius Pom
ligious Education.
elos, eminent snrgeon and archae
Miss Jeannie McConchie is spend ologist. He came to this country in
ing the holidays w-ith Dr. and Mrs. 1919 and attended Wilbraham Acad
emy and Harvard College. He then
J. C. Stanton in Danvers. Mass.
entered 'Boston University Medical
Freda Laller and Hazel Hilton, School. He served in the Greek Army
students at Rockland Commercial during the World War. He first be
College, spent Christmas with their came acquainted with Mrs. Parkhurst
parents in Damariscotta.
at a social gathering in Iiiajon a
____
short time ago. He is said to be de
Kirk's full orchestra will provide scended from the Byzantine emperors
music for the Harmony Club's New of the 14th and lath centuries. The
Year Ball which will be held Satur marriage was solemnized by Rev.
day night in Temple hall.
New Charles E. Parks, D. D., at the Uni
Year's and this halt have com* to tarian Church, only the immediate
mean the same .thing In Rockland and friends of the bride being present.
It is extremely doubtful if one could Mr. and Mrs. Cominos will live at 70
be held without the other. For sev Myrtle street, Boston, where con
eral! years past the affair has been gratulations and good wishes from
such a notable success that its com many friends follow them.
ing is the signal for a general elimi
nation of other meetings on that
The dancing classes of Mrs. Heth
,>ight. The committees have worked are omitted tndaj’ because of acci
their plans to perfection with the dent. Next Thursday as usual.—adv.
.promise yf many pleasant surprises,

A Company.)

Marc Antony
ARO ANTONY — hero and
buffoon; true lover and faith
less husband; great general and
greater mountebahk ; orator, states
man, voluptuary and trifler—threw
away the world for love. He was
the hero of the most stirring reallife romance in history. He might
hate been a second Julius Caesar
or even Alexander. He preferred
to be the helpless adorer of the
Egyptian queen, Cleopatra.
As a mere lad, Antony served
with distinction in Rome's Syrian
and Egyptian wars, and later in
Gaul under Caesar, whoae lifelong
friend he became. When Pompey
made the senate order Caesar to
disarm Antony, as tribune of the
people, vetoed the bill and then
fled to Caesar’s camp disguised as
a slave, pretending his life was In
danger for his loyalty. He fought
valiantly in the Gallic wars and
deserves much credit for Rome’s
victories. As a reward, when
Caesar became dictator, Antony
was made second in command and
appointed governor of Italy.
In his latter capacity he launched
on a course of wild dissipation that
set Rome aghast. The orator Cicero
thundered Invectives against hiin,
and he was regarded as a hopeless
failure In life. Yet at the call to
arms he was at once in the field,
aiding Caesar against Ponipey and
winning battle after battle. His
soldiers worshiped him. He Joked
with them around the camp-fire,
got royally drunk with them—was,
in fact, their boon companion.
When Caesar was assassinated
the conspirators planned to rule
Rome and had persuaded the peo-,
pie to Justify their murderous act.1
But Antony, by a fiery and bril
liant oration over Caesar's body,
so aroused the popular mind
IHHf**#*#*********4f*#4HHHf
Paul—She asked me to kiss her on
against them that the murderers
either cheek.
were compelled to flee for their
Alice—Which one did you kiss her
lives. Then, summoning Caesar's
on?
nephew and adopted son, Octavius,
Paul—I hesitated a long time be
Antony raised an army and
tween them.—The Pathfinder.
marched to punish ihe chief con
spirators, Brutus and Cassius. In
By NELLIE MAXWELL
two successive battles, while Oc
tavius lay idly in his tent, Antony
*4Hf**********4f**4HHHHHHHl
completely crushed the conspira
tors. He, Incidentally, made him
77»e Plebeian Peanut
self ruler of the earth, with Oc
HE ordinary nut which Is so
tavius as his colleague.
common among us Is a valu
The two divided the world be
able food, rich In fat and of such
tween them, Antony choosing tho
good flavor that It Is universally
eastern half and leaving Octavius
liked.
the western.
Peanut butter Is so commonly
Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, was
used that It Is hardly necessary to
R. H. COUNCE HALL
suspected of having sided with the
mention how wholesome It Is. The
conspirators. Antony resolved to
small boy knows how It appeals
Thomaston
bring her to trial for treason, as
to a hungry stomach, as a spread
Egypt was practically subject to
for bread or a sandwich filling.
Rome.
Lettuce With Peanuts. — Roll
Clark’s Orchestra
. Cleopatra was one of the rare
fresh peanuts after shelling and re
women who have arisen at vari
i56»n
moving the brown husks; when like
ous periods In history to over
coarse crumbs, sprinkle over crisp,
throw empires, leave behind them
tender lettuce that has been
a world full of trouble and disas
washed and drained, add a bit of
ter and to wreck the careers of
shredded onion and serve with
the greatest men. As a girl she
French dressing.
had met Caesar, won his love, and
Peanut Loaf.—Take one cupful
Induced him to reseat her on the
of chopped peanuts, two cupfuls of
throne of Egypt, whence a family
crumbs, two tablespoonfuls of fat
quarrel had forced her. She had
or peaDut butter, one egg, one-half
even, flnr love of Caesar, poisoned
teaspoonful of salt, a few dashes
her husband, Ptolemy.
of pepper and three-fourths of a
She now tried similar tactics on
NOW PLAYING
cupful of milk. Mix, using the milk
Antony. At first sight of her
RICHARD DIX In
—
more
If
needed
to
make
a
moist
beauty the man who had come
“THE GAY DEFENDER"
loaf. Put Into a buttered pan and
thither as her judge became her
bake one hour. Baste once or twice
slave. For her sake he cast away
with melted fat. Serve turned out
Friday-Saturday
dreams of empire and let his glori
on a hot platter, sprinkled with
ous deeds of the past sink out of
chopped nuts.
memory. In Alexandria the two
Peanut Sausagee.—Take a cupful
set up a monarchy of luxury, dissi
of mashed potato, \ a cupful of
pation and extravagance that be
ground peanuts, one egg well beat
came the scandal of the civilized
en, one and one-half teaspoonfuls
world.
of salt, a few dashes of pepper, and
For reasons of state. Antony had
a few slices of snlt pork or bacon.
married Octavia, the sister of his
Mix all the Ingredients, roll In
colleague Octavius. She was his
brend crumbs and place in a
fourth wife. He now divorced her
greased pan with small pieces of
for Cleopatra, thus mortally of
salt pork or bacon over the top.
fending Octavius. The latter had
Bake In a hot oven until brown.
been busy making the most of An
Peanut Fondue.—Grind fine one
tony’s mad Infatuation to forward
cupful of peanuts, add one cupful
Ills own career. Cold, crafty, heart
of dried bread crumbs, the yolk of
less, he had steadily undermined
one egg beaten, one and threeAntony's Influence at Rome and
fourths cupfuls of milk, one and
had so strengthened himself there
one-half teaspoonfuls of salt and a
that a few years later he was able
dash of paprika. Fold in the stiffly
to declare himself emperor, under
in the collegiate laugh riot
beaten white and bake In a but
the title of Augustus. Antony had
tered baking dish forty minutes.
put an end to republican Rome by
Peanut, Peas, Pickle Salad.—
defeating the conspirators. Octa
Take one cupful of coarsely
vius reaped the fruits of his for
chopped peanuts, one cupful of pens
mer friend’s labors.
cooked and drained, and one-half
Octavius decided to get rid of
cupful of chopped sour pickle. Mix
Antony forever. To this end he
well with mayonnaise and serve on
made war on Cleopatra. Antony
lettuce.
espoused her cause, and the two
(©. 1927. Western Newspaper Union.)
rival powers met in a great sea
fight near Actium. Here Antony's
genius again flashed up. He was
Doctor Gavs OlJ Man
rapidly winning the battle, when,
Bit the Best of It
from sudden caprice, Cleopatra or
dered her galley rowed away from
There were no less than eight
the scene. Antony, thinking her
patients that morning at the coun
—ON THE STAGE—
wounded, forgot all about the bat
try doctor's office before he could
tle and followed her.
Deprived
finish his breakfast. One was a
thus of Its leader, his whole fleet
pitiful old man, dreadfully poor and
fled. For a while In subsequent
nearly blind. The trouble was In
warfare he held his own against
his eur—which eur be did not In
Octavius. But the sun of his suc
dicate at first. He seemed appre
cess was set. Cleopatra sent secret
hensive about taking the doctor
Novelty Acrobatic
messages of submission to Octa
into bis confidence until a certain
vius, who replied by telling her that
doubt bad been cleured.
the murder of Antony would be
‘‘Will your charge for an office
the most acceptable proof of her
I
visit?" be Inquired, with a kind of
surrender. She accordingly had
“PAIR OF ACES”
stealthy
approach
to
the
subject
on
word sent to Antony that she was
Comedy Singing and Dancing
bis
mind,
“
pay
for
the
examina

dead.
tion of two ears?”
Broken-hearted, the lover did not
“Oil, yes,” was the doctor'*
watt to verify the tale, but fell
prompt answer. He was a little
upon his sword, dying for the false
impatient with the old man's hesi
The McCormack and Gatli Curci
woman whose lures had made him
tancy and wanted to come to the
throw away a world. Cleopatra,
of Vauderviilo
point without loss of time. "Oh,
finding that the cold Octavius’
yes
!
The
fee
will
pay
for
both
heart could not be won as Caesar’s
ears.”
and Antony's had been, and learn
“Well, In that case," the patient
ing that she was to go to Rome as
“New York’s Most Popular
continued, "one ear will be only
a prisoner, forced a poisonous
Dancing Instructor”
snake to bite her and died.
half price, won’t It?”
Marc Antony killed himself In
That was a clever piece of bar
30 B. C. at the age of fifty-three,
gaining the doctor had to recog
having In that time run the gamut
nize, when he recovered from his
of every human experience and
surprise. The old fellow put up a
Novelty Music and Singing
achievement
case for half-price treatment that
was difficult to overcome. So the
FRIDAY TWO SHOWS
Certain things seem to be tabooed doctor said half price for one ear
2.00 and 7.45
in official circles. One Js to smoke would do.
SATURDAY THREE SHOWS
The afflicted ear wag examined
at a formal meeting. But Vice
2.00, 6.C0, 8 3?
President Dawes’s
‘‘upside-down" and properly treated. The patient
pipe and Secretary of Commerce offered Ihe half price, but that was
NEXT WEEK
Hoover's big black cigar frequently where the country doctor scored.
“No, keep your money. Half
ignore this custom. Senator Smoot
of Utah once astonished the French price Is no price this morning."
The old man tottered feebly out
debt commission by putting his feet
on the conference table. At the of the door and the doctor, while
MUSICAL REVUE
opening of a local theatre President pitying him, laughed softly.—
and His
Coolidge, testimony says, had his
Springfield Republican.

Bitty Crocker, the nationally known food specialist, is broadcast
ing her Home Service Chats this year from the following stations:
H’EEl, Boston, Mass.; IVFI, Philadelphia, Pa.; IVEAF, New York,
N. Y.; KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.; WGR. Buffalo, N. Y.; WTAM,
Cleveland, O.; IV WJ, Detroit, Mich.; IVHT, Chicago, III.; KSD,
St. Louis, Mo.; WDAP, Kansas City, Mo.; KFI, Los Angeles, Cal.;
KPO, San Francisco, Cal.; and WCCO, Gold Medal Station, Twin
Cities. Minn. Her talks are based on the work of herself and assist
ants in model kitchens.
By special arrangement the Courier-Gazette is able to ofler its
readers these home service recipes and discussions.

FOR SUNDAY N1GIIT SUFFER
N Sunday, dinner comes later
Cut the cheese in small pieces.
than on week days and special Place in top of double boiler with
and melt over hot water.
effort is always made to have butter
it
Add tomato soup and seasonings,
an unusually ample and satisfying
meal.
But if our Sunday after and cook until smooth. Serve on
This
noons and early evenings are spent crackers or buttered toast.
out-of-doors, appetites again be amount will serve six. *
come surprisingly keen.
We feel
Never try to melt or cook cheese
the need of something satisfying. over a direct flame, for a high
But it may be very simple, and the temperature will make it stringy.
preparation need not be a burden. When cheese is to be melted, buy
I tasted a delicious sandwich at the old-fashioned American Ched
the homo of a friend the other dar Cheese you see in the stores
The Ameri
day that would be especially ap In big round blocks.
propriate for such an occasion. It can cheese which comes in square
is called Fraternity Special, and tin foil wrapped bricks is much
the same in flavor, but It does not
here is the recipe:

O

Slices of white bread.
American cheese.

Bacon. melt so readily.
If, In times of high priced eggs,
Tomatoes. |

Pepper and onion salt. you are searching for an eggless
Cut the bread in % inch slices cake, you will welcome the dark
and sprinkle with grated cheese. spice cake I like so much for SunSince it conLay slices of tomatoes on bread, ■ day night supper.
sprinkle with salt, pepper and ' tains raisins, dates and nuts, and
onion salt.
Cover with layer, of has such a delicious flavor of Its
thinly sliced bacon.
Bake in a own, I never frost it. This is the
hot oven. 450° F., for 15 minutes. recipe for Dark Spice Cake:

Salt.

Dark Spice Cake
Of course almost any kind of
left-over roast or fowl makes de-1 2 cups brown sugar
liclous toasted sandwiches when I 5 tbsp. shortening
combined with a bit of mayonnaise 1 tsp. salt
" or relish and crisp lettuce.
2 tsp. cinnamon
If you are fortunate enough to 2 tsp. cloves
have a chafing dish, a waffle iron, | 2 pups boiling water
and a coffee percolator, the pos 1 bi cups raisins
(
sibilities of table cookery are al 1 bi cups dates
most endless.
A dish of the in 3 cups kitchen-tested flour
teresting name of Blushing Bunny, 1 tsp. soda
also called RJnktum Ditty, a re 2 tsp. baking powder
•
lative of the familiar Welsh Rare 1 cup broken nut meats, if desired
bit, is an excellent one to make
Combine the sugar, shortening,
In a chaflng dish.
However, do
salt, cinnamon, cloves, dates, and
not let the absence of a chaflng
raisins. Pour boiling water over
d‘sh
prevent your
making it.
and boil 5 minutes. Cool mixture
Served on waffles or toast, it is de
thoroughly.
Sift flour once be
licious yet is not expensive. This fore measuring. Mix and sift the
Is the recipe:
flour, soda and baking powder to
Blushing Bunny
gether. Add to cooled mixture and
place in loaf tins which have been
lined with plain, well greased
paper. Bake I bi hours In a slow
ft top. pepper | oven, 300° F.

lb. American cheese
1 tbsp. butter
1 can tomato soup
bi

top. mustard

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

T

TODAY

DANCE

"IHE

Friday, Dec. 30

MARION

DAVIES

.<s&

HAUNTED SHIP”
A great sea drama suggest

ed

by

the JTick London

story “Yellow and White.”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Wanda Hawley

Crauford Kent
Jimmy Aubrey
in

“Pirates
of the

Sky”
and

AL HOPE
in

“BURIED
GOLD”

Feature Vaudeville

NOW PLAYING

Dubois Trio

MARIE PREVOST
“The Girl In the Pullman”

Johnson & Brown

ANNA Q. NILSSON
“T» : 13th Juror”
FiiiAy-Saturday

Anthony & Cooper
Nat Burns

Kay & Elsie

JIMMIE EVANS

feet on Ihe rail of the presidential
box. “Jim" Reed chaws and make
It would be strange if the com
the women folk shudder with hi::
pany a man keeps didn't know him.
unerring aim. —The Fatlifiuder,

MELODY BOYS

From the story tv ' ARRY EVANS

"TRAIL OF THE .IGER" No. 3
MON.-TUES.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE in
"BREAKFAST AT SUNRISE"

Every-Other-Day
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VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD

Some of the Thing* Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.

HOT FIGHT AVERTED

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON

«

WEEKLY

a great bank of fog blew in. It came
in droves, in swirling fantastic
Like most places we know little shapes. We were way up high on
X
♦ ♦ ♦
about, Lisbon was a great joy. Al a look-out. The wind tore at us and
though we started off in a rain, by shook us. The tree branches below
By R, M. Washburn
the time we got to the bull ring the us bent. The castle on the other hill
sun came out in fits and starts. The vanished, the landscape below was
bull ring was huge and had the no more, even the garden disap- j
Mabel C. Batchelder is no longer
queerest bulbous growth on it—like peared.
identified simply as the consort of
Mooris'
domes
that
had heen
We found shelter on a curved stone Frank Roe Batchelder of Worcester,
squeezed tight near the top. Not bench
beneath an
over-hanging
p etty, but unique, as was most boulder and there we ate our lunch though this is no mean distinction.
everything in the way of architec of sandwiches Since it was very She is fast coming into her own.
ture in Lisbon, isnch as houses with J damp and”*there was no prospect of She is preeminently the 2nd Viceentire facades of bathroom tiles, | its clearing, we made our way down President of the Roosevelt Club.
roofs in the old quarters made of red j to the village and spent an hour or After this it may with propriety be
tiles, hut turning up at the corners so in another castle, the summer admitted, that she is the Vicein little tongue-like blades, remind home of the late king’s mother. The Chairman of the Republican State
ing one very much of Siam, and the worst mixture of Gothic and Moorish Committee of Massachusetts. She is
stiangest combination of Moorish ' architecture, ancient and modern thus a link between the frontier of
lacework of carved stone. 1 loved a ' furnishings, I ever want to see! But the party, the Roosevelt Club, and
The first sym
monastery we saw and the church i with all it was rather romantic, and the organization.
that went with it. It is hardly pos- J rather sad, as a relic of a splendor bolizes the trail, discovery, and the
sible to give any idea of so strange ! that was declining and will never re second, the turnpike, safety. She
is an effective link for the only con
an architecture without a picture.
turn. Then it cleared again and we
\Vjhat I loved best about Lisbon and ! wandered through the little town, ditions which make for party success
what I shall always remember are quaint streets, lovely secluded villas, at the polls. Some party leaders
the flsherwomen. They are visible fields with wild flowers, embowered have long misunderstood the purpose
and potential, vital value of the
everywhere along the water front and winding lanes.
Roosevelt Club to the party. They
throughout the city selling their sil
We got into Le Havre a day early
very fish. They are barefooted and and K—, E— and I went to Rouen. have long sneezed at it as an ourangstraight, well developed, and have We got there at supper time and outang outfit and present at the
striking faces—sharp featu.es, clear- wandered all about the city in the party councils, when present as a
cut, encircled with dark curly hair. moonlight. The next morning we guest without wedding garment. And
They have fresh color and lovely spent in the churches and streets and yet the Roosevelt Club seeks to hold
eyes. They wear costumes of soft, then I made a pilgrimage by myself loyal to the ticket the independent
subdued colors, a full skirt of plain to Bon Secours hill, gave my love to element in the party, that is when
colored mate-ial, a short-sleeved Jeanne d'Arc, and wandered down given a decent chance. So 1 am told
bo<jice of a pattern or plaid, a fringed the other side to my old war hospi by its President who knows me bet
shawl, usually black, crossed over the tal. I thought I saw a nurse in ter than anyone. Such wise heads
bosom and tied in the back, an apron white when 1 looked down on it from as that of Mabel C. Batchelder have
of another color, in their ears gold Bon Secours and sure enough, the set out to bridge these chasms In
rings or gold coin pendants and on old place has been made into a T-B the party. Today, through such vi
sions as hers, the Roosevelt Club and
their heads the softest little cashmere sanatorium. My hut has been torn
the organization are in harmony.
shawls, usually of lovely olive greens down to make room for the patients'
• • • •
and blues, although many other soft chairs, big windows have been built
Mattel
C.
Ba'chelder
spoke at a
in
the
main
building
and
it
is
quite
colors can be seen.
recent dinner ot the Roosevelt Club,
nice, although understaffed.
« • • •
We arrived in Paris Tuesday eve She spoke well. There is no woman
A three-cornered coif falls loosely ning, and I have stayed with K— in in the party who speaks more effect
down from the knot of hair and on a dinky little hotel in the Latin ively. There Is the winning touch of
top they wear tlie funniest little black Quarter in order to get away from modesty in her style. She does not
hats, tilted forward with a debonair, the mob The three days here have descend on her hearers as a hawk on
Spanish air, which accentuates their flown. I've had to shop some—a a helpless chicken, or as the Empire
clearly chiseled profiles. The hat has raincoat, a hat, a new hand-bag, etc. State Express on a perambulator at
a round crown and a funny little I looked at beaded bags, but they a grade crossing. She talks without
round turned-up brim. How I wish cost from $20 up. We went to funny notes. She leans on substance for
1 could draw it Most amazing part little restaurants to eat, to the Opera appeal rather than on the vaporous
of all, they balance on the rear end Comique to a splendid performance tenuity of the popular orator. She
of the hat a huge fish basket, lined of “Manon.” To a famous cafe of is tactful. She has the scope of the
with blue-green paper. The fish are the Latin Quarter where we saw the plummet, to see what good there may
of a reddish silver. 1 just gasped at most strange and interesting char be in those who differ with her. This
she blends with hers. She is coming
the lovely color combination and the acters.
.
,
beautiful groupings and shapes.
Thursday I went to Vendeuil where into her own. She is already recog
The afternoon was free. K— and I worked after the war. I did not nized as among the three first Re
I rested until 3 o'clock, and then know whether to laugh or cry—it is publican laywomen of the State.
found a student to take us about built up unrecognizably, and the Another is Anna Child Bird. The
town. There were many students at fields are reclaimed, but there are third place will be conceded to any
the boat all day as the minister of ruins about and shell-torn walls and one who takes exception to this
education had let out all the univer no trees, and many houses begun but classification, in tlie cause of har
sities that day to entertain us. They not completed that have been that mony.
• • • •
were nice looking boys, with most way for two years for lack of money
romantic appearing long black cloth to finish them. The funny little train
William Morgan Butler is not a
capes. The boy we fell in with was took us through seven of our erst candidate for the Senate. He is
very interesting.
He took us way while villages. Thoughts of !poor very wise. So said to me a man who
up on a hill to an old quarter of the Mile, Givelet, the old cure and others follows ways politique. This man is
city, where were narrow crooked who have died since made it all a absolutely right, that is with one
streets with the quaintest rooflines bit sad. In the village there were qualification. His duty to the party
that had green grass growing on those who remembered me and were is half done with his observation.
tiles. There were thick walls and very glad to see me. especially old What he has said is easily said.
hidden gardens in the most unex Marie and the Brunelle family at What he has not said is less easily
pected spots high above other house whose house 1 stayed.
said. It is his duty to find some one
Back in Paris, I went to the Sainte who should run and more, who will
tops, and courtyards and homes lay
Chapelle
and
Notre
Dame
again,
and
run, and who is stronger than Butler.
wide open to view.
rested in the afternoon. Our party The first is easier than the second.
• • • •
came off in the evening and we cer
Before the great earthquake of tainly had a good time Mr. R— took It is beyond the province of this
Weekly to argue that the party
1755, it had been the Moorish quarter us to a marvelous place way off on a
should nominate Mr. Butler or that
and is still so called, although the funny street—a Russian restaurant.
he would win, although both of these
Moors are no longer segregated there. Gee. hut we were a gay party. I
propositions are open questions.
Our friend told us it is the section haven't laughed like that for a long
• • • •
where the apaches live. Then we while. And we hud the best Russian
It was a wise lawyer who. when his
crossed the city and its modern sec food. We sang and raised merry'
tion. and went to that part on a hill Ned!
Then we found an under witnesses were under attack, replied,
where the recent revolution did most ground dive in a vaulted cellar where that It was unfortunate that every
damage. Rifle fire it was mostly, and students and all kinds of queer peo street fight could not he witnessed
the buildings were certainly pep ple collected, and two melancholy by UiBhop Lawrence and Cardii
pered. Had they been big guns there men with banjo-guitar affairs played □ Connell. We must take them as
would have been little left to tell the accompaniments to an Apache type they come along, he asserted, with
tale. This boy told us much about man and woman who sang vile songs. some reason. So political possibili
the revolution, the present political It was quite an experience. This ties should be considered as they
come along. It may eventuate that
unrest, the military dictatorship and morning I spent at the Louvre.
Mr. Butler should be drafted. It
the queer special customs. He spoke
may not. It may be that he is the
French well. He could not go to
NEW HATS TO BE LARGER
only one of the Senatorial possibili
dinner with us, having a previous
engagement, but he directed us to
The boyish lob is going. So comes ties who has the courage to stand up
a real Portuguese restaurant. At the the word from the Millinery Asso against David and his sling, when
the cautious are waiting to succeed
water front we watched a lovely soft
ciation of America who recently held Mr. Gillett in 1930, when there will
pastel sunset and some beautiful red
their convention in Atlanta, Georgia. be more snow under their runners.
sails, then went to dinner.
One proposition stands out as clear
D— met me on board and we de In anticipation of the spring trade,
as a sheet of well-washed plate glass,
cided the next day to take a train the milliners are making the hats an
that this is no tfme to curl up in a
about 20 miles along the coast to inch larger in head size to allow for
corner and seek sweet rfleep. The
Cintra, the seat of the former kings'
the curls and waves of the bobbed leaders of the party should proceed
summer castles.
immediately to draft some one. for, if
So we left for an 8.30 train in town head, which will cover the ears.—The possible, an unopposed nomination,
but missed it, and so spent an hour Pathfinder.
free from the scars of a contest. The
and a half bumming about town.
work should be begun immediately
We found it fascinating in Its morn
to politically embalm David, the
ing activities—a market place which
white lily of Fitchburg. This man
sent me into ec stacies over colors
may be Butler. He may be some
and the feel of the country through
one else. Who is he?
its peasants. The flower stands were
• • • •
gorgeous and very numerous. Just
The trend of the times is getting
think what we miss in America by
to be more and more persons and
not having flower markets in our
less and less platform principles, in
cities;
There
were flsherwomen
the tests which carry elections. It
everywhere and I took D— Into the
is idle to reason that this is or is not
old town which he loved as I did.
as it should be. It Is vital to recog
We got a bit lost returning to the
nize that It Is, The people in their
station but tint made it all the more
primaries nominate one man and the
fun. We took seats in the third class
parties in tlielr conventions declare
with all the peasants and their wives,
for another platform. The first may
and I just feasted my eyes on their
be virile and the latter anemic or
fares and vivacious ways.
vice-versa and yet often they walk
• • « •
hand-in-liand together to victory, a
The country was Interesting—rath
strangely Inconsistent line-up, which
er rolling, cultivated country with
seems to fit into the romance that
cunning little red-roofed houses and
the people now rule. The manufac
turer picks his book-keeper because
soma bits of old looking walls. After
he has seen a pencil but the people
an hour we came to ia little town
elect their public servants often
at the foot of two castle-topped hills.
The hills were steep and rocky and
simply because they can tell a bright
story and kiss all babies except their
one castle was of old fascinating
own, whether they have read the
ruins. The other was bold and wellConstitution or not. Oh liberty how
kept, the summer home of the exmany crimes are committed in thy
king, vacated in 1910. We did not go
name!
The defeat of Butler by
there as the old Moorish one ap
Walsh is easily understood by the
pealed to us more. We climbed up a
cynic and philosopher.
little path into a lovely lane with
• « • •
beautiful old walls enclosing the
Dr. Muir, the Chaplain of the Sen
most charming gardens. The lane
ile, is dead after long and honorable
led to climbing streets, past quiet,
service. He is succeeded by Dr.
quaintly gabled houses und such
Phillips of Washington, who gets
beautiful trees—on and on up the
more exercise in his pulpit than he
hillside with the great boulders
could in any gymnasium. Tills takes
and solid castlelated walls and tow
me back to the old days when Sena
ers ever luring us on.
tor Hoar got this place for Edward
Then the path zigzagged tjwough
Everett Hale. I remember the bene
the loveliest parklike forest with an
dictions of Dr. Hale, when lie was
cient stone seats, wells and bits of
resident preacher at Harvard. He
towers at spots where there were
wore a thick beard from which his
views out over the country, the vil
benedictions emitted, with the sud
lages and the sea. Then through a
den whir of a lot of partridges com
gateway and we were in a garden
ing out of a cover. It takes some
where cantelias, red, white and pink,
courage to attempt to save e'ther a
were in full bloom, amid dark green
Harvard man or a statesman. Some
pines of a curious fiat topped variety
clericals turn to the easy and enlist
and climbing all about us, up peaks
Audrey Ferris
is missionaries, where they make
on either side, with watch towers and
more spiritual cures.
Dr. Horton
little look-outs all about, we found
UDREY FERRIS, petite War has made some progress in the
the ancient castle
No one knows
ner star, in a green satin loung Massachusetts Senate.
There his
exactly when It was built It anti
ing robe with a quilted edge of
proudest convert is Mr. McLane, who
dated the Moors, although it is called
bright yellow satin. The green emlias not missed a prayer since Bullish
Moorish. One gorgeous view before
[Twenty-second Paper]
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Question of Electricity Stirred
the Recent State Grange
Session.
According to stories which have
come back from the annual session
of the State Grange in Portland last
week one of the toughest battles in
the history of the organizatibn was
narrowly averted. It is even said
that it was merely postponed: that it
will break with great turbulence at
the 1928 session in Bangor.
Many thought It was coming when
an effort was made to reopen consid
eration of the report of the commit
tee on rural electrification. Cool
headed members, not feeling the time
ripe, it is said, succeeded in staving
off the battle.
The work of this committee and a
growing resentment throughout the
State toward the attitude which the
executive committee of the State or
ganization has assumed were the
things which were looked to to cause
trouble
During the past four years there
has been a constant growth of re
sentment In the grange toward the
executive committee. This has never
been crvstalized. No attempt has
been made to organize it, with the
result that the only result of the dis
content has been mutterlngs. Now.
it is said, a group of Grangers, feel
ing that the good of the order re
quires it, have determined upon a
campaign of reorganization. That
they will be ready for a fight at Ban
gor next year Is their assertion.
As explained by a well known
member of the order, the trouble is
that the executive committee has
overstepped its bounds; that it has
sought to, and has in a consider
able degree, controlled the entire pol
icies of the grange. It has assumed,
so he says, to dictate to subordinate
granges what they shall and shall
not do. This is not within the com •
mittees province. Their duty is to
deal with business matters of the
State grange which may come up
from year to year.
To add to the resentment, explains
this member, the members of the ex
ecutive committee had set about
making it a self perpetuating body.
As a member felt he wished to retire
from the committee he and those
with him have selected his successor
and expected the Grange to elect
him. which it has gotten in the habit
of doing recently. This does not ap
peal, We are going to try and break
up the notion and make the grange
what it should be, a State-wide or
ganization, working as a democracy,
rather than a close corporation of
less than half a dozen men telling
60,000 other members of the order
what they shall and shall not do.
The committee to Investigate the
needs of rural Maine in the field of
electricity was provided for at the
1926 meeting in Lewiston. Its pur
pose was to investigate and recom
mend to the State Grange this year
some plan for the greater develop
ment of rural electrification.
A partial report was made. The
impression which this report, such
of It as was presented to the State
Grange session, made, it is said that
but one side of the proposition had
been given consideration.
“As I understood the report,” says
a member, ''the committee had en
deavored to ascertain everything thg
power companies wanted to tresent,
but had made no effort to find out
what the farmers thought or what
suggestions they might have. That,
as I understand it. was not the ob
ject for which the committee was
named. I voted for it at Lewiston.
When I did so I gathered that the
committee would meet and canvass
the situation, get the views of the
power companies and of the farmers
and then proceed to work out some
plan for bringing about rural electri
fication. If the committee did not
do that, I expected it would, at least
submit a report carrying a recom
mendation for further survey based
upon lines which its own investiga
tion had suggested. It did nothing of
the sort.”—Lewiston Journal.
finished the building, when Walter
took his seat. Some one ought to
write a book of forms on prayer, to
reach successfully legislative bodies.
This is an unexplored field.
It
might include this prayer: Oh Lord,
look down with compassion and hope
on these men who seek to save the
State.
• • • •

“The President’s cnurch declared
safe.”
These lines in the press
caught my notice. It was a comfort
to feel that one church was safe. I
read on, to find that it was a ques
tion simply of repairs on the struc
ture. $25,000 had been spent to make
this church safe for democracy I
conclude that an expenditure of this
large amount. If spent on a church,
fits in with the conception of Presi
dential economy.
This is one
church in the country which is al
ways full, while in some churches
one may lie flat in a pew for slum
ber and interfere witli no one. In
this church they say, when once they
sang: “Praise God from whom all
blessings flow,” one of the “revealers” of the ^President left in a
dudgeon.
No President has been
more punctual at church than Mr.
Coolidge. This is a cheering spec
tacle, for he is not in the habit of
doing what the American people do
not like. The American people have
thus a tremendous respect for this
habit. This the President recognizes.
It thus appears, in the words of Dr.
Cadman, that the spiritual condition
of the country was never better or
more encouraging.
• • • •
I remember in the old days, when
the fight for' the Presidency In 1896
between McKinley and Bryan was
getting close, that I read each Mon
day In the press: “Major McKinley
attended divine worship with Ills
aged Mother." The church is a good
asset even In a political compalgn
and so is an aged mother. In fact,
a mother of any age is an asset in
politics that Is as long as she is old
er than the candidate. And so is a
wife of any age. I knew once one
husband and wife who lived in open
sympathy, that is as long as he was
a candidate for public office. Un
happy wives take notice and drive
their husbands Into political candi
dacies.
The modern girl would make a
wonderful cook if she could find a
kitchen that was run by a steeringwheel.—Denton
(Texas)
RecordChronicle.

When you see it you
will say,♦♦♦♦ ♦♦“Only
General Motors could
produce such a car at
Chevrolet’s Low Prices”
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WHY DO LOST LIMBS ACHE?
It Is a well known fact that persons
who have had arms and legs ampu
tated often feel pain and other sen
sations in the lost limbs. Although
these sensations are Illusions, they
are sometimes very painful. Medical

ROCKLAND '

' scientists explain the phenomenon by
saying that the nervous centers
which supplied the nerves to the am
putated members have remained In
i the stumps and these nervous centers
are Irritated by the scar. The Irri
tation, transmitted to the brain,
I stimulates the same images and sen

I

sations formerly supplied through the
A Frenchman has invented an au
nerves in the amputated limbs.—The tomobile that wSll leap from the
Pathfinder.
ground and travel through the air
American skippers can't marry pas for a considerable distance. Pedes
sengers. One by one they eliminate trians had just os well give it up
tlie hazards of ocean travel.—'Detroit and lie down In the middle of the
road.—S’ashville Banner.
News.

